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ABSTRACT 
Higher production rates, more extreme processing 
conditions, tighter product specifications and more highly 
integrated processing plant are envisaged as some of the reasons 
for encouraging the chemical industries to look more closely at 
the potential advantages of Modern Control Techniques. The advent 
of the proce~s control computer has failed to bring about any 
significant shift away from the established conventional control 
techniques, perhaps because of the innate conservatism Of the 
control enqineers but more likely due to the apparent complexity 
of the mathematical techniques 
control, and a lack of confidence 
involved in so-called "Optimal" 
in the ability of optimal 
controllers to perform significantly ~etter than the already 
highly~developed slngle~loop controllers. 
The aims of tnis study are tWo=fold: 
(1) To demonstrate straightforward techniques for the 
solution of the optimisation problems which are the basis of 
optimal control theory, and 
(2) To demonstrate, by lmplementation of the control 
laws so obtained, ~ome. of the advantages Which can accrue from 
multi variable optimal control. 
Some 
introduced 
development 
technique. 
of the standard multlvariable control techniques are 
and Dynamic Programming Is selected for further 
because of its versatility as an optimisation 
The recurrence relationship is establiShed for staged 
processes and the judicious use of some simplifying assumptions 
reSUlts in an iterative technique Which converges rapidly to the 
solution of the steady-state control law. The Oynamic Programminq 
approach Is equally applicable to the optimisation ot continuous 
processes and results in the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Once again 
the use of simplifying assumptions leads to a straightforward 
method of solution and a steady-state multivariable control law. 
2 
The control laws are tested an a range of linear and non-
linear systems and their performance compared With that of single-
and multi-loop controllers under conditions ot bounded controls, 
random disturbances and process and control variable "dead-time". 
The particular advantages of multivariable controllers are found 
to be 
(1) More effective control, as measured by the 
process control criterion, 
(2 ) An ability to stabilise the process under more 
severe disturbances, 
(3) Greater procels stability In the face ot process 
or control variable "dead-time", 
(4) The use of significantlY less control effort in 
controlling the process, and 
(5 ) 1'he ability to control naturally unstable 
processes with tiqhter limits on the control variables. 
Multivariable feedforward controllers are also developed 
and are shown to have significant advantages even on single-stage 
processes, although the quality of the process model Is shown to 
be important. A non-linear feedforward compensator Is seen to 
possess quite dramatic load rejection potential. 
The mUltivariable optimal controllers are thus seen to be 
reasonably Simple to implement, robust In operation and very 
effective. Possibly the greatest single advantage of 
mUltlvariable over multi-loop control strategies is the 
elimination, at a stroke, Of the confiquration problem • 
••••• OOOOOOOoooo •••• ~ 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
"Between the idea and the reality falls 
shadow ••• 11 
T.S. Eliot 
The current status of Control Science is reviewed in 
ion to the Chemical Processing Industries and the spl 
between the established control practices and the modern 
control theories is analysed. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the first examples of the application cif automatic control was 
the centrifugal governor designed by James Watt to control the speed of a 
steam engine. No longer did an operator have to concentrate slavishly on 
the machine's speed to control th~ steam pressure with a hand valve, and 
neither did the machine's performance depend so entirely upon the 
concentration, skill or whim Of the human link in the feedback chain. 
Considerable progress has been made In all aress of automatic control over 
the Intervening two hundred years If we consider tne huge modern processing 
cDmplexes controlled automatIcally under the almost casual supervision of a 
few men. The progress of control SCience has by no means been steady. 
however, and neither, as we shall see, has there been unanimity withIn the 
ranks of control engineers as to the best means of achieving its objectives. 
Thp mathematIcs and application of OPtimisation and automatic control 
received a boost during the latter years of the second wDrld war, much of 
which did not see the light of day. New theories were taking shape 
however, and once their 1 rest had been kindled, people took their 
experience and skills into other areal In more recent time • but in muCh 
the same way, the Hsp!n offs· from the aerospace indu try have re ulted in a 
flood of new technologies. 
The post-war years saw a steadily increasing interest in control 
theory and practice, particularly the systematic development of the Calculus 
of 
came 
Va lations 
in the 
as a technique for process optimisation. The greatest boost 
late 1950's and early 1960's largely beCBuse of two 
developments. These were the very rapid advances being made In computing 
equipment and techniques, and the consolidation of var! ional methods -
loosely known as Modern Control Theory. 1962 saw one of the landmarks in 
control theory and application with the first publication in English of the 
pioneering work of Pontryagln, Boltyanskil, Gamkrelldze and Mishchenko, "The 
Mathematical Theory of Optimal processss p • With Bellman"s works. "Adaptive 
Control Processes" and "Applied Dynamic ProgrBmm n the future of Modern 
Control Theory was Bssured. A flood of books .nd papers was to folloW, but 
worthy of mention in this context are Tau (1963, 1964), Lapidus and Luu! 
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(1967), Noton (1965) and the most wIdely referenced book of all by Athens 
and Falb (1966). 
Within the chemical industry developments were steadily changing the 
nature of chemical plant and, ind@ed~ the processes themselves. Spurring 
these developments along was the rapid growth in the output of chemical 
industry and in the diversity of its products, with the consequent increase 
in new proceSSing installations. Plants were increaSing in size and 
throughPut with each new generation bringing a huge increase In 
productivity. The economies of scale gave considerable impetus to the 
installation and improvement of process control equipment. Batch plant was 
giving way to continuous processes, espeCiallY where Increased demand 
virtually excluded the possibility of economic batch processing. With the 
shift to continuous processes came the trend toward more integrated plant. 
No longer were individual plant items independent of each other, with large 
storage vessels acting as buffers to isolate them from upstream or 
dOWnstream emergenCies. Processes became more complex, with several "unit 
operations" sometimes incorporated into a single piece of equipment. A 
factor related to the change toward m6re integrated plant was the increase 
in processing "rate". Older plant was being pushed to its maximum capacity 
(and beyond) and new plant deSigned to increase throughPut with the minimum 
physical plant size. Residence times became shorter and processing 
conditions more extreme, and the performance of control systems rose to meet 
the demands. 
A graphic comparison may be found in the production of Sulphuric 
Acid~ long used as an index to the growth of the chemical industry. The 
vast "Lead-chimber"-Plants with reildence times 6f ~any hours could cover a 
hectare of land to produce a hundred tonne per day Of 70% acid. "Contact" 
plants had taken over almost entirely by the 1960's, 300 tpd plants occupied 
no more than 1000 square metres and produced 98% ~cid and large quantities 
of process steam. By the 1970·& a plant of dOUble ,the capacity occupied a 
site half the size or smaller with faster reaction rates, shorter residence 
times and higher operating temperatures and pressures. 
Eliminating the storage of 
overall size of the plant but each 
intermediate products decreased 
unit now fed its product and 
the 
its 
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disturbances dIrectly into th~ unit downstream An undetected or 
uncorrected disturbance could affect 8 whole section of plant to the 
detriment of product quaIl and operating economics. Improvements in the 
control of the ~rocesslng environment may prevent some of the disturbances 
from reaching vital or unstable plant, or at least reduce the damaging 
ffeets, but many chemical processes femain very susceptible to product 
variability which cannet be entirely eliminated. Because of this the 
chemical manufacturer 'must frequ~ntlY aim at a product specification 
exceeding that required by the purchaser, with consequent increase In costs 
or decrease In prodUction rate, just to enlure that the natural variability 
o the process doe not result In an unlBleable product. 
Increased competition In the chemical market place led also to the 
general tiqhtenlng of chemical and Physical specifications encouraging 
19hter control of the manufacturing processes. 
Recently two new factors have emerged which are having a very major 
influenc on the chemical proces Ing industri The rapidly Increaslnq 
cst and r it ieted upply of most forms of energy and closely related, the 
ncr sing cost 0 petroleum. the baSic fee tack or a considerable 
propor ion of the chemical indus 
Throughout the 1 t two decades the ncentlve& for improvement In all 
peets of process control could hardly have been greater the same two 
decades which saw the most dramatic developments In the establishment of 
Modern Control Theory HOW, then, was it possible for the new control 
theories and the established control practices to continue to develop and 
apparently thrive In virtual ·~f each other~s existence? 
Turning to the current scientific literature we can view with awe the 
unending array of material being published on the subject of control 
science. The books and papers, however, all too often report what Is 
theoretically pos Ible, rather than What has been practically accomplished. 
The models and processes Investigated appear to be designed to fit the 
cont 01 theories rather than to bear any relationship to the real world. 
The theory of modern control and the practice of control within the chemical 
proceSSing technology appear to be poles apart and each must be tudled in 
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relation to the other to understand how this may have come about Q And to do 
that it Is important to distinguish clearly between the modern control 
theories and th~ conventional approach to control system sYnthesis • 
••••• DOODOOOaOOD •••• ~ 
1.1 SINGLE~LOOP CONTROL 
The science of contral grew from the single-Input, single-output 
analysis of systems. Early "unit operations" equipment was generally 
operated at the level of sophistication which recognised a one-to-one 
relationship between the process variabl@s and early Automatic controllers 
implemented this philosophy. The process operator, as he learnt the 
idiosyncrasies of his pl~nt. recognised the interaction effects and, if 
sufficiently killed, used them tD good effect. As interaction ~f ects 
became more readily Identified and quantified some wer exploited in cascade 
controllers, but the basic prlnclpl of single-loop controllers remained. 
Even with the introduction of very obviously multi-input, multi-output 
processes and a greater understanding 0 the chewical and physical 
relationships involved the control systems remained essentially a collection 
of single-loop strategies 
One of the reasons 
la~l translei function for 
dominated the mathematical 
for this must surely be the adherence to the 
analysis whicfi has ri~til recently 
treatment of automatic control. Although both 
laplace domain and frequency domain techniques are adaptable to multi-input, 
mUlti-output systems there!s something inharently clumsy about matrices of 
transfer functions. There l~ af course a direct correspondence between 
laplace and linear state-space presentation and all the operations in one 
domain have direct counterparts In the other. 
In Single-loop control each control variable 
deViations of only one procell variable. The deViations 
Is governed by the 
of other process 
variable are ignored even though manipulation of that control variable 
would be beneficial in festoring those other variables to their respective 
set points. Neither Bre the interaction effects between the control 
variable and the other. variables consIdered, exce~t of course In the 
controller tuning once the plant lsopefating. 
The control system·. engineers were probably not chemical engineers 
and did not fully understand the chemical and Physical phenomena they were 
attempting to control. It BeemB certain that the process designers did not 
set out to model the procell with algebraic and dynamic equations for had 
they done 50 they could have hardly helped but notice the fundamental 
interactions between variables whIch are so obvious from the state-space 
representatlon& 
OOODDODDOOO •••• ~ 
1. ~ULTI-VARIABLE CONTROL 
Mu tlvarlable control recogni ~ and u the dynamic and alqebraic 
relationships between variable. Each control variable 1 a function of all 
the process variables over which it has an influence. When any or all of 
the proce s variables deViate from their set-points the influence of the 
control variables on the system 15 to force the return of each variable to 
it s~t-p~lnt it a rate which re to pe~alty ~laced upon its 
deviation. 
that 
This raises another .essential feature of Modern Control 
Is the ext tence of a Process Control Criterion. 
Theory~ and 
The process 
controller 1s deSigned to optimise a process control criterion however 
arbitrary that may appear to be, and involved 1n the choice ot that 
criterion is the priority attached to the actions and interactions of the 
process Variables. With the well-established Quadratic Error criterion, 
favoured for regulatory control, the squared devlat16ns of the variables, 
and sometimes their interaction products, ar@ penalised according to an 
assessment of the detrimental effect of those deViations. The effect is 
such that the algorithm which optimises thl control criterion is directed to 
reduce most rapl y the deviations of the most heavily penalised variables. 
In a compact integrated plant the interactions between variables 
raises another major problem for singleoloop control strategies that of 
configuration. With SO many alternatives to choose from haw does the 
, 
control engineer choose the best feed-back loops for process stabl11satfon? 
In a hypothetical, exothermic reactor does he use the deviation of the 
product concentration to control the feed rate, the supply of catalyst, th~ 
level of reactants in the reactor or the flow of coolant? Although 
intuition and Modern Control Theory say "use them all]" the conventional 
control engineer must decide on just one, and make similar, perhaps 
arbitrary, decisions for the other loops as well. Cascadinq of control 
loops and the use of decoupling algorithms may go some way toward improvinq 
the quality of control. but tne problems of the control engineer are only 
compounded by the Increasing number and complexity of the possible 
candidates for the control loop configuration. 
The dependence of the control variables on all the state variables 
means that a dynamic optimisation can be ffected by the control function 
instead of the tatic optlml at10n per med by a sinqle loop cont 01 
strategy. Returning to the exothermic reactor example; a change In feed 
concentration may be compensated mOlt rapidly and economically by adjusting 
the reactor temperature. If, however, the coolant flow-rate 15 controlled 
only by the reactor temperature thIs dynamic compensation cannot be 
employed. The reactor temperature will eventually fluctUate because of the 
effect of the changed feed concentration on the reaction rate v but the 
response of the temperature controller will be delayed and the effect will 
be to try to restore the reactor temperature to the original set-point and 
not the temperature relevant to the current feed con~entratlon. In effect, 
the action of the tempera~ure controller will be contrary to the objective 
of maintaining a steady product concentration. Borer(1974) details the 
importance of dynamic compensation and emphasises the point (1977) with the 
comment that; 
"If processes are designed with leIS and less holdup, hiaher 
10 
conversion ratel, etc. tnen control must Increasingly be exercised 
on a dynamic basis. Single loop regulation of individual process 
parameters is no longer adequate; disturbances cannot always be 
subdued before they enter the process and must absorbed by 
permitting certain variables to change transientlY In a controlled 
fashion." 
If only lome of the apparent advantages of multlvariable control are 
able to be realised on a chemical plant it Is still somewhat surprising to 
find such an obvious gap between the theory and the practice of modern 
control techniques If, as is confidently predicted, process stability 
could be enhanced and product variability decreased by the use of 
multivarlable controllers then Why are control engineers and plant managers 
still wedded to the conventional control technology? The reasons are as 
nUlnerous and as dIverse as the Chemical industry itself but a brief analysis 
of a tew would be in order. 
• •• 00000000000 .0. 
1 3 CONVENTIONAL MULTI-LOOP TECHNOLOGY 
"Better the devil you know 
The chanqes in chemical industry and the demands of new technoloQY 
have, inral. been ly met by Improvements in conventional 
control. Operating speed and preciSion have increased and Where necessary 
the slower and mor~ cumbersome pneumatic systems have been supplanted by 
fast and dependable solld~state electronics, althouqh even the standard 
pneumatic valve motors can be titted with boosters and positioners Which 
greatly Improve their speed and accuracy. Complex and sophisticated single-
loop algorithms can be implemented on a wide range of analogue and diqital 
hardware and a range of mathematical functions are available. Control 
valves can be manufactured with programmed nonl1nearlti@s to compensate the 
processes they are controillnge 
11 
Above all thiS 1& the accumulation of experience which, for example, 
makes the configuration problem relatively tractable c 
1.4 AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT AND ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUE& 
Improvements In measurement technology have qreatly assisted the 
control engineers In keeping up with modern processes, particularly the wide 
range of on-line automatic analysers. In the area of chemical analysis the 
range of automated techniques is extensive. Continuous monitoring of ionic 
concentration by specific ion electrodes is common, as 15 the discrete 
analysis by automatic titration. UltraViolet and infrared spectrophotometry 
are alSO readily used on- ne as are the very widely used chromatographic 
techniques. Even solids can be utomati 11y analys d by methods uch as 
ray dl fraction and fluorescence There are many technique available for 
the on-line measurement of physical pa amet density, visco ity, 
refractive index, temperature, colour, turbidity, flow-rat, and 
conductivity may be IV determined for gases, liquids, and solids 
ranging from powde s to larger particulates. The accuracy and speed ot 
these analytical techniques are being stead! improved and many of the 
currently regarded off line techniques may 500n b@ fully automated fo 
greater assistance with process optimisation and control • 
••••• oODoOODoooo •••• ~ 
1 :2 
1.5 PROCESS CONTROL COMPUTERS 
The intro~uctiDn of digital cDmputers to the chemical Industry 
brought cons!derabl advances to the science of control. As the digital 
computer i5 essentially a sampled-date machine it b~ought about something of 
a revolution In data acqUisition and transmisSion, procell representation 
and modelling, and the design of control algorithms. The speed of the 
digital computer meant that a much wider range of activities could be 
accommodated, including complex multi-looP control strategies and on-line 
optlrllisation. 
• •••• QOOOOOOOOOO •••• ~ 
1.6 CHEMIC~L PROCESS PLANT 
If the .1 one factor which characte is B chemical processes it 
would surely b non-lineari 
Non-Llnearities abound In systems involved with heat, mass and 
momentum transf r, thermodynamics, reaction and catalysis and all the staged 
and recycle processes which render anal leal techniques unworkable. Two 
other effects. endemiC to chemical plant and similarly confounding the 
analytical approach, are hard ~onstrBlnts on ~rocesl and control variables, 
and time delays. 
Local 11nearisation. Is usually posBible but the non-linearlties may 
be so extreme that the region over which the lineari$atlon may be applied Is 
very :;mall 
••••• OOOOOOOODOO •••• ~ 
13 
1.7 MODERN CON'l'ROL 'tHEORY 
,. 
o Q Q than the davil you don to" 
Modern control theory 1 unfortunately obscured and misrepresented by 
writers luch as B (1973) In hi "critique" of chemical process control 
theory and luch reactionary attitude are unfortunate. certainly the 
problems associated with the design and application of Modern Control 
techniques are very far rom any general solution, however the theoretiCians 
have furnished U5 with a set of elegant theories, complete with necessary 
Bnd sufficient eonditlDns for global optimality In contradiction to Foss, 
therefore, the ball Is no longer In the theoreticians' court but very firmly 
established in the court of the control engineer. 
For example: Local I1nearisatlon and judicious application of the 
quadratic error criterion result In a system for whiCh's general solution 
has been established That a model of the 
nece sary 1 not too great 8 hardship. 
process to 
If the proce 
be controlled is 
1 
stages (surely the bes ime to be Signing the control system) a 
mathematical model a 1 mandatory fo good sIgn the 
proce 5 is 
b~~netit in 
appropriate 
a modelling exerc could be gr t 
unde tanding the p IS. and If an analytt 1 approach is not 
then Identl 1catlon techntque could b employed. Bard 
constra nts? ti and acute ~on Inearltles B occasionally the 
result of poor design and a such may be revealed by a detailed analysis of 
the process. The cost of replae a large diameter pipe with a small one 
and Inst 111nq a pump to overcome the increased pres sur drop or replacinq 
a control valve wit~ one l~rger or faster. might be recovered in a matter of 
weeks by the reduced product Variability due to faster and more positive 
control action. 
Neither ere the problems 0 high-dimensional models nsurmountable. 
Those who cite the thousands of possible state and control v~riable& within 
a large chemical complex BS evidence of the Impossibility of stabllsh a 
multlvarlable controller are either being naive or, like Foss, being 
misleading Only the close Integrated sections of plant need to be 
treated as units for the purposes of multlvarlable control and effective 
14 
model reduction techniques are available which will specifically retain the 
particUlar process dynamics that are regarded as Important. SimilarlY the 
problem of lnacelBlble states may be accomodated by judicious model 
reduction or by the techniques af state and parameter tlmatlon. 
For the simplest case o~ time-invariant p.rRm~ters and Infinite 
horizon the implementation of ~ multlvorlable controller requires less 
control hardware than the ~quivalent multioloop system with & separate 
controller for every loop_ Workable algorithms are available from most 
modern texts on the subject of process control and could be applIed by most 
engineers with a reasonable know of linear algebra. Even discounting 
the analytical approach Which Is pOSSible, if tedious, for systems ot low 
order, the algorithms are readily programmed and solved off line by a very 
mode t computer. Contrary to popular belIef a diqital computer is not 
essential for the implementation of a multi-variable controller, although 
the existence of an on~llne computer eould improve the quality of control by 
means of non$llnear controllers or with the techniques of state estimation, 
parameter tracking and proees optlmllatlon~ The ule of Modern Control 
techniques would require no more technical expertise than conventional 
control strategies 
1&8 COMPARISON OF MULTIVARIABLE AND MULTI-LOOP CONTROL STRATEGIES. 
Managers of chemical process plant. along with their process 
designers and control systems engineers, ar~ essentially bUSinessmen - hard~ 
headed and a bit conservative, and therefore unlikelY to abandon 
tried and proven methods unless a new system can prove its superiority in 
terms of processIng economicse The stage has long since been reached In the 
apPlication of Modern Control Theory that it needs to be rigorously tested 
aqainst the well~establlshed conventional techniques 
15 
Conventional control technology has continued to survive under the 
condltlons imposed hy chemical processing; Imprecise models, drifting 
para~eters. measurement error. hard constraints and unavoidable dead-times. 
Unless the application of Modern Control Theory can consistently out~perform 
tn. established conventional control techniques the holders of the chemical 
industrie • purse strings will continue to ignore it. And who could blame 
thpm? 
••••• ooooOOOoooo •••• ~ 

CHAPTER I I 
MODERN CONTROL TECHNIQUES 
The State Variable form of process representation 
is introduced and some of the modern techniques for control 
system synthesis are examined. 
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CHAPTER II 
MODERN CONTROL TECHNIQUES 
2.1 STATE REPRES~NTATION OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS. 
In the development and discus.lon of various 
construetinq mUltlvarlable control algorithms the dynamic 
represented exclusively In State Variable form. The 
conversion between 11n~ar state variable and laplace 
summarised by Ward and Strum (1970) and Noton (1972). The 
techniques for 
systems will be 
techniques for 
torms are we 11 
development of 
mathematical models ot chemical processes In state variable form is covered 
In many modern texts and the apPlication to particular ~ystems will be 
described in some detail 1n l~ter chapters. The most general form of state 
variable representation of a process is 
••••• (2 1) 
1 = I, 2, ~ ••• n 
where x 1 the state vector, ~ is 
vector of disturbance varlabl 
vector of control variables and d is a 
Where the process Is linear, or may 
reasonably be 11nearlsed about a point In tate space. the pr 
p esented In the standard non-homogeneous linear form 
55 may be 
x A(t) (t) t B(t)u(t) + C(t)d(t) 
where A 1 the state matrix and 8 and C are driving matrices relatinq to the 
control inputs, Up and the procesl dl lurhance inputs, d. respectively. The 
driving matrices are sometimes combined into a lingle matriX and a combined 
vector i& formed from the control and disturbance vectors ThiS 15 the most 
compact linear form but 
between those inputs 
it t~nds to obscure the important distinction 
which may be manipulated to optimise the process and 
the uncontrolled disturbance, or "load", variables. 
Despite the dexter ty with which analogue and digital computers can 
generate solutions (or trajectories) for sets of non-linear diffprential 
equations there are considerable advantages in the use o£ linear equations 
in terms of speed r generality and the existence of analytical solutions. 
19 
For non-linear systems the effort involved In determining truly optimal 
control algorithms is very considerable and generally prohibitive for on 
Une work. Conversly, local linearisatlon and the development and 
apPlication of linear controllers is generally more straightforward and 
should appeal to engineering pragmatism. 
For a process modelled by a set of non-linear equations 
x ~ f(X,U,t) 
it Is possible to linearis8 about a pOint (X,D), or perhaps a nominal 
trajectory (X(t),U(t)), by defining deviation variables x, u such that 
u The model may be expressed In terms of these new 
variables = f(x,u,X,U,t) •••••• (2.4) 
and may then be Ilnearised about a point or nominal trajectory, by 
calculating the Jacobian matrices J. and J u whose elements are given by 
and af ~J ••••• (2.5) 
and are evaluated at the point or along the trajectory about which the model 
was to be linearlsed The Jacobean matrices J x and J u are the state and 
driving matrices respectively. 
The general solu Ion to sets of linea equations of the form 
= A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) 0 •• (2 6} 
may be expressed as 
x(t) 
-t 
<l> (t • to lx (to) , J <l> ( t • t ) B (t ) u (1 ) d1 
to 
• • •• • (2 .,) 
where $(t,to ) Is known as the TranSition matrix and 15 defined as the 
solution to the homogeneous matrix differential equation 
d dt ¢ ( t , to)::: A ( t) ¢ (t, to ) ••••• (2.8) 
for all t. The solution to this equation for a time. invariant 5tBt~ matrix 
A takes the form of a matrix exponential 
¢(t,to) = eXP(A(teto») 
which may be expressed ana evaluated as the matrix series 
exp(A(t~to) :: I + A(t~to) ... A2 (t e t o ) 121 ... 
•• + Arctmto)f'/r! t 00. .(2 10) 
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and Which can be ahown to converge ablot and uniformly on any finite 
interval of the time axis, (TOd. 1964), and Is readily programmed for 
solution by digital computer (Notan. 1972, Kalman and Englar, 1966, Melsa, 
(970). The proof of the existence and un 
lolution for the general calev and its non-s 
IS of the matrix Ie les 
larlty for all (t,to )' Is 
given by Bellman (1967). There are problems with truncation and rate of 
convergence however when the matrix A(t ) Is large and the time interval 
(t"'to ) may have to be fl!':duced 1n order to effect a satisfactory numerical 
solution. The solution to the part woUld generally be 
calculated at the same time provided the charac lstlcs of the forcing 
fUnction, u 
comprising the sum 
known over the range (t, ). The complete solution, 
the free and forced responses, may be expressed in 
terms of the tran Itlon and driving matrices 
x(t) 
•••• DDOOOOOoooo •••• ~ 
2b2 DISCRETE-TIME STATE EQUAT DNS 
The application of iglt&l computers to process control requir the 
development of diserete~tlme models. The digital control computer a 
5Bmpled~data device and the computations are handled In a stage-Wise 
fashion. A process model must therefore be devised to provide information 
on the state variable trajectory at discrete Instants corresponding to the 
control computer"s view of the continuous process This Is done by solvinq 
the set of continuous differential equations over the discrete time Interval 
T assuming piecewise continuous 
The solution. once again str 
for the duration of the interval 
orward for sets of linear equations, 
involves the evaluation of the transition and driving matrices 
¢>( t" to) :;;:: 
L\(tpto) ~ 
The state of the procesl at the Instant of sampling may thus be 
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expressed as the sum of a transformation of the state at the previous 
sampling instant and the eff~ct of the process inputs for the duration of 
that stag~, loe. 
)«(I<+1)T) = VCkT)xCkT) + ~(kT)u(kT) 
This may be expressed more conveniently as 
X(k+l) = ~(k)K(K) ~ 6(k)U(k) 
interval Is implied, or even 
Xk+1 ~kl(l<+ ~kUk 
.eo •• (2.13) 
where the sampling 
The more compact subscripted form of aquation 2.14 is preferred where 
it Is clear from the context that the subscript refers to the stage and not 
to a specific element In th@ vector 
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2.3 IGENVALUES AND THE SYSTEM RESPONSE 
The choice 0 the s~ate variables 1 generally traightforward for 
chemical proceSSing systems, uslnq either basic 0 derived measurements. 
The state 0 sucrose solution 1n an evaporator might be desc ibed in te ms 
of Temperature and Concentration but for the purposes of on line analysis 
the state may be more conveniently measured In terms of its density and 
refractive index. Temperature and concentration are however independent 
modes in that either may change (within limits) wi hout affecting the other, 
whereas a change In density, for eXample, brought about by a chanqe In 
either temperature or concentration, would also have an effect on the 
refractive index. There are a number of physico-chemical properties of the 
sucrose solution which could be measured, indicating that the choice of 
state variables Is not unique, but there i one set of state variable , the 
dynamic behaviour of which dlsp the system structure In its most basic 
form because of their lack of interaction with one another. modes are 
linear combinations of the measured properties and are known as 
eigenvectors, and the transformation of the states into the respective 
eiqenvectors results In a state matrix In diagonal canonical form. 
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For a lInear dynamic process 
. 
x let . th~ linear trans ormation Which 
achieves this decoupl1ng of the state variables be P, such that 
then p-1 X 
p-l (APz + fill) 
:= p-1 APz + p-1 Bu 
and the state matrix which maKes the transformed state variables independent 
is the dlaqonal matrIx of eigenvalues. or Spectral Matrix, 
•••••• Ci!.16) 
The free time-response of the modes 1& 
and the mode will be stable If the real part of the eigenvalue ~i' is 
negative. For complex eigenvalues the system response will be oscillatory. 
For dl rete time systems the reapon! 1s given by 
(2.lB) 
and the proces is tabl i the sequence of euclidean no ms 
vector 
Ilx(k)!I 
Is decreaslnq monotonic sequenc~. 
For thiS to be 50 the necessary and su flcient condition Is 11<1>11 < 100 
implying that the eigenvalues of the matrix $ lie within the unit circle on 
the comple~ plane. 
..~ •• DODOOOOODOD •••• ~ 
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294 CONTROLLABILITY AND OBSERVABILITY. 
In general terms a system Is controllable if any desired change of 
the system state can be achieved in a finite time by the application of 
unconstrained control action. 
A system Is observable if any change to the system will eventually 
have an effect on the system output. 
The development of the concepts of controllability and observabl1ity 
is contained in the pioneering papers of Kalman \ (1960,1961 p 1963). For a 
detailed discussion of the dual properties of controllabl11 ty and 
observat>111 (or reconstructabillty) the interested reader should refer to 
Lapidus & Lu~s (1967, pJ5) or Kwakarnaak and Sivan (1972, P53). 
Controllability Is usually assessed by ensuring that the composite 
n * Illn matrix 
[B:AB: B 
be equivalent to ensuring that 
[ 8 :<!J 6: <1>28 
15 of rank n. This would 
Is of rank n for the 
discrete time model. The concept of controllability may be more readilY 
understood, however, by examining the tate equations In diagonal canonical 
form, i.e. 
::: 1\ z + p-1 Bu •• (2,,}9) 
In this form it Is aBsy to see that the modes of the system have no 
influence on each other, being mutually orthogonal, and the response of each 
mode may be affected only by the controlS u. If. however, any row of the 
matrix p-1B comprises only zeros control action cannot influence the 
behaviour of that mode and it is "not controllable". 
In many chemical processes the complete state vector 
Xi,1 = 1,2,0.0,n, will not be available for identification or control 
purposes and an output vector y: Hx Is defined, where y is a vector of 1 
components Bnd the l'n measurement matrix H must be of rank 1 to ensure 1 
independent measurements. If the n*ln'matrix 
[HT : AT HT: (AT )2 HT : ...... : (I).T )n-1HT] is of rank n the 
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system 15 observablep meaning that it is Possible to derive a sufficient 
number of linearlY independent equations to solve for the n 1 states which 
do not appear In the output vector. The obs~rvabl11ty test Is of limited 
value as a means of state estimation Since the comPlete state at some tIme t 
may he determined on by observing the output over a period of time 
subsequent to t. Also the states may well be subject to random measurement 
errors which would probably render the result meaningless. The test is of 
importance however when methods of state estimation and prediction are being 
investigated by means of an Observer such as proposed by Luenberger (1966) 
or, in the case of noisy measurements, the predictive filter of Kalman 
(1960) 
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2.5 THE D~VELOPMENT OF SINGLE-LOOP CONTROL LAWS. 
Chemica proces have traditionallY been cont olled by continuous 
or discrete controllers us combinations of Proportional, Inteqral and 
Derivativ@ modes. With the conventional control system a control va able 
15 manipulated, by means of a controller, according to an input signal 
Which, in the case of a feedback controller, would be the deviation of a 
selected process 
The t~chniques 
proportional 
variable from its required operating level, or set-point. 
for determining uStable numerical values for the 
and the Integral and derivative time constants havp 
generally Involved the dynamics of only that process variable. The extent 
to Which the controller performs a genuine optimiSing function depends on 
the basis on Which the controller pararnet r~ were Chosen, but most 
techniques may be resolved into a relatively arbitrary balance between 
maximising the speed of response, minimising the peak deViation, the offset 
and the degree of OSCillation, and ensuring stability in the face of random 
disturbances over as wide frequency pectrum as possible. The single-loop 
controller recleves Signals from only one process variable and 1s unable. 
therefore to perform anything other then very localised OPtimisation 
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The techniques for process eharacterl~atlon and the subsequent 
calculation of controller parameters may be found in many texts and papers 
but attention should be drawn to the pioneering Dap~r by Ziegler and Nichols 
(1942). It is significant that for process which ean be characterised as 
a first order stage plus dead-tIme the ler - Nichols settings are still 
regarded as the best Init!al eltlmate~ Cohan and Caon (1953), also of the 
Taylor Instrument Companies, in a theoretical investigation Of the same 
process model using frequency response 
tuning charts based on stability criteria. 
quas, produced controller 
For a general study of the ~ppllcation of conventional control 
techniques to Chemical processes the bas Ie texts would have to include 
Buckley (1964), Gould(196~)p Luyben (1969), ShinsKey (1967), Harriott (1964) 
and Coughanowr and Koppel (1965) 
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2.6 MODERN CONTROL TECHNIQUES 
"Optimal" control, as the nama lugges ,involve the optimisation of 
a functional which represents a numerical criterion of the system"s 
performance. The choice of criterion may be as ~rbltrary as the commonly 
used 4:1 damplnq ratio of conventional control, but on the other hand it may 
be related very specifically to the economics of the process operatton. 
The important aspect to recognise 1 that the optimal control law emerqes as 
the solution to the optimisation exercise 
The control 1 •• may· be formulated In two distinct ways: the control 
vector may be stated a$ a function of the process state, In which case it Is 
a closed-loop or "feed-bacK" law, or it may be expressed as B fUnction of 
the initial conditions and time and 15 therefore an open-loop law 
Regulatory control is almost 
distinct advantages: 
of lased-loop form which. has two 
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(a) The process does not r~qulr~ a partieularly accurate model 
(althouqh the better the model@ of course, the better the control) and 
(b) The contral sequence Is not invalidated by extraneous 
disturbances. 
Open-Loop, or prDgrammed~ control is occasionally employed for 
batchwi.e processlnq or plant Btart~up sequencing but frequently employs 
some feedaback mechanism if the end m polnt i& at all critical • 
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2.7 DIRECT SEARCH TECHNIQUES. 
Optimal control i5frequently regarded as synonomous with 
Mult1vBrlable control Since the solution to the control criterion 
optimisation results In a multlvarlable control law. It is pOSSible, 
however, to construct a multlvarlable cDntroller by a strnlghtforward, if 
somewhat tedious, search for the appropriate elements of the feedback matrix 
KFB • It Is most unlikely that this approach would be attempted on-line so 
an adequate model woUld be eSlentl 1. The search would be prohibitive for 
large systemsp even with a very efficient oPtimisation routine, since for a 
process with n states and m controls the number of independent coefficients 
Each simulated run wauld need to be of sufficient duration to 
measure accurately the performance of each candidate controller. 
Where a reasonably accurate initial estimate is available the method 
may be tractable and could result in a viable technique for approximating to 
the optimal feedback matrix for a small system with some inaccessible 
states. 
The direct searCh techniqUE has been used by Luus(1974) for three 
non~llnear chemical engineering systems and constant feedback matrices have 
been found to minimise quadratic criteria and the time to reach the origin. 
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The method involves the selection of an initial feedback matrIx and a range 
about which each element in the matrix may be perturbed~ The feedback 
matrix 1s then perturbed by set~ of random numbers In the interval (-0.5. 
0.5) and each resultant matrix is tested for optimality. The range is then 
reduced slightly Bnd the process repeated until even~ually stationarity 
occurs. The method Is simple to program and result~ 1n a useful feedback 
controller, but only one set of initial conditions for the non-linear 
process w~re used which results 1n .Q gain matrix specific to those Init al 
conditions. Also the time spans were very short which would have reduced 
the computation times. Luu, dld not encounter any problems with multiple 
ent search 
technique (1973), the result, perhaps, of informed Initial policies and 
large ranges. It would be prudent however to test the lolutlon by using a 
very different initial feedback matrlx~ 
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Another technique for qene Ing multi lable cant lers Which has 
received conSiderable attention In the literature Is pole-assignment, or 
modal control. Since modal control doe not involve the optimisation of a 
process criterion, hewever, it Is not trlctly an optimal rol technique. 
The principle Is to shift the system eigenvalue by means of the feedback 
matrix but the theory does not extend to provid guidance on where to 
shift the eigenvalues In order to obtain a specified reBPons~. Since the 
transient behaviour of the system Is predominantly determined by the mode 
associated with the slowest eigenvalue, the techniqUe has resolved into 
shifting this eigenvalue 8S far to the left on the complex p as the 
control variable amplitudes permit, ensuring stabilIty and improving the 
considered the techn appropriate 
to chemical engineering praceasal and the conversion to diagonal 
For the atandard procell model 
. 
x = Ax + Bu 
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u The system may be transformed Into mode-
space the transformation 
lIZ where V 11 the modal matrix of A 
:;;,; AVz + Bu 
v-1 AVz -I' v-1 Bu OQ •• (2.20) 
but trlC@ A, the spectral matrix, and with 
= (A + V-1BKV)Z 
and proper seleetion of the mat K results In the desired closed-loop 
Gould (1960) provides R concise derivation of the method. Ellts 
and Whit (1965) present detailed development of Ingle-loop modal control 
and ts apPl cation to boiler pressure control, While Porter Bnd 
MlcklethwBite (1967) describe the procedures for both sequential and 
simUltaneous modal controller design, demonstrating that for a desired set 
of eigenvalues the solution is not necessarily unique. 'rhey applY the 
method to a se of lnteracting tanks but the re ul • show that the requl~ed 
cont 01 variable ampl] udes 
Davison and Goldberg Rosenbrock (1962) with 
a technique for the e imlnatlon ot inaeeesslb tateR and this method Is 
appll d by Davison and Chatha (1972) with some succe The most definitive 
study Is probably the text by Por and C 
Bruun (1975) descibes 1n d~tal1 the application of modal control to 
an experimental evaporator but found the resultant controller to have poor 
load rejection properties and The addition of 
integral states, and thus zero lues, was found to reduce the offsets 
but Bruun concluded that modal control had considerable detlcienci 5 
compared to optimal control techniques. 
OOODOOODDOO •••• ~ 
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2.9 VARIATIONAL METHODS OF OPTIMISATION. 
The methods for direct optimisation Of the proces criterion are 
generally classified as Variational techniques and they include the 
classical Calculus of Variations, the superficially similar Minimum 
PrincIple of Pontryagin and the superficially different approach ot Dynamic 
Programming. 
2 10 THE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS 
The problem may be stated as the optimisation of a functional subject 
to the constraints imposed by the system in the form of a set of dynamic 
state equations. The most general criteriDn conSists of a unctlonal of the 
final state of the procesl combined with a functional derived from the total 
(8 cDmblna~lon at the problems of Mayer and Bolza) 
J(u) ),t]dt (2.22) 
and the minimisation of equation t to the control vector 
u(t) is SUbject to the ConS lnts 
•• (2.23) 
1 ~ lp 2, , •• , n 
The constraints are included bymsans of an adjoint vector which consists of 
dynamic terms, usually called the cogitate variables. 
The optimisation of the functional 
ftf J(u) :: F{X(t f )] -I- .L(xpu,t) + )..TC41(X,u,t) - x) dt 
to •••••• (2.24) 
Is sought. The scalar Hamiltonian may de defined as 
H O@ •• (2.25) 
and equation 2.24 becomes 
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The flrlt variation of the integral Is 
6J [ ( 
where Hx = 8H/ax, etc. In order that 6J = 0 for all small but arbitrary 
variations of ox? (\ u the must be zero throughout the Interval 
aH 
au ••••• (2.2B) 
o 
Equa on 2 29 defines the n components of tne join vector ~[t) by the set 
of differ@ntlal equatl 
The irst te m of equation 2. 6 
!L If 
r A. 
boundary conditions 
sInce rturbatlons of the Initl 1 condit ons may be ignored. 
e'. (2.0) 
Equations 2.28 and 2~ constitute the necessary conditions for a 
stationary solution. For the development additional necessary and 
sufficient conditions for qlobal minimisation the reader 11 refe red to 
on and He (1969) and a· summary only will be Included here. 
The lebsch Condition raferred to in the classical 
lit rature Is the necessary condition 
o which becomes B lufficient condition for a 
local minimum (i.e. the Convexity Condition) If 
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The Weierstrass Condition provides a strong necessary conditIon for a 
local minimum it 
0''' •• (2.32) 
. The Normality Condition demands that when terminal constraints are 
l.ncluded the 
2.11 PONTRYAGIN"S MINIMUM PRINCIPLE. 
Pontryagln's Principle will be tated without proof, interested 
readers should consult the english translation. of the or! 1 text by 
Pont 0, et al (1962) 
Given the same tat equations and terion as previously (equations 
tCt) 
with boundary conditions provided 
AUf ) ~ [~ltf 
the Principle may now be stated as: 
"in order to min the per functional (equation 
2.22) the Hamiltonl~n H must be minim! at ~ll times over 
all possible values of the control vector u. H 
The mathematical description show. that it conforms tD the Weierstrass 
Condition providing a strong necelsary condition for. a local minimum • 
•• ~ ••• (2.)5) 
An !mport~nt point to note Is that inequality constraints on the 
control Variable may be handled convleniently without any of the 
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mathematical artifices red by the Calcu of Variations Pr@vlously 
the optimality condition h~S been 
BH/Bu • 0 appropr to unconstrained control 
variables, wheraas Pontryagln". Principle alloWI the lelectlon of a least 
value of the Ha~ ltoni.ft whether or not it occurs at 8 stationary point. 
Other advantages which make Pont 
mOfe convenient are that the stat. equation 
continuous first partial derivat and 
more powerful as well as 
are no longer required to have 
strass CondItion i 
a strong necessary condition for optimal! • the var tiona Suet) need not 
be small" 
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CHAPTER III 
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The dynamic programming appr to a variational 
v~ry different that of the Calculus of Variation 
problem appears 
Instead of 
termining the entl extremal tra1ectory the dynamic programmlnq approach 
i develop th~ e~tremal curve by evaluating the optimal derivative at 
each point, thus constructing an envelope of tangents. Where the Calculus 
Of Variations may be described as a global approach, dynamic programming is 
essentially a local approach q 
The thpory of dynamic programmlnq was developed hy R.E.Rellman at the 
RAND Corporation in 1949 and the fir formal expository paper (Bellman, 
was published by the National Academy of Sc ence U.S.A. 
The intimate conn on betw dyn~ml proaramminq and Modern 
entral Theory was outLined by Bellman 961) and the ~pPllcation to con ro] 
p lems, a well as a very detailed bibliogr phy. has also been provided by 
Bellman (1967,IQ711. For an introduct on to dynam c programming as 
qeneral optimisation technique the In erested reader should refer to the 
texts by Roberts (1964), Lapidus and Luus (1967), 8everidqe and Schecter 
(1970), Boudarel, et aI, (1971) and ~oton (1972). 
Dynamic proqra~ming is based upon the Principle of Optimality which 
may be stated as follows: 
"an optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial 
state and initial decision the remaininq decisions must 
consltltute an optimal policy with regard to the state resultinQ 
from the first decision" 
Thl apparent truism leads to the recurrence quatlon for multi-stage 
oPtimisation which is the basis of the dynamic programming technique. The 
development of this recur rene relationship has been demonltated by Bellman 
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(1961,1967). Roberts (1964), Tou (1964), Lapidus and LuuI (1967), noudarel, 
et a1,(1971) and Noton (1972), Although there Is little merit in 
reproducing it in detail the technique may be demonstated by application to 
a simple stagewlse procels. 
Before proceeding, however, it Is necessary to define the terms to be 
used throuqhout thts section. The duration of the process Is divided into 
listaqes" corresponding to the discrete time interval and the stages are 
numbered in the direction of increasing time starting from stage zero. This 
has the minor disadvantage that the final stage of an N stage process is 
numbered N-1, but the advantages are substantial. 
The "state" of the process Is the collectiDn of variables, expressed 
as a vector x, necessary to describe the condition of the process. !'Jhere 
the state of the proce s may be observed only at the disc ete instants 
between stages the vector xk Is defined as the state of the process at the 
beginning of stage k. The process thUS has initial and final stat s Xo and 
XN respectively and the proeess may be modelled by the linear equation 
.. 0 1) 
where <Vk and 11k are the t ran .!. t ion i'lnd ell" i v ing ma r ie,,",!; propriat to 
staqe k and Uk is the control policy use throuqhout tage k 
In qeneral terms the control criterion J(x,u,N-k) way be regarded as 
the cost incurred in traversing from ~tage k, state xk ' to the end of the 
control sequence uslnq a control policy u. If u is chosen to be an optimal 
policy the optimal criterion JD will be qiven by 
.0 ... (3.2) 
i = K, k+l, •••• , N 
where N 1& the total number of stages in the sequence. If the cost incurred 
In traver61nQ just the k"th stage is L(xk,uk,k). then the optimal criterion 
may be expressed as 
since the prine Ie of o~timal1tv states that the POlicy from stage k+l 
onwards must constitute an optimal policy using xk•1 as its Initial st~te. 
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This Is the recurrence relationship and it wIll be seen that the multl-
parameter optimisation of equation 3 2 has been reduced to a sinQle= 
parameter optimisation In equation 3.3 by imbedding the optimal solution for 
all the subsequent stages within the optimisation of stage k The sequence 
may be initiated by establishing the terminal cost by calculus or 
Iterative techniques. An important feature of the recurrence relationshIp 
is that the optimal control policy is developed as a feedback law and this 
a will be demonstrated by the application to a linear fIrst-order 
system. 
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3.2 CONTROL OF A LINEAR FIRST-OPDER PROCESS 
Far the process descr bed by the equation 
Xkd 
the quadratic criterion 
is to be minimised and the minimising sequence of controls r suits jn th~ 
optimal criterion 
The cost for stage k Is 
and the optimal criterion at the k"th stage may be ~xpressed jn recurrence 
equation form 
The sequence Is initialised by establishing the terminal criterion 
2 xN 
with optimising control variable 
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The optimal terminal criterion may now be imbedded into the r@cu rence 
equation to solve for the final staqe. 
min [ U ,J( 
N-1 
+ x2 ] 
-1 N 
but from equation 3 4 
.D.l0) 
which i analytic In uN <,1 and the minimisinq control is fOllnd from 
:;: 0 .(3.11) 
q.ivlnq 
LJ N,,1 
( +b:2 ) , "( ) i N~'j 000.«0(.3«12) 
and contlrming the rl(' CHl tj, ve l:eedrHlck tut'e of til€' cont t)} law" TIle 
sequencp is cant nued toward the origin with the optimising cont 01 
qenerated as a equence of t edback qainsp eacI) approp late to it 
independent ot the state at that staqe. 
The combination of linear proce s and quadratic criterion produces an 
optimal criterion o~ quadratic form. e.q. 
• 0 ••• ( .13) 
and substitution of thi into equation 3 10 gives 
mil'l[ x2 t ru1. + gk~1 (ax" ,,~ bll k )2] u,< 1< Ie '" 
and the right hand side is minimised for 
and substitution of the minim! fng value of Uk into eauation 3 14 qives 
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.,Q"O (3.16) 
which may be satisfied for all xk only it 
1 'I' r eoo •• (3.17) 
Equations 3.15 and 3.17 define the iterative process for determining 
th sequence of feedback gain and optimal criteria. An important aspect, 
demonstrated later. is that the optimal crlt rion and the feedback gain 
converge to steady- tate values 88 N increases leading to constant 
feedback gain for a p & with an unbounded tl 
Fa a mult variable prace 5 wh eM may 
d 1 set f 0 nil 
and 1th quadratic criter on 
,J t k 01 le! ' < ~ 
lint" 1 Zan 0 
lnodE'lled n the lInear 
a tmllar iterative techniqup may be established to generate the sequence of 
linear multivarlable feedback matrices 8ecau e of the linear dependence of 
wl1l be strictly convex in u 
and unique minimum eXists p ovided the symmetric matrices S, Q and Rare 
positlve semiMde inite. As in the Single-variable example the optimal 
criterion may be assumed to have the quadratic form 
'.0 ••• (3.20) 
and this may be substituted into the recu rence equa~lon 3.8, using the 
process model 3.1 to eliminate the term in p to alve 
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The minimiSation of the right hand side of equation 3.21 is 
accomplished by partial differentiation with respect to each of the m 
elements of the control vector u1 and minimising values are to be found from ~ -
the linear relationship 
where the matrix Kk is obtainedlrom 
SUbstitution of the optimising value of the control vector into equation 
3.21 provides the optimal criterion 
which may be rearranaed to give 
.".".C].25) 
Since the optinl~ll crlteri()n must be v;~11d for all xI< equation 3.,24 
may be rearranqed to give 
•••••• () 26) 
and equations 3.22. 3.23, 3.25 and 3.26 define the iterative process from 
Which the sequence of control vectors Uk may be obtained. 
With the criterion as defined by equation 3.1R the senuence would be 
injtiated by GN = S. Where the steady-state feedback matrix is required, 
however, the initial matrix 15 of little sigrlificance and has no effect on 
the steady-state solution. Sufficiency conditions for the convergence of 
the matrix sequence have been presented by Caines and Mayne(1970) • 
••••• 00000000000 ••••• 
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3 4 THE APPLICATION OF DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING TO CONTINUOUS PROCESSES. 
For a continuous process described by the set of equations 
, 
l( 
the process criterion may be expressed as the functional 
The optimal criterion , at arbitrary time t and ate x, may be found by 
the minimisation of the criterion with respect th~ control vector u. 
From the Prine Ie of Optimality the trajectory to the final time t, must be 
optimal and the c iterlon will be B function of both x and t, thus 
min rtf 
= u J1 L (X.U,t)dt 
t 
••••• (3.29) 
Xt the process Is opttml ov 1'10 
the optimal criterion becomes 
rt5 f J f(}(pt) min . L(;<,u,t)dt - u_ :,U<0 U $t)r:lt -I- t+O 
rnil'l [ (l(,u,t)dt f( ,+xO, t.5lJ •• 0.30) ::: 1I + .. 
wh<-!'re [( ",tldt] ()«,-xO,t+5) ~ fnln L(x U 
'hS 
familiar form of the recurrence equation has emerqed Expressing 
he optimal criterion function a Taylor Series expansion about the 
nominal state (x,t) and assuming the second partial derivatives exist Bnd 
41 
oo •••• (3.32} 
and for an infinj tesimal {5 the higher POWE'fS of {5 may be lanored. 'rhus 
mi n [I.' a f 5 a f, 5] u r.. ( x , u , t )9 t f ( x • t) i at + §XX ,,00 .(3.33) 
but f(x,t) is not a function of the control vector u and may he removed from 
the minimisation. By dIviding throughout by {5 before allowinq it to nd 
toward zero, results in 
o mlh [ ::: U T,(x,u,t)+ t ] 
and the process mode] 
, 
)( provides the functional relationshir 
between statp and control vectors to give 
filill [ 
= U L(x,u,t) + I.p(X,ll,t)] 
which is the Hamilton-Jacobi ~quatlon of classical mathe~atlcal lIterature 
For the chosen c Iterion the houndary conditions are 
O. hut for the more qpneral criterion ot equa ion 
22 the terminal condi ion Is 
f(x F [x (t )] 
UnfortunAtely the analytical solution 0 thp Hamilton-Jacohi eQuation 
is ljmited to a few specjal cases where the tor~ of thP state equations and 
the criterion function result In a partIcular form at optjmal crjterion • 
••••• 00000000000 •••• 
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3.5 DYNAMIC PHOGRAMMING AND THE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS. 
Partial differentiation o~ the right hand side of equation 3.35 with 
respect to u and equating to zero defines the minimising control from 
o 
•••••• (3.36) 
and substitution back into equation 3.35 completes the non-linear partial 
differential equation 
• D.]?} 
which provides the sufficient conditions for opti~allty (McCausland, 1969, 
RellmClf), 19711. 
Furthermore, dlvi5ion of equation 3.36 by the partial differential 
0.30) 
and SubKeQUent diff 10n.w th re pect to time 
.(3 39) 
Partial differentiation of equation 3.37 with r pect to x provide 
o 
9UO • (3040) 
and by combining equations 3.38 and 3.40, and subtracting from equation 3.39 
prodllces 
••••• (3.41) 
whi.ch 5s tne Euler-Laqrange equation of the classical Calculus of 
The relationship between the Hamilton-Jacobi equation and variational 
mathematics may be further developed bV defining an auq~ented criterion 
wherp the constralninq stAte equations ere adjoined to the criterion 
functional, as per equation 2 24, to give 
43 
from Whlch 
••••• (3.43) 
and !Q] 
ax t 
(3 44) 
The optimal traiec cry, denoted by the superscript Po", results in the 
optimal criterion 
dnd from eQuations 3.43 and 3.44 
H (XO , AO ,uo ) •••••• (3.45) 
1I:'(t) .(3.46) 
:~Ilbstitution into the Hamilton';'.Jacobi f'qllation (Jives 
m~:1 [ t, ( )(" , U , t) ~. H( ,uD ) 
Of 0; H( 
which imPlies that on an optimal traipctorv thp optima] value of u(t) Is 
that which a10bally minimises the Hamiltonian, which is a restatement of 
Pontryagin"s Minimum Prinriple • 
•••• • (")ooo[JfHJoooo •• 
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3.6 ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF THE HAMILTON-JACOBI EQUATION 
As mentioned earlier It 15 unlikely that an analytical Solution 
exists for the HamJlton -Jacobi equation but two simpllfyinq assumptions 
result in a set of equations whIch are possibly tractable. 
(1) If the process can be regarded as of infinite duration, 
which 11 generally tne case for regul control. the optimal criterion 
fUnctional will be Independent of time, i.e. 
a lat o • •••• (3.48) 
and ( 2) For a linear process with Clll adratic 
foreshadowing a linear feedback relationship, the optimal criterion 
functional may be assumed to be of quadratic form, i e. 
f ( x , t) ~ Ko ( t) + 1< I (t))( + x 'f K 2 ( t) x •••••• (3.49) 
Furthermore, where the final state Is free Bnd the desired steady-state Is 
he form may be simpli ied without loss of qenerallty 
to 
where K(t) i required to be Bymmetric and posit1ve d flnlt to ensure 
convex ty (McCaus and,1969). 
For the continuous system expressed 1n standard linear form 
AX t Bu 
a quadr tic criterion. appropriate to requlatDry control. is 
.0 ... (3.52) 
where Q Is positive semi-definite and R Is positive definite. Using the 
proposed quadratic form for the optimal criterion functional 
K (Ux 
substitution into the Hamilton-Jacob! equation 
45 
min [ U IJ(x,u,t) + t aX ] 0 •••••• (3.54) 
provides the equation 
K ::: Q ,A'r I< KA ... KflR -I AT K ••• 00.(3.55) 
which is t.he continuous Matrix Rlccati Equation. 
The control law Is found from the minimisation of equation 3.54 to be 
•••••• (3.56) 
and the predicted linear feed-back form has emerged. 
The Rtccati equation may be simplified If the first assumption of an 
in inite time horizon (and therefore a steady-statp solution) 15 valid, 
since 
. 
~ n => K = 0 
RookS and papers "hound with techniques and alaorithms for olvinq 
Riccat!-typ~ equations. In this work 8 Newton=Raphson technique was Inves-
tiqated tor &tearly-stat solutions and direct nuwerical tnt ration as well 
as the rn thod of Kalman no l>;n91a t~('n'! llsed for dynamic so lut ions. 
, •••• 00000000000 •••• 
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3.7 NEWTON-RAPHSON SOLUTION OF TH~ STEADY-STATE RICCATI EQUATION. 
, 
For the st~~dY-Btate solution K = Op and the solution matrix R mUlt 
therefore 8atisfy the equation 
0.0 • (3.57) 
An iterative procedure is derived to converge on a non-negatIve definite 
symmetric matrix K which satisfies this equation. Supposing an estimate at 
the k"th iteration Is Kk which differs from the true solution by R, such 
that then if R is small enough to ignore the 
quadratic terms 
0.58) 
~ may be 8Rtlmat d by setting the right hand side of 
pquatlon 3 5R to zero If this estimate of ~ 1s Rk th~n the estimate of K 
may he uprlat~d by 
and equation 3 58 may be rearranged to 
o .(].59) 
~qudtlon 3.59 Is now in simple linear form and solutIon is more 
traiqhtforward. McClamroch (1969) has shown that 
lim K :;: K 
k..f;,\lO k provided that Ko is chosen such that the 
composite matrix 
IS asymptotically stable. For A not 
asymptotically stable. a condition deliberately chosen in this work, the 
choice of Ko may present considerable difficulties and the iterations may 
either fail to converge or converge to a non-negative definite solution. 
Kleinman (1910) gives a met~od for selectinq Ko when A is not asymptotlcallv 
stable but In this work thp Newton-Raphson method was ,found to be slow and 
the Uncertain convergence was not acceptable for an in-line control system 
~oooOOOoooo ••••• 
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3.8 DIRECT EULER INTEGRATION OF THE MATRIX RICCATI ~QUATION. 
Equation 3 55 may be considered as a set Of n2 non m linear differential 
equations which ean be solved simultaneously In reverse time from the 
terminal conditions K(t,l. Euler integration gives 
K{t+t.it) K(t) + i<cnot •• ~. (3.60) 
which 11 very simple to Implement on 8 computer. For stability and 
accuracy. however, the step size Bt mUlt be kept small which results In long 
computing times If t steady-state solution 1s required. In this work both 
oscillatory behaviour and irregular convergence were encountered, possibly 
due to the unstable nature of the open-loop processes. and the technique Of 
Kalwan and Enqlar was preterred 
.000.00000000000 
1.9 THE KALMAN-ENGLAR TECHN 
The method dU2 to Kalman and Enqlar( 966) Dr the dynami solution of 
the Riccatl equation uses the co~ tate varlab approach to the timal 
control law, .e 
for 
and the co-state equations 
have boundary conditions only at t 
leading to the well-knowntwD point boundary value problem of the Calculus 
of Variations. The two ets of d tferentlal equations may be written In the 
homogeneous form 
48 
which has the transition matrix 
From equation 3.63 h~ matrlxK(t) may now be found from 
K(t+U) 
• (3.65) 
where the ~J are obtained by partitioning the matrix e . For a time 
nvariant system the matrices ~ need to be calculated only once and the 
elution 11 relatively Convergence is generally rapid 
except for large values of 6t where terms in the matrix seriel evaluation of 
8(Bt) may become very large leadlnq to nUmerical instabilities. If It Is 
very small, however. the convergence of equation 3.65 to the steady-state 
solution may be very slow Small values of It are recommended for very 
"stiff" systems (Vauqhan,1969) but no difficulties were encountered with 
non-asymptot cally stable systems and convergence was always achieved for 
t rminal condition matrices K( ) ~ o • 
••• • ooooonooooo ••••• 
CHAPTER IV 
FEEDFORWARD CONTROL TECHNIQUES 
The feedforwa.rd control are discus 
and techniques the ign multivariable feedforward 
control systems are developed for continuous and discrete 
controllers. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FEEDFOPWARD CONTROL TECHNIQUES 
4.1 INTRODUCTION TO FEEDFORWARD COMPENSATION. 
WherG a disturbance can be detected and measured before it enters the 
ystem it Is possible to take control action to reduce the effect of the 
dis urbance on the stability of the procell or the quality of the product. 
8ecau e feedforwarrl control can take effect before the whole system is upset 
by the disturbance it has 8 major advantage over feedback control where the 
disturbance has to work Its way throuqh to the system outputs before 
corrective action can be taken 
Feedforward control does require that the process inputs be mp8sured 
but for tntearatedplant the input variables for one plant item will be the 
output varlabl@s from another and would probably have been measured for 
feedback control purposes' anyway. 
Becau eedto d r01 is not If-regulating form Of 
comp&en ion it 15 alma t lwaV5 userl In con1unction with a teedback 
ron roller In order that inaccuracies or non-llnearitles in the proc 55 
model dO not result in permanent process variable offsets. Feedforwa d 
control May be of either static or dynamic type and may be implemented In 
Rinqleuloop, mUlti-loop or multlvariable form. With static feed forward 
control the outputs are directly proportional tD th~ inputs anrl the 
controll 
the proce 
Is desiqned to eliminate or minimise the steady-state offsets of 
variables in the face of sustained load variable disturbances. 
The same steady-state objectives are implemented with dynamic 
feedforward control but dynamic elements complementary to the disturbance 
and process dynamics are a1 a included, usually Involving the ubiquitous 
"lead-lag" element 
With teedforward control, as with f@~dback, tne control loop con iq 
51 
uratlon Is a ma10f problem where lingle- Of multi loop strateqies are used 
on a multivarlable proc~ss. The design techn I are reasonably 
straightforward once the configuration has been chosen or if the 
multlvarlabl~ approach 1 used. 
The theory of feed forward control is presented by Shlnskey (1967). 
Smith (1912) and Luyben (1973), and d@sign examples are detailed by Shinsky 
(1963), McMullen and Shinskey (1964), Nisenfeld and Hoyle (1970), Newell 
(1971) and Kim (1975). Bollinger and Lamb (1962) and Hruun (1975) present 
the design procedure tor the multlvarlable case In laplace domain and 
demonstrate the development of the lead-Iaq transfer functions. These are 
also transformed into the dlscrp Ime domain for implementation by digital 
process controll@fs. Bruun also applies feedforward control to a five-state 
double-effect evaporator and d«rt1onstrates excellent 
compensation for step changes in feed flow fate and concentration 
Newell (1971) develops both continuous and discrete multivariable 
feedforward controllers and demons tes the effectlvpnels on a double 
effect evaporator. Jobnson (1970) and Sabral and stefanek (1970) In studies 
of linear requlatofs ubject to di urbanees demonstrate that the ffect of 
disturbances may be pllmlnated by a tran formation of the control probl m 
such that the compensation is qener ted by the process states • 
••••• 00000000000 •• 
4.2 CONTINUOUS FEEDfnnWARD CONTROL. 
for a process r~presented In continuous linear state variable form 
, 
x :::: Ax + Bu + Cd •••••• (4.1) 
the linear control law comprises both feedback an~ feedforward components 
1.1 
The feedback control law. deSigned by the techniques presented earlier. will 
be of the form 
and tne closed-loop representation of the 
S2 
process. with no feedforward control. is 
•••• 0.(4.3) 
so that the steady-state offsets are given by 
Xg ~ ~ (A+BKF6 )-1 Cd •••••• (4.4) 
ProPosing an admissable control uFF such that equilihrium may be 
achieved at i = x ~ O. then from equation 4.1 
o •••••• (4.5) 
and if the range of C is contained within the ranqe of B. SUCh that 
For B of rank M(Cnl, If KFF exists it 1& uniquely defined by 
•••••• (4.6) 
provided that the system matrices [A;B] constitute a controllable pair. 
It is clear that for n states and In controls there are only m degrees 
of freedom and it would be possible to achieve zero offsets in onlY q states 
If a < m it is possible to use the remaininq deqrees of 
freedom to minimise a functional of the remaining states. For a given 
me~surable disturhance d the desired steadY-state for a sub-set of states XI 
1.:5 i:. ,,1 i( e n to bE' ){ I d P i'I U e 11 t hat for ~~ '" 0, li I ,; J{ I d" The pro c e S S 1(10 del rn a y be 
(I 
and rearranged to give 
[B, ',J [~~] 
•••••• (4.8) 
tram wnleh a control law of the form 
may be obtained. This 1s Similar to the development of Anderson(19691 
except that he used the closed-loop form for the matrix A. and solved for 
q = m only. Where the dimension of Uz is non-zero it is possible to 
substitute equation 4.9 back into 4.1 to get 
••• 0 •• (4.10) 
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and the control law for U2 may be found by dynamic programming techniques to 
minImise th~ criterion functional J = J( ,u2 ) 
Kim (1975) has shown that for an unmeasurable hut constant disturb-
anee vector control r 1s optimal, followIng the work of 
Johnson (1970) and Sabral and Stefanek (1970). Employing equation 4.5 for 
conformable matrices B.C gives 
::: Ax ... B( •••••• (4.11) 
If the state Is augmented with a vector y, where 
Y U FB t KFf d 
then Y (0):: u (0) t KFF d and because of constant 
disturbance vector d 
, . y ::;: U ::: V 
The auqmented equation 1s therefore 
and v may be chosen to 
minimise a quadratic fUnctional resultlnq In the familiar linear feedback 
law 
v [: ] 
ThereforI!' 
resulting in the linear dynamic process model 
. 
x A x + B [ll ( 0) t r: ('t ) d't] + Cd 
o 
••••• 00000000000 •••• 
• •••• (4.13) 
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4.~ FR!DFOPWARD CONTROL FOR A DISCR~TE PROCESS. 
For the discrete time linear proee described by 
l( k+! = ¢ l!:1( t 8 u!~ + ~) °1, ••••• (4.14) 
and a line,u' control law of the 'torm 
uk \\Ff:s I{k + 
he cl(1sed~loop tOI.'m of equatlon 4.11. becomes 
- ($ · .. t\KFS ' /), uFFk '" WOk 
constant disturbance vector d tne process s 
Ii :Hltlilng that 1 ts the feed Drward cant 01 vector will be 
I 
dnd :t de ired steady· t t () C'Olitrol vector 
1\ (lntInllOlJ case, zero steady-state off ts may not be 
achieved for all tates unless m n but a unctlonal of steady tate 
o se s may be minimised. For a quadratic criterion functional 
J (4020) 
where Q Is positive semi-definite. the teady-s t offsets wUl. be q ven 
by the closed-loop form of equation 4.17. Differentiation of the criterion, 
equation 4 20, wi h respect to the fee forward control vector UFF and 
quating the Bet of Dactl~l differential equations to zero, 
(1'1.21) 
means that the minimising controls may found from the Bet of linear 
equations •••••• (4.22) 
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where r 
Once aqain it can be snown that ~or m 
mlnlmi&inq contr61 law is given by 
U
Frk 
~ ",,/).-1 I.!Jd
k 
•••• (4.23) 
and compensation may be achieved with zero offsets In all states u 
'9.~.OOOOOOOOOOO ••• 
404 FEEDFORWARD CONTROL BY DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM. 
The Dynamic Programming recurrence equations for dynamic or steady~ 
state feedback gain matrices may be auqmented to include a feedtorward 
control algorithm ng the approach of section .3 the quadratic 
J 
15 to be minimised with Ipect to a control variable comprising both 
feedforward and feedback components, i.e. 
• •••• (4 25) 
The sequence may be initiated by optlmllinq over the MOth time 
(0 •••••• (4.26) 
By setting the partial dl~ferentlal ~quatlon to zero 
o 
provides 
b,T(O + S)<i>){N '" (aT(Q t S)h + R]UN t AT(\) ... SPlldN ::: 0 
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and the control law for the N"th stage Is 
UN ~ KFa iI 4- KFF d Where N N N N 
'1'\1"'9 ~ [ Q + S}/.i + -I A' (Q 
'" 
S)$ 0 •••• (4.29) ~ 
N 
~I 
al1d KFFN :;,: Q + S)b. 
"" 
0 t S )\11 •••••• (4.30} 
Considering the N-l th and N-2"th stages, etc, the recursive relationship Is 
found to qive 
, ••••• (4.31) 
and 
where •••••• (4.33) 
and is tne closedmloop matrt for the k"th tage 
d by 
P. N (4.35) 
t'i!'ld 0 .(4.36) 
Equations 4. 1 to 4.34 define th@ i rattve sequence which qenerat s 
the dynamic feedback and feedforward gains. and convergence to the steady-
state matrices is usually rapid. It should be nDted that whereas the 
te\?dbaCK roatr.1x 11 the same 8S that dpveloped for feedback control 
slonp. the feedforward matrix Is dependent on th~ feedback matrix and 
may not be u d in isolation. 
00000000000.,,00 
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4 5 NON-LINEAR FEEDFORWARD COMPENSATION. 
With acce~& to the computational power of an on-line process control 
computer non linear ~eedfDrwardcDmpen5Btlon Is feasible If a reasonably 
accurate model of the process is available. Since a steady@state 
compensation Is required the technique involves setting the state 
derivatives to zero and solving for the control variables in terms of the 
desired state variables and the measured disturbances. Since, however, each 
control variable may appear In several state equations the control computer 
may be faced with the solution of sets of implicit non-linear simultaneous 
equationSe Iterative techniques would probably be required and the control 
strateqy would no longer b~ suitable for on-line control. 
00 ••• 00000000000 ... 

CHAPTER V 
OPTIMAL FEEDBACK CONTROL OF LINEAR SYSTEMS 
Stable and unstable linear second-order models are 
used to demonstrate the performance of Multivariable optimal 
feedback control algorithms. The discrete interval is 
shown to have a significant ef on the performance of the 
tern, particularly the unstable process model. Single~ 
loop controllers did not compare favourably with the Multi-
variable controllers in optimising the control criterion or 
stabilising the process with a bounded control variable. 
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CHAPTE~ V 
UPTIMAL FEEDBACK CU~TMOL OF LINEAR S~ST~MS 
5.1 CONTINUOUS SYSTEM MODELS. 
In order to assels the performance af the feedback control algorithms 
an initial range ot experiments was designed using simple linear second-
order systems. It may be argued that linear systems of such low order bear 
little relationShip to any modern chemical plant, however it is very 
difticult to keep track ot dll the pdrameters and variables of a more 
realistic model, whereas the Simple cause and effect relationships are 
readily apparent on a small model. 
Two models were investigated; one stable: 
[ 
0.0 
~l 0 
... [00 01 I.! 
, oJ 
referred to dS System "AU, and the other. System HHH. Unstable: 
::;: [0.0 
-I.. (I 
LO
J 
rO• O
J )( t u 1.0 Ll 0 
~ach model has only one coniral variable and the linear feedback law is of 
the form u 
. 
TIle open-loop e1qenvalues ot systems "A" and 11K" dre (o'Oo~,O±O.f:lb6i) 
and (H).50±U.fl66i) relipectively, inoicatinq ali oscillatory reSPOllse. 'lhe 
process control criterion Is the standard quadratic form 
J •••••• (5 4) 
and the minimisation of the criterion leads to the continuous Ricatti 
equation which can be solved analytically, using the Dynamjc Programming 
approdch, or iteratively by Newton-Raph50n, Euler or the algorithm of Kalman 
& Englar. The analytical approach i5 tedious, even for systems of low 
order, and often an analytical solution cannot be found. The algorithm of 
61 
Kalman and Engler was the preferred method, being stable over very wide 
rangel of all the tested variables, although very short integration steps 
resulted in an excessive number of iterations to reach a steady~state 
solution. Table 5.1 lists the number of iterations to calculate both the 
augmented matrix exponential and the solution to the Matrix Rlcattl equation 
tor a range of time intervals. The Iterations for the matrix exponential 
consist ot only one matrix multiplication and addition of a 2n*2n matrix, 
whereas each iteration to solve the Ricatti equation involves an inversion, 
three multiplications, and two additions of an nfn matrix. An interval ot 
At = 1.0 WaS Chosen, although automatic interval halv1ng was occasionally 
invoked by the exponentiation routine when large coefficients in the 
augmented matrix would have lead to fOUnd-off errors. 
Comparison of the number of iterations required to reach steady~ 
state solutions for the augmented matrix explZAt) and the matrix 
Rlccatl equation tor a range of time intervals. 
Time interval Iterations for the Iterations for tr,e 
At exponential exp(zAt) Hlccati equation 
0.01 8 >200 
0.03 9 >200 
0.1 11 61 
0.3 16 20 
1.0 22 5 
3.0 34 4 
For a single control variable the control penalty matrix R 1s a 
scalar coefficient which must be positive. R was varied trom 0.001 to 
100.0 and the effect on the feedback matrix for system "A H is shown in 
figure 5.1. An increaSing penalty on the extent of the control action 
results 1n decreasing feedback control coefficients. An investigation of 
the variation of the closed-loop eigenvalUes, figure 5.2, indicates that a 
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very small penalty on the contro! action. with consequently large feedback 
coefficients. results 1n two real and negative eigenvalues indicating an 
Qverdamped, non~oscl11atory responses 
The re pons~ becomes oscillatory as the control penalty R increases 
past 0.17 and as the penalty becomes very large the closed-loop eigenvalues 
approach asymptotically the elg~nvalues ot the open-loop system as expected. 
The Situation is different for the unstable system "B". No matter 
what penalty is imposed upon the control action the overall magnitude of the 
feedback coefficient musl be such that the eigenvalues of the closed-loop 
system are moved to the neqatjve side" of the imaginary ax~s to ensu e 
stability. l'J.qure 503 shoYiS feedback coefficient kU decreasing to a 
negligibly small value as the control penalty increases, but coefficient k!2 
approaches the value 2.0 asymptotically. The "optimal" feedbacK control for 
both systems "AN and "H" result 1n identical closed-loop systems. however 
the magnitude of the control variables used to control tne two systems will 
be considerably different 
.00000UOoooo •• ~ 
5.2 DISCRETE TIME SVST~MS. 
Process control by rligi tal computer Is essentially a "sampled data" 
system: the only knoYiledge the controller has of the system are the values 
of the variables at the samPlinq instants. In order to apply the optimal 
control algorithms the discrete model ot the process is required which 
describes the system trajectory at the sampling intervalS only. The choice 
of the discrete time interval, T, has a very considerable etfect on the 
performance of the systpm~ Onc~ it has been chosen, however, the continuous 
model is used to create a discrete model. by solving for the state of the 
system at time (ttT) given the values of the process variables at time t and 
aSSUming piecewise constant inputs in the interval (t,ttT). The solution 
involves the calculcttlon at the matriX exponential, exp(AT), and the number 
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ot terms needed for convergence of the matrix series increases with T, as 
shown in table 5.2, and was Identical for systems "A" and "8". 
The variation In the number of Iterations to calculate the matrix 
exponential and the steady-state feedback matrix for the discrete 
models ot systems "A" and "B". 
Discrete time Iterations for the Iterations tor the 
Interval matrix exponential feedbaCk matrix 
'r exp(A'l') K 
0.01 :, >500 
0.01 5 )500 
0.03 6 216 
001 7 66 
0.3 9 23 
0.3 9 23 
1.0 14 7 
.3 0 22 b 
10.0 57 4 
The steady-state solution of the feedback matrix was calculated usinq 
the dynamic programming algorithm and the number of Iterations requirerl to 
reach steady-state decreased with increasing discrete time interval. The 
number of iterations was similar for systems "An and "H" with small 
differences at relatively large values of T, of which more later. 
For this part of the investlqation the state and control variable 
penalty matrices were 
['00 000] [ 0.1 ] Q ::: and H ::: 
0.0 1.0 
For model "A", the variation of the feedback matrix coefficients with 
discrete time interval can be seen In figure 4. For very small values Of 
06 
discrete interval the feedback coefficients approach the values of the 
continuous system, confirming intuitive expectations. As the discrete 
interval increases the feedback coefficients decrease and oscillate about 
zero, as expected for an oscillatory process. It Is important to note that 
the decrease In size of the feedbaCK coefficients was not induced by any 
increase in the size of the control penalty, although at any given value of 
discrete interval an increase in the control penalty woUld result in a 
decrease in the magnitude of the feedback coefficients. 
The behaviour of the system may be judged trom the eigenvalues of the 
closed-loop system, figure 505. indi<;:atlnq an oscillatory response tor 
0.7 < T < 2.2 and also 4.6 < T ( 6 3. 
For system "B", apart from an overall greater magnitUde, the feedback 
coefficients initially follOw a Similar trend of decreasIng magnitude and 
As the discrete interval increases change of Sign as for "A", figure 5.6. 
past 3.0 the coefficient 1(12 becomes very 
tends toward ~OO as T approaches 3.65 
large, neqatlve and eventually 
As T increases beyond 3.65 
reappears again from the direction of +~, crosses the axis at a discrete 
Interval ot about 6 0 and again tends toward ~ ();O as T approaches 'I.:" 
establishing a curve lim 1ar In shape and periodicity to a plot of tne 
tangent of an angle Control ot the process at these par lcular "critical" 
time ntervals 15 obviously ve~y difficult, requiring a very large control 
effort to bring the system back to steady-state after an upset. Knowledge 
ot the exlst~nce of such crItical discrete intervals would be crucial to the 
per ormance ot a control system, and the operation of a discrete controller 
in the vicinity of such a crItical control interval shoUld obviously be 
dVoidf'd. 
The closed-loop system is nevertheless still optimal in the vicinity 
ot these critical intervals, although the size of the feedbaCk gain would 
result in quite unrealistic values for the control variable. As the 
critical time intervals' are approached the system becomes extremely 
sensitive to perturbations of the model param~ters and feedbaCK matrix 
elements. The closed-loop eigenvalues for ItS-, as for the continuous model. 
are indistinguishable from those of "A" up to a time interval at about 
T = B.O, and show no discontinuity about the critical time intervals. 
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5.3 THE EFfECTS OF DISCRETE TIME INT~RVAL ON SYSTEM-PERFORMANCE. 
for discrete control the control performance criterion becomes 
J = •• 4I~ •• (5.5) 
for control with an infinite horizon, although we may assume a rather 
shorter time horizon for stable processes in the interests of shorter 
computing times. Table 5.3 shows the very conSiderable difference in the 
performance criterion for the open-loop process "A" with varying discrete 
time intervals and a total process time of 20.0~ 
TABLE 5.3 
Variation of control criterion with discrete interval for the 
stable process model"A" with no control action. 
i1iscrete time Open-loop process Euclidean norm of state 
interval Cr iter ion vector at time 
T J t = 20.0 
--
Continuous 3.50 1 • 11 * 10-9 
0.05 3.55 1 • 11 * 1 0-9 
0.1 3.60 1 • 11 * 1 0-9 
0.5 4.04 1.1 H 1 0-9 
1.0 4.64 1 .11:0;. 1 0.9 
5.0 10. 1 H 1 • 11 .;: 1 O~ 
There is an apparent degradation iri performance Which is quite 
illusory since the process trajectory is identical In each case. figure 5.7 
displays the difference in area between two dlsciete models with different 
time intervals and a continuous model for a decreasing exponential curve. 
Since the process criterion is based on the squared deviations from the 
desired value the discrepancy between the continuous and discrete model 
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criteria becomes even more pronounced. Foc an unstable procels the 
situation 1s reversed and the process criterion tor a discrete system with 
large discrete interval is signIficantly smaller. In order to fairly 
compare the performance of systems with different discrete intervals the 
process criterion has. throughout this wock, been based upon the continuous 
system. It must be noted, however, that this IS not the criterion which was 
optimised in calculating the optimal feedbacK matrix Since the trajectory 
between sampling intervals is assumed to be unknown for a discrete system 
Table 5.4 indicates the real and dramatic degradation In the 
performance of system UH" under closed-loop control with an increasing 
discrete interval. 
continuous system. 
The process control criterion was based on 
TABLE 5.4 
Degradation of control quality with increasing 
discrete interval, using system HB" and a 
process duration of 20.0 
DiscretE' time Optimal closed-loop 
interval Criterion 
'I' 
" 
0.01 2,_ 35 
0.1 2 .• 45 
0.3 2,_ 5 
1.0 4,.0 
2.0 1 5 
3.0 175,.0 
••••• OOOOUOOOODO •••• ~ 
the 
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5 4 OPTIMALITY OF THE fEEDBACK LAwS. 
The opti~al feedback gaIn matrices were tested for optimalIty by 
simulating the processes with the feedback coefficients perturbed by between 
+1-1.0 per cent and +/-10.0 per cent. The calculated feedback matrices were 
optimal for every system tested, both continuous and discrete • 
••••• OODOOOOOOOO •••• ~ 
505 THE l!:fFECTS OF CONTROl, VARIABLE BOUNDS. 
The calculation of the optimal feedback matrix using the Quadratic 
performance criterion does not accommodate bounds on the control Variable 
althouqh it is obvious that unless the control variable is very heavily 
penalised, or unless the process varjable deviations are very small, the 
control variable is liable to "saturate" If this occurs the linearity of 
the system W 11 be lost, and the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system are 
no longer an indication as to the nature of the re5~on5e In many published 
articles on the application of optimal control the penalty matrices for both 
state and control variables have been manipulated to prevent saturation of 
the control variable as though it were some sort ot sacred barrier. In 
general this 1s very tar trom the truth and control variable saturation, 
corresponding to a control valve being fully open or closed tor example, i5 
no cause tor concern. Indeed considerable control action may De lost by 
arbitrarily preventing the control Variable from eXerCising over its fullest 
range. The performance of systems "A" and "8" were investigated under 
conditions of restricted control action. 
System "A" shows a relatIvely gradual increase in process control 
criterion as the control action Is reduced, figure 5.8, with the criterion 
approaching that for the open-loop response. for the continuous system, and 
for the discrete system with short time intervals, the feedback control is 
relatively large and the restriction of the control variable has a more 
5 
Var limits x<u~x 
FIGURE 5.8 THE OF REDUCED CONTROL VARIABLE LIMITS ON THE 
PROCESS CONTROL CRITERION FOR SYSTEM ~A·. 
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1·0 
FIGURE 5.9 
CONTROL VARI 
-X~ U~X 
The degraduation in of 
control, indicated by the increa 
control criterion, as the control 
variable limits are reduced for 
system "B". 
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pronounced eftect. The Uoptlmal" feedback matrix remains OPtimal to within 
1 0 per cent even when the control action Is limited to around 10 to 20 per 
cent of the unbounded value. 
Bounded control variables have a more dramatic effect on the unstable 
system "B~. We have already shown thAt. despite increased control variable 
penalties, the magnitude of the feedbacK matrix will not decrease below a 
certain level, indicating toe minimum level of control necessary to maintain 
process stability. with the control penalty maintained at R ::: 0.1 the 
control limits were decreased and the effects on the process control 
ctiterion and the process stability were studied. figure ~.Q shows the 
effect ot decreasing control variable bounds tor system "H" under continuous 
control and for a ranqe ot discrete intervals. Followinq each curve from 
right to left the criterion remains constant until the control variable 
begins to saturate aqainst the decreasing limits. The system performance 
then deteriorates. Slowly for the continuous model dnd the discrete models 
with short sampling intervals but more abruptly tor models with lonGer 
sampling intervals. until the abscissa at the end at each line indicates the 
control variable limit where the system became uncontrollable. 
Table 5.5 shows tile maximun, dmount or control action Ilsed by the 
optimal controller in controllinq model DB" from an initial state ot 
Also siwwn are the minimum control limits under WhIch it is 
possible to control the process using the feedback matrix which is optimal 
tor unbounded control. 
The variation of minimum control variable bounds with increasing 
discrete interval, using system UB", state and control penalty 
matrices Q::: diag ~.o 1.0], R = 0.1 r and an initial 
x
T::: [1.0 1.0]. 
state 
Discrete Maximum control action [vllnimum control variable 
interVal spec Hied by the optimal bounds necessary for 
T feedbaCK matrix. stability. 
Continuous 7027 t .17 
0.03 I) R 1.17 
i ~ 
0.05 6.5 1.17 
0 1 5.7 1.17 
0.3 3.7 1 19 
() 5 2.4 1021 
1.0 2. I 1.38 
2.0 2 4 2.05 
3 0 b.O 5.62 
3.5 36.3 3S.2 
3.8 3:2.1 31.4 
5.0 10.5 10.4 
b.O 19.5 19.5 
'15 
for the continuous model and the discrete mOdels with Sh~ort ;intervals 
the minimum control bounds vary little. As the sampling interval increases 
past a value of T = 1.0 the minimum control bounds increase Sharply and 
approach more closely the maximum values of the unbounded controls. Close 
to the ~critical" discretp interval of T = 3.65 the maximum control action 
and the minimum bounds on the control action are both very large In relation 
to the size Of the process upset • 
••••• OOOOOUUOODO •••• ~ 
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5.6 SENSITIVITY Of THE SYSTEM TO PERTURBATIONS Of TH~ FEEDBACK MATHIX. 
System "A", In closed-loop form, is relatively inSBhsitive to 
perturbations of the feedback matrix coefficients and as the discrete 
intervals increase the sensitivity decreases. system "8" Is also insen-
sitive for small values of T, but the sensitivIty increases with increasing 
discrete interval and with the successive reduction in control variable 
limits. At the point where the reduction In control action induces 
instability in the closed-loop response the system is highly sensitive to 
perturbBtions of the feedback matrlx u Which at this stage is no longer 
optimal. 
Using system "U" 85 an example with a discrete interval of T = 5.0 
the "optimal" feedback matrix Is 
= [-0.9931 0.7716] based on the standard penalty 
\'Ji th an Initl ! 
Q = diag~.o 1.0] and 
state ot xT [1.0 1 0] 
H 0.1. 
the maximum unconstrained cont 01 
action i u = 10.51 Uslnq the same feeaback matrix the control limits were 
able to be reduced to -10.44 u ( 10 44, at which level the process was 
only just able to be stabilised. In testing the feedback matrix tor 
optimality by perturbinq the cae flcients the matrix was found to be sub 
optimal with respect to one and two per cent perturbations, but optimal with 
respect to tive per cent perturbations, indicating the presence of an 
optimising matrix in the near vicinity of the current feedb~ck matrix. A 
simple search procedure Was used to locate the feedback matrix which would 
stabll~se the system, while at the same tim~ reducing the control variable 
l1mits 9 The result of this rather unsophisticated approach was that a 
feedback control matrix was found, 
0.9940 0.7234] , which could stabilise the 
process vlith control bounds of -10.04 ( u (10.04; a considerable 
improvement over the "Optlmal" feedback matrix • Without a nearlY-OPtimal 
matrix to begin the • however. the location ~f the controlling matrix 
and the minimum control limits would be time-consuming and costly, even for 
low~order systems. 
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5.7 COMPARISON OF MULTIVARIABLE AND SINGLE-LOOP CONTROLLERS. 
System "B" Was used to compare th~ performance of multlvarlable and 
single~loop proportIonal controllers. The single-loop controllers were 
implemented by having a single coefficient in the feedback matrix. Tables 
, 
5.6 and 5.7 show the important comparisons for discrete interValS Of T = 1.0 
and T = 0.1 respectively. The "Optimal" single-loop controller gain was 
determined by a direct search using the same process control criterion as 
the multi var iable conbtlller. The value of the process criterion was 
establ15h~d OVer a time span of 20.0, long enough to ensure that stability 
had been achieved. The p~ocess criteria for the single-loop controlled 
processes were significantly greater than those Of the multivariable 
controllers, and very little of the increases were due to the greater 
control effort used by the single-loop controllers. The final states of the 
multlvarlable controlled processes were several orders of magnitude closer 
to the origIn than those of the single-loop controlled processeso 
The introduction of control bounds demonstrates the sensitivity of 
the Single-loop controller. The multlvariable controller, using a feedback 
matrix designed tor unbounded control, was able to stabilise trH~ process 
from an initial state of xT = [1.0 1.0] with minimum control bounds 
of 1.38 < u <: 1.38. The eontroller p under similar 
circumstances lost control of the process if the control bounds were reduced 
below -2 55 < u < 2.55. 
A considerable reduction in the control variable limits may be made 
if the feedback controller gain is adjusted to accommodate the bounded 
control Variable, but the multivariable controller still out-performs its 
single-loop partner by a significant margin. 
18 
Comparison ot multlvarlable and Single-loop controllers using 
process model "6" and a discrete interval T = 1.Q. 
NO constraints on 
the control variable. 
·Optimal" feedback 
matrIX. 
PrOC8S criterion 
Norm ot state variable 
at t :;; 20.0 
Maximum absolute value 
of the control variable. 
Bounded control variab 
t~iniruum control limits 
for stabIlIty us ng 
"Optimal" matrix. 
feedback matrix 
adjusted tor control 
variable bounds. 
imum control variable 
mits for stability 
ing feedback mattix 
jus ted for control 
straints. 
f>IU 1 t1 var lab Ie 
control 
5.231 
2.12 
1. 38 
1 .14.3 
BinC/le-loop 
control 
9.039 
3 27 
2.55 
1.830 
I 
Comparison of multivarlable and single-loop controllers using 
process model »S» and a discrete interval Of T = 0.1. 
No constraints on Mu It! var i ab Ie Single-loop 
the control variable Control Control 
"0ptimal ll feedback 
matrix [1.591 4. Ul3 ] [0.0 2.817] 
Proce :;; Criter10n 2.492 3.281 
~Jorm ot state variable 
at t :;; 20.0 1.03>1'11)10 8.01'" 1 0-8 
~lax iwum <absolutE' value 
ot control variable. S 774 2 877 
Bounded control variable. 
~Hn1mum control limits 
tor stabIlity using 1 16!l 1.320 
"Optimal" matrix. 
i.'eedback matr il< adjUsted 
tor control bounds. [~O.40 6.S0] [OeO 7.325] 
IHnlmum control limits 
for stabili ty using 
feedback matrix adjUsted 0.975 0.996 
for control bOllnds. 
'------
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5.8 LIMITATION OF CONTROL ACTION B~ THE CONTROL PENALTY MATRIX. 
As mentioned earlier in 
be manipulated to prevent 
processes there would seem to 
his section the control penalty matrix may 
control variable saturation. For chemical 
be little or no ju~tiflcatlon for this 
approach Since so few chemical processes are linear that the arguments of 
maintajning linearity are spurious. The control element In most chemical 
processes Is a valve with obvious hard constraints and no damage would ensue 
from the control residing at either end of its range. Of course a 
proportioning control valve operated continuously at the end ot its range 
argues poor process desIgn or POOf valve Sizing. Similarly, a valve which 
i& continually "slamminq" from one extreme to the other in so-called "banq-
bang" mode is unlikely to enhanCe process stability and may also 
signiticantly shorten the life of the valve. On the other hand a valve may 
well be regarded as grOSSly oversized if no saturation occurs even In the 
fac~ ot extreme process upsets. 
Relat vely few va ve In chemical plant are capable of true "banq-
bang" operation since they at most trequently driVen by lectric 0 
pneumatic motors of limited operating speed,_ Solenoid valve. Which are 
genuine "bang-bang" control elements are frequently encountered but are 
restricted to relatively small sizes and low operating pressure. 
In reI tion to process time constants of many minutes, or even hour. 
the valve response time of the order at a minute may appear to the process 
to be virtually ~bang-banq" Strictly speakinq however this Is a misnomer 
since tor true "bang-bang" operation the control variable is permitted to 
reside only at the extremes of its rdnge and there is no proportioning 
facility. This type of action Is clearly not suited to the steady-state 
regUlatory control of a chemical engineering process. 
Control variable saturation Is very common and even desirable In a 
process system and it is of interest to compare th~ performance of systems 
In which the action of the control Variable 1s limited on one hand by 
manipulation of the control penalty matrix and on the other by hard 
constraints. System "B" was considered and a control penalty of R = 100.0 
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wss chosen Which resulted in a continuous feedback matrix 
KFB :;:: [00005 2.009]. 
With an initial condition of xT :; [1.0 1.0] the control variable only just 
exceeds 2.0 The response of this controller was compared In Figure 5.10 
with the controller b~sed on a control penalty of R = 0.0001 but with 
liard constraints on the control variable of "'.2.0 ~ u ~ 2.0. This controller 
provides a generally superior performance with a fast response yet critical 
damping and a reduced overshoot of the out~ut variable x(l) as indicated In 
'fable 5 B 0 
Comparison of control variable limitation by control penalty and 
by control constraints. 
Control variable 
limited by large 
control penalty~ 
Control penalty R = 100.0 
F'eedback matrIx [0 005 :2.009] 
Process contral Criterion 
(Based on an equivalent 3 88 
controlpenalty R = 0.1) 
Norm ot the state 
variable at t ~ 10 0 1.23*.1 
Type of response Slow and 
oscl1latory, • 
•.•••• 00000000000 ••• ~ 
Control variable 
limited by canst 
faints -2.0<u<2.0 
R ::;: 0 0001 
.3 18 
Fast and 
critically da,peJ 
Ga'ITROL VPRIRBLE - U 
2.00 
-0.70 
o 3 4 s 
FIGURE 5.10 (A) THE EFFECT OF A HEAVY CONTROL PENALTV (R = 100.0) TO LIMIT 
THE CONTROL VARIABLE, CONTROL IS SLUGGISH AND OSCILLATORY. 
2.00 
-2.00 
FIGURE 5.10 (8) A LIGHT CONTROL PENALTY (R '" 0.0001) BUT CONTROL VARIABLE 
LIMITS OF - 2.0 < U <: 2.0, RESULTING IN A FAST, NON-
OSCILLATORY RESPONSE. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONTROL OF NUN~LINEAB STIRR~D TANK REACTORS 
6.1 DEVELOPMENT Of THE REACTOR MODELS. 
The reactor used in this section is fictitious to the extent that no 
attempt has been made to model a real reactor or to simulate the kinetics of 
any particular reaction. The model has been chosen to combine simplicity 
with suitable non-linearity and an autocatalytic reaction mechanism Is 
proposed to ensure instabilIty. two forms of the reactor are investigated, 
the first with two state variables and one control variable, REACTUH-2-1 
the second with two of each, REACTOR-2-2 • 
b.t REACTOH-2-1 
FIGURE 6.1 
v, 
Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor with 
control only on the inlet flow rate. 
The kinetics Of the autocatalytic isothermal reaction are second 
order and the rate ot reaction 1s 
dC/dt ••• 0 •• (6 1) 
The flow rate into the reactor is the controlled variable but the flow from 
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the reactor, assuming turbulent floW, is given by 
Q •••••• (6 2) 
where R is chosen to lult the mean flow rate ~, the mean inlet 
concentration and the required product concentration. LiKewise the volume 
of reactant, and hence the level in the reactor h, Is governed by the flow 
rate and concentration. The dynamic behaviour of the reactor may be 
determined from total and component mass balances. The total mass balance 
over the reactor gives 
p~ dt :;; pI" ~ pQ ••••• (6.3) 
where is the density of the reactant and is assumed constant. 
substituting 0 from Kquation 6.2 and using v = Ah, where A is the cross 
sectional area of the reactor 
dh 
dt 
The component mass balance on the reacting species gives 
(ve) :;; 
and combining ~1th equation 6.1 gives 
•••••• (6.4) 
00 • 0(6 ~5) 
•• G. (6.6) 
and equations 6.4 and b.6 are the non-linear state equations governing the 
behaviour Of the reactor. The inlet concentration C1 is variable but has a 
mean value ot , and the level of reactant corresponding to the required 
reactor volume 1s hs ' given by 
•••••• (6.7) 
The required reSistance of the outlet valve may be calculated from 
••••• (b.ij) 
to ensure that at the mean inlet concentration and steady state flow rate 
the reactor volume is correct. 
Dimensionless deviation variables are chosen such that 
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)(1 ::: (h - hs ) Ihs 
)(2 ::: (C - Cs)/C s 
The controlled variable is the inlet flow rate 
u and the disturbance variable is the 
fluctuation in inlet concentration 
d Using these deviation variables 
the non w llnear state equations become 
dx, 
dt 
5 
dt 
•••••• (6.9) 
••••• (6.10) 
In order to apply the linear control theory it is necessary to 
linearise the process and this is accomplished by forming the Jacobean 
matrices The elements of 
the A, Band C matrices Simplify considerably it the reactor can be assumed 
to operate at or about its steady state of 
)(, ::: X 2 ::: U :::; d ;:: O. 
The elements of the matrices in the linear steady-state model are 
given by a l1 ;:: clf, lax, ::: -O.5f~ 1Ahs 
a
'
2- ::: of, la xa 
a 21 
:::: 1:!f;a/ClX, ::: r~ (CS • CIs )/AhsCs 
8 22 
:::; Clf alClx2 :::: I's(C s -2Ch )/Ah3 CS 
b
'1 
::: ai,/aU = IAhs 
bat ::: at;a/au ~ ~'II (C s ~ CIs )/AhsC s 
ell :::: at, lad 
Cal :::: ot 2lCld 
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The reactor has eigenvalues -l"s/Ahll and Fs (ell - 2*Ch; )/Ah s C9 v and in 
order tor the model to display the desired instability it is necessary that 
the steady=state outlet concentration Cs be always greater than twice the 
inlet concentration CIs. The level of reactant in the reactor is inherently 
stable, although the reactor may overflow or run dry. 
~ •••• ooooOOOoooo ••••• 
The second reactor i5 chosen to be the same in all respects except 
that the valve at the reactor exit Is also controlled. 
FIGURE 6.2 continuous Stirred Tank Reactor with 
control of both inlet and outlet 
flow rates, 
A total mass balance over the reactor gives 
pdV/dt::: prr = pI-' 
..®. 
dt 
and using V = Ah gives 
a component masS balance tor the reacting species provides 
•••••• (6.11) 
which simplifies to 
tl8 
9£ 
dt •••••• (6.12) 
Defining the dImensionless deviation variables as before but with 
and results in the non-linear state 
eQl1ations: 
dx, 
dt 
::: f, (x, u , d) 
::: Fs u, IAns '" fs U:a/Ahs •••••• (6.13) 
:: 
•••••• (6.14) 
Linearlsation produces a steady-state linear model with the elements of the 
A, Band C matrices given by 
b
'1 
b12 
bat 
b:a2 
cn 
C ;al 
::: af,/ih;a 
af 2 /ax., 
:: (Halo 
af, laU, 
af, lau:a 
of :a I au 1 
i3t 2 /aU :a 
af, lad 
i]fa /ad 
::: 
::: 
0.0 
Fs I Ahs 
~fs I Ahs 
FsCIs/AhsCs 
0.0 
The condItions necessary to promote instability are the same as the 
previous example, but instead of one negative eigenValue, indicating a 
stahle mode, there is now a zero eiqenvalue lndicatiny a purely integrating 
effect. Because of the two control variables the evaluation of the control 
algorithm is necessarily more complex but it would be reasonable to expect 
more effective control. 
~ •••• OOOOOOOoooo ••••• 
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6.4 NUMERICAL PARAMETERS fOR 'mE REACTOR MODELS. 
Simple numbers were chosen for the process parameters to avoid 
unnecessary collections of numerals. Process Instability may be assured, as 
indicated above, with 
Bnd 
With a react ian rate constant 
k tate 
flol</ rate ot 
1.0 the reactor Is found, fortuitously, to 
require a volume V 1.0 resulting In a reactor space-time T = 1.0 
The 11 near is t state model for REACTOR·2~1 Is therefore 
• 
[oo,.s 
o • 01 [ 1.:] [ 0 · OJ x ::: O.B x + ~O.9 u + 0.1 d 0,_ 9 0" ~ e @ @ (6.15) 
and for HEAC'!'UR :2 
[ 0 .. : o ~] [1 u -'.~J [ 0.:] . x ~. 0.3 X 'I> U + cj 0.1 ",,1 .0 O. 1 o e Ill' 0 (6.16) 
~ •••• OOOOOOODOOO ••••• 
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6 5 PROCESS AND CONTRUL VARIAAL~ CONSTRAINTS. 
'l'he ability of the linear controller to return the process to the 
designed steady-state trom an arbitrary initial condition in the state 
space was Jnvestlgated using both continuous and discrete control-
lers. The natural control variable bounds for both reactor models were 
1.0 , u '1.0~ corresponding to the control valves oper~ting at their mid 
points under steady-state conditions In addition, however, there were 
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constraints on the state variables resulting from the physical models used: 
for example, the level of reactant in the reactor could not be less than 
zero, implying X1 ~ -1.0~ The maximum allowable level in the reactor was 
chosen to be SO% above the designed steady-state leVel, i.e. 
This posed some minor problems in determining the allowable range of the 
control variables. for REACTUR-2-1 it was necessary only to specify to the 
continuous controller that if the level was approaching the top of the 
reactor. 1.e. x1 approaching 0.5, the inlet flow be limited to the rate at 
Which the reactant could be drained away. If a steady-state situation is 
envlsaqed at Xl:: 0.5, then from equation 6.B, and Using the chosen 
numerical parameters 
C1 t u) :;;: (1 + 0.5)1/'2, and thus u :: 0.224 
for the discrete controller the situation 15 a little more complex. 
The controller is required to specify at the beqinning of the control period 
a value of the control variable such that the state Variable constraints 
will not be Violated at any stage of the control period. To prevent over-
flowing the reactor this is equivalent to specifying that the current leve} 
in the reactor plus the product of the rate of increase in the level and the 
dIscrete time interval should not exceed 0.5, i.e 
Since dX1 dt 
u 
X1 
J. dXj ')' '0 . 5 
T d t ". 
[( 1 + u) this results in 
•••••• (6.17) 
For REACTOR-2·2 under continuous control it is necessary to specity 
only When Xl ~ 0.5. Under discrete time control the 
requirement becomes 
X, (k+!) ~ 0.5 
1911 x 1 (k) + 611 u t- ( k ) + 01 a u 2. ( k ) 
fi are elements of the tranSition and driving matrices, 
where the ~ and 
I\l and A. Since 
the control variables are already bounded the inlet flow gains an additional 
upper constraint1 
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The implementation of additional overriding control constraints Is 
trivial if a digital control computer Is available, but would be very 
difficult in the case of an analogue controller. It Is important to no 
however, that these additional constraints are of no assistance to the 
performance of the linear control algorithm • 
••• 00000000000 ••••• 
6 6 ZON~ OF CONTROLLABILITY 
As a means of comparing the pertormance of continuous and discrete 
controllers for both reactors a zon~ of controllability was determined. The 
perimeter of the zone was determined by trial and error such that if the 
process state was Within the zone the controller eould return the process to 
the desired steady-state in a finite time. Unly one diseret time interval 
was investlqated because establishing the perimeter was a very time 
consuming and expensive process A discrete time interval of T=O 5 was u ed 
and when this s compared to the reactor teady- tate space time ot 1.0 the 
quality Of the contral would be eXpected to suff r as a result. fo mos 
industrial installations the control interval wou d probably be less than 
one tenth of the dominant time constant or mean residence time. For 
unstable processes the control interval might be much shorter. 
Figure b.3 shows the controllability zones for REACTOR-2 1 and the 
expected degradation in performance from continuous to discrete controller 
is confirmed. There Is a large uncontrollable sector under condi ions at 
high concentration and high reactor level which is due to the auto catalytic 
reaction. In order to control the runaway reaction the control Ie attempts 
to dilute and flush away the high concentration of reactant but it 15 
limited by the rate at whi~h the reactant drains from the reactor and by the 
upper limit imposed on tne level of reactant in the ~essel, which is why the 
combination of high concentration and high level is potentiallY 
uncontrollable. Because of the free-draining nature of the reactor and very 
low reaction rate at low concentration, due to the non-linear reaction 
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CONTROLLER'S ABILITY TO RECOVER FROM CONDITIONS OF VERY 
LOW CONCENTRATION. 
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kinetics dC/dt = kC 2 , the reaction is not self Q 5ustain1ng below an 
initial concentration of C = 7 800 corresponding to Xa = -0.22 • 
Clearly, in order to get the reaction started, it would be necessary 
to prevent the reactor from emptying itself entirelY. 
The dramaticallY increased zone of controllability for HEACTDR-2-2 is 
shown in Fiqure 6.4. The uncontrollable sector at high concentration and 
level of reactants is considerably. reduced, although there Is still a marked 
difference in performance between the continuous and discrete controllers. 
A major improvement due to the additional control variable is the 
controller's ability to recover from conditions of very low reactant 
concentration simply by clOSing both control valves and waiting for trle 
concentration and thUS the reaction rate to increase. Needless to say, the 
recovery rate from Such low concentration conditions was very slow. 
~ ••• 00000000000 ••••• 
6.7 CUMPARISON UF MULTI VARIABLE AND MULTI-LOOP CUNTRULLERS. 
Multi-Loop controllers were tound for REACTORS-2-i and 2-2 by an 
iterdtive search minimising the same control criterion dS the multivariable 
controllers. The controller feedback qain matrices are shown in Table 6.1 
and their performance on the linearised process models is compared. The 
advantage of the multivariable controller Is considerable for REACTOR-2-1, 
but much less So for REACTOR-2-2. The multivarlable feedback coefficient 
k12 waS dominant for REACTOR-2-1, because of the heavy penalty applied to 
concentration deviations, so it was not surprising to find the single-loop 
controller with a teedback ga1n of very similar magnitude. 
The configuration problem for R~ACTOR-2-2 was also Simplified by the 
dominant element K22 , 1n the multivariable feedback matrix. The most likely 
pair were thus ~1 and ka3 which meant that the inlet flow-rate of reactant 
was controlled by the level in the reactor and the outlet flow-rate was 
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controlled by the concentration of the product. It was not possible tD find 
a single-loop discrete controller for REACTOR-2-1 with a discrete interval 
of T:::::0.5 desp1te an extensive search. 
Comparison of the performance of mUltlvariable and slngle~loop 
controllers on linear models of REACTOR-2 1 and REACTOR-2-2. 
continuous controller. 
Feedback Mat! 1x 
Control Criterion tor 
an init 1al state 
x ( O)T :::; [1 0 1 0] 
Norm of state 
at time t ::: 20.0 
Discrete controller 
cr ::: 0.5) 
J?eedback Matrix 
Control CrIterion for 
an initial state of 
x (O)T ;;; [ 1 . ° 1.0] 
Norm of state variable 
at t i.me t ;;; 20 0 
r'lu 1 tl var i ab Ie 
controller 
H.7 
.Mu It i vae iab lli.' 
Controller 
r1 • 09B 
to. 464 
1.449J 
-2.368 
50.94 
Single-loop 
controller 
[0.0 38.005] 
47.2 
MUl ti loop 
Controller 
0.0 ] 
-2.043 
52.99 
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6.8 STABILITY OF R~ACTOR-2-1 WITH RANDbM STEP DISTURBANCES. 
A reasonable test tor these controllers designed specifically for 
regulatory purposes was their ability to minimise process variable 
deviations in the face of load variable upsets. The load variable was 
chosen to be the inlet concentration and the controllers were tested by 
subjecting the process to a sequence of random step changes above and below 
the design inlet concentration of CIs: 1000. The minimum period of the step 
change was chosen to be 0.5, corresponding to half the reactor space~time 
and coinciding also with the control interval Of the particular discrete 
model under investigation. 
Figure 6.5 shows the control criterion, for a total control period of 
20.0, plotted against the absol~te value of the deviation of the disturbance 
variRble. It will be noted from the definition of the disturodnce variable 
d :: (ex CIs' J/C1s that values at d less tt)an ea1 eO 
are Physically meaningless for this model, however de~iations beyond this 
were plotted to determine the level of disturbance at which each system 
became unstable The multlvariable controller maintained much tighter 
control of the process with a control criterion between one halt and two 
thirds that ot the Single-loop controller Also, the single loop controller 
was unable to maintain control of the process tor disturbances aboVe 
d ±2.0. whereaS the multlvariable controller was still in control with 
deviations as large as d ::::!: 2.5. 
Underlining the efficacy of the multivariable controller was its 
ability to minimise toe effect of the disturbances with less control action 
than the Single-loop controller. While the Single loop control variable was 
saturating for disturbances of d ::: ± 0.5 the rnulUvariable controller did not 
saturate until d :±1.0. The quality of control achieved by the continuous 
Single-loop controller was very similar to the contrOL aChieve~ by the 
discrete multlvariable controller with a control interval of T:::O.25, however 
the discrete controller maintained control of th~ process for greater 
disturbance amplitUdes. Figure 6.5 also Shows the degradation in control 
quality and the earlier onset of instability as the control interval was 
increased from T=O.25 to T=0.5 and T=1.0. 
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FIGURE 6.5 VARIATION OF CONTROL CRITERION WITH INCREASING AMPLITUDE OF THE 
DISTURBANCE VARIABLE. THE VERY RAPID DEGRADATION OF CONTROL 
QUALITY WITH INCREASING DISCRETE INTERVAL IS APPARENT, ALSO THE 
ADVANTAGE OF THE CONTINUOUS r~ULTIVARIABLE OVER THE CONTINUOUS 
SI NGLE-LOOP CONTROLLER AT HI GH DI STUIlBANCE AMPLl TUDES. 
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FrGURE 6.6 PROCESS VARIABLE TRAJECTORIES FOR REACTOR-2-1 UNDER CONTINUOUS 
MULTlVARIABLE CONTROL AND SUBJECTED TO RANDOM STEP CHANGES IN 
INLET CONCENTRATION OF AMPLITUDE +/- 1.0. 
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FIGURE 6.7 PROCESS VARIABLE TRAJECTORIES FOR REACTOR-2-1 UNDER CONTINUOUS 
SINGLE-LOOP CONTROL. NOTE THE FREQUENT SATURATION OF THE CONTROL 
VARIABLE AND THE LARGER DEVIATIONS OF THE PROCESS VARIABLES. 
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FIGURE 6.8 PROCESS VARIABLE TRAJECTORIES FOR REACTOR-2-1 UNDER DISCRETE 
I MULTIVARIABLE CONTROL (T = 0.5). THE CONCENTRATION DEVIATIONS 
(DOTTED LINE) ARE MUCH LARGER THAN EITHER OF THE CONTINUOUS 
CONTROLLERS. 
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Comparative process trajectories tor a disturbance variable amplitude 
of d =±1.0 are shown in Figures 6,,6, 6.7 and 608 for continuous 
mUltivarlable. continuous single-loop and discrete multivarlable (T=O.5) 
controllers respectively. 
~ •••• OOOOOOOoooo ••••• 
6.9 THE EFFECT OF CONTROL VARIABLE DEAD-TIM~ ON REACTOR-2-1 
As stated in the introduction chemical processes are frequently 
complicated by state or control variable delays, or "dead-time". Whether it 
is the distance~veloclty lag of material In a pipeline or the delay due to 
on@line or off-line analys1s q dead-tIme poses partIcular problems to the 
process control engineer. The stabilIty of the reactors, using controllers 
based on no-delay models, was evaluated using random disturbances and 
increasing dead-time 
The continuous multlvarlable controller showed a considerable margin 
of stabilIty over the sIngle-loop controller as shown in figure 6.9 
The curves show the increase In control criterion wIth increasing 
dead-time for a given level of disturbance amplitude. The multivariable 
controllers, both continuous and dIscrete, have a definite advantage over 
the Single-loop controller in the amount of dead-time they can tolerate. 
~ ••• 00000000000 ••••• 
6.10 STABILITY OF REACTOR~2-2 WITH RANDOM DISTURBANCES AND DEAD-TIM~. 
With two variables to manipulate the second reactor was able to 
maintain a tlqhter control over the process fluctuatIons, as may be seen 1n 
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a comparison of figures b.5 and 6.10. 
controller in particUlar showed excellent load 
The continuous multivariable 
reiection ability, with a 
crjterion two orders of magnitude lower than the discrete controllers. The 
multi-loop discrete controller was not much inferior to the multivariable 
discrete controller as indicated also by their performance on the linear 
reactor model, althougt) there was some divergence at higher noise levels. 
Instead of delaying the control vector for REACTOR-2-2 the delay was 
inserted into the state variable x 2, corresponding to a delay involved in 
sampling and analysis of the product concentration. The effect of 
increaSing state variable dead-time on the control criterion is shown in 
Figure 6.11. Again the performances ot the two discrete controllers were 
very similar for small dead-times but the multivariable controller 
pventually showed a wide margin of stability over the multi-loop version. 
The performance of the continuous controller in the face of dead-time 
was in complete contrast to its considerable ability in controlling random 
disturbances. The control criterion increased dramatically with the 
introduction of dead-time, and for state variable delays of between 1).1 and 
o 3S its performance was poorer than the two dIscrete controllers. The 
discrete multi-loop controller became irretrievably unstable wittl a dead-
timp greater than 0.35 and the discrete multlvariable at 0 45, ~hereas the 
continuous controller was still in control at a dead time of O.5S 
~ •••• ooooOOOoooo ••••• 
CHAPTER VI I 
EXOTHERMIC NON-LINEAR REACTOR 
Exothermic continuous stirred-tank reactors are 
introduced and the well-established Aris and Amundson 
C.S.T.R. is used to compare various control techniques. 
An alternative C.S.T.R. established with parameters 
to provide instability fast dynamics, 
simplifying assumptions lead to a reduced order model. 
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Multivariable multi-loop controllers are developed and 
compared under conditions of sustained disturbances, and 
the of sing discrete 1 is again 
observed. A II ~Bang" control is derived from a 
near f is shown to s<tabi se <the s 
es but 
control produced a significant improvement in performance. 
7.1 The sand funundson C.S.T.R. 
7 .2 EXOREAC'l'OR 
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7.4 Performance of Controllers with Sustained 
Disturbances 
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CHAPT~R VII 
EXOTHERMIC NON-LINEAR REACTOR. 
The analysis of continuous stirred-tank reactors has been an 
important area tor chemical engineering teaching, research and discussion 
sInce the work of MacMillan and Weber (1935). Not only is the CSTH a very 
typical piece of chemical processing equipment, but its suitabilIty for 
lumped parameter representation couPled with a virtually limitless capacity 
for non-linearlties has made it a fruItful area for research into chemical 
kineticS, th~rmodynamlcs. stability and control. The work of Aris and 
Amundson established the eXothermic CSTR wIth two states as a viabl~ process 
model and they used it for the demonstration of process dynamics usinG 
phase-plane techniques (1958a), proportional control strategies (1958b), and 
the development of state-space representatIon and automatic computation 
techniques (1950c). Siebenthal and Aris (1964) went on to apply 
Pontryagin"s Minimum Principle for the optimisation and control of the 
exothermic CSTk, and discussed the possiblities of control using a small 
digital computer to store the switching criteria. They also introduced the 
problems associated with control variable chattering in the vicinity of the 
steady-state and the establishment of a limit cycle. 
The same baSic CSTR was used by LapidUS and Luus (19b7) to 
demonstrate optimal control techniques and by Sienfeld (1969) tOf optimal 
control in the face of process variable dead-time. Han (1970) demonstrated 
stability criteria for the model usinq two feedback control loops and Seborq 
(1971) investigated reactor stability in the face ot sustained disturbances. 
Luus and Cormack (1972) discovered multiple solutions when applying 
variational techniques, and Hyun and Aris (1972) used the model to 
demonstrate the effects of control variable hysteresis. 
The direct search for a constant feedback matriX by Luus (1974) used 
the Aris and Amundson CSTR also but the technique is specific to the initial 
conditions and process duration and therefore of limited value • 
••••• 0000000oooo •••• ~ 
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7.1 THE ARIS AND AMUNDSON CSTR. 
The Aris and Amundson reactor was developed by establishing mass and energy 
balances for a hypothetical CSTR in which an eXothermic reaction Was 
controlled by the flow of coolant through a cooling jacket. 
,r 
GURE 7.1, THE ARIS AND AMUNDSON C,S,T,R. WITH CONTROL OF THE 
COOLANT TEMPERATURE. 
A component mass balance on the reactant provides 
d(CV)/dt = F(Ca C) - VR(C,T) o 0 •• (7.1) 
and the enefqy balance gives 
d <p C p V T) I d t = pCp r' ( '1'6 ~ T) vu"'" hAHHIHC ,T) 
where (-AH) Is the heat of reaction and U~ 1& a heat removal rate per unit 
of reactor volume and Is a function of T, Tc and The R(C,T) term is a 
non-linear Arrhenius reaction rate function. The dynamics ot the reactor 
shell and coolant are ignored and ~ simple linear relationShip is developed 
between the rate of heat removed and coolant temperature After 
manipulations to deriVe dimensionless variables, including dimensionless 
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time, the state equations become 
- (1 + u) ( )(1 + O. 25 ) •••••• t 7 3) 
and 
•••••• (7.4) 
LUU5 and Cormack (1972) used variational techniques to converge on 
the optimal non-linear controls to minimise a quadratic criterion 
J IO.78 (x 2 + , 
° 
•••••• (7.5) 
from an initial state of xJ::: (0.09 O.09)~ An iterative procedure was 
established using 
u(1+1) ::: 1l(1) - Esqn(8HI8u) •••••• (7.6) 
where E is a relaxation tactor and 
•••••• (7.7) 
The non-linear open-loop control law obtained by Luus and Cormack 
resUlts in a minimum criterion of J::: 1.331 whereas feedback control 
based on a linearised model gave a criterion of J = 1.524. The advantages 
of the linear feedback control, presented in table 7 1. are considerable. 
Luus (1974), employing a direct search technique on this occaSion, 
produced a constant linear feedback control matrix K 
an optimal criterion of J O = 1.331 but used over a minute of processor 
time on an IBM 370/165 computer indicating that, dpsplte the simplicity of 
the search algorithm, each iteration is time consuming and the convergence 
15 slow. The control law is once again specific to the initial conditions 
and the duration of the process. By comparison the solution of the Riccali 
equation for the steady-state feedback matrix based on a linear model took 
less than three seconds on a BurroughS B6718, and the reSUlt. although 
strictly optimal tor the linearised system only. is entirely general and 
independent of time. 
• •••• 0oooOUOoooo •••• ~ 
Comparison of LUUI and Cormack non-linear open-loop controller and 
the steady-state linear feedback controller for the Aril and 
Awundson exothermic HeactOte 
Luus and Cormack 
Non-linear controller 
Control law 1s open-loop 
and unsuitable for process 
stabilisation purposes. 
Sensitive to modelling 
errorso 
Control is specific to the 
initial conditions and to 
the duration of the 
operation. 
Maximum contrnl effort 
is u - 4.25 
Multiple solutions are 
possible resulting in sub-
optimal control policies. 
Between 18 and >100 
iterations requIred depend-
ing on the 1nitial value 
of u(O). 
steady-state Linear 
feedback controller 
Closed-loop controller ideal 
tor process regul~tion and 
unaffected by disturbances 
or modelling errors. 
Steady-state control law Is 
based on linear model and 
therefore not specifiC to 
time 0 initial conditions 
Maximum control effort 
Is u 2,. B2 
Global optimality assured 
for the linearlsed closed-
loop system. 
Seven iterations required 
to solve the Riccatl equation 
to a preciSion of 
better than 10-6 0 
1 07 
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7.2 ~XOR~ACTUH. 
The Arts and Amundson reactor model was restrictive in form and an 
alternative exothermic reactor model, named EXOREACTOR, was developed to 
In~lude a second-order reaction and disturbance effects 
T 
FIGURE 7.2, 
, . 
THE EXOTHERMIC REACTOR DEVELOPED TO INCLUDE TWO CONTROL 
VARIABLES AND TWO DISTURBANCE VARIABLES, 
In order to establish the mass and energy balances for the reactor a 
number of basic assumptions were required. 
(1) The reactor is an overflow type and the reactor volume is 
therefore constant despite Changes 1n the reactant flow rate. A greater 
degree of control over product concentration and temperature would be 
possible with a variable volume reactor but at the expense of greater 
computational overheads. 
(2) There is no phase change or density change associated with the 
reaction, and the density Changes due to temperature may be regarded as 
insignificant. 
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(3) The coolant Is well-mixed In the cooling jacket. 
(4) The reaction rate 1& dependent on temperature Bnd the rate 
constant Is represented by Arrhenius' Law 
k k'exp(-E/RT) 
where k' Is a frequency factor and E Is the activation energy tor the 
reactiono The Arrhenius Law temperature dependency has been found t<o 
provide excellent agreement with experimental data from a very wide range of 
Chemical reactions and the Law may be derived from basic thermodynamic 
considerations, the principles ot collision theory as well as transition~ 
state theory, all of which are concisely presented by Levensplel (1962). 
(5) The thermal capacity of the reactor Is negligible in comparison 
with that ot the reactor contents or the cooling jacket contents. 
CoinCident with the negligible thermal mass of the reactor wall. the 
resistance to heat trdnsfer may be represented by a lumped overall heat 
transfer coefficient U. 
A second-order reaction rate i proposed In order to accentuate the 
non-linearity of the reactor dynamics, i.e 
the reaction rate would he given by 
under batch reaction conditions 
r ;;:; dC/dt e)(p(-E/RT) 
A component mass balance on the reactant gives 
d(CV)/dt = f(CI - C) - kVC 3exP(-E/HTl 
which may be simplified to 
dC/dt::: F(Cx Cl/V - kC 2exP(-E/RTl 
co. 00(7.9) 
•••••• (7 10) 
because of the constant reactor Volume. An enerqy balance over the contents 
of the reactor provides 
dCPCpVT)/dt ::: PCpf'{T1 d T) + (~l\H)VkC;aeXtl(-E:/RT) 
- UA(T - Tw) 
and an energy balance on the cooling jacket contents is 
d(PwCPwVw'I'w)/dt ::: PwCPwr'w(Twr- 'fw) t UA(T - TW) 
••••• (7.11) 
The two most obvious Variables to Choose for control purposes are 
reactant :flow rate, F, and coolant flow rate, Fw. Likely load variables are 
In1 t reactant concentration and temperature C. and TI p and inlet coolant 
temperature, TW1 • An investigation ot the reactor dynamics would indicate 
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however, that the volume of the cooling jacket is likely to be very small 
compared to the reactor and with a high coolant flow-rate the cooling jacket 
dynamics would be very fast relative to the reactor so that an important 
simplification Is possible. The exit temperature of the coolant may be 
manipUlated by an independent control loop and because of the fast response 
possible from a simple flow controller the disturbances due to fluctuations 
In coolant temperature Should not affect the reactor Significantly. ALSO, 
since the control variable becomes the set-point for the independent control 
loop, the model may conveniently be reduced to second order with consequent 
simplification of the control algorIthm. The "stiff" system implied by 
equations 7.10, 7.11 and 7.12 might well have caused problems with the 
convergence rate ot the matrix Rlccati equations. 
The non-linear state equations thus become 
dC/dt •••••• (7.13) 
and dT/dt T)/V • UA(T - Tw1/pVCp 
+ (-4H)kC 3 eXP(-E/RT)/PCp ••••• (7.14) 
The dimenSionless deViation variables are chosen to be 
X, :;;; (C - Cs ) ICs 
x2 :::: (T - Ts )/T s 
u, ::; (TW - l'ws ) ITw!> 
ua :::: (F - FII ) If; 
d l ;:; ( Cl - Ch ) leIs 
da ::: (TI - TIs )ITh 
and-the state equations become 
~ 
dt 
•••••• (7.15) 
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and 
for the purposes of developing the l discrete time models and the 
continuous and discrete control algorlthms p the dynamic linear model may be 
found by establishing the Jacobean matrices and evaluating them at the 
steady~state operating conditions of the reactor. The elements of the 
continuous linear model are 
all :;:; (2CI CIO)/esv 
1'1 12 - B( Ct ) VRT§ 
<3 21 :::: :ll (yilH)f'ii ( Ii C )IPCpV'fs 
., IV =UA/P vep t (=Mf)Fs E(CI::; C 5) IPVCpRT~ 
hil - £'5 (ez C )/e v 
b l2 :: () 0 
v, ( ) I U'fs 
<. IJATWs IPVCp 
ell = ~' 5 Ie Ii V s 
Cl2 :: 0.0 
C21 ::: 0 0 
:: I"s TIll V 
••••• 00000000000. 
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7.3 SELECTION OF TH~ NUMERICAL PARAMETERS. 
The selection of the process parameters to ensure instability and a 
reasonable amount of interaction was by no means straightforward. A reactor 
SPace-time of 10.0 was decided upon to slow the response, and the heat of 
reaction (-AH) and the heat transfer term UA were chosen to give a 
feasible coolant temperature. The important reactor parameters are listed 
in Table 7.2. 
Process parameters for EXOREACTOH to ensure instability, non-
linearity and process variable interaction. 
Reactor Volume V 1.0 
Feed tlow rate Fs 0.1 
Hean residence time l' 10,.0 
feed Concentration CIs 80,.0 
I"eed Temperature Tis 50,_ 0 
Product Concentration C~ :;:: 50,.0 
Product Temperature Ts ::: 70,.0 
Heat of Heaetion ( ~t111 ) ::: 60,_ 0 
Heat Transfer term UA ::: 5.0 
Arrhenius rate constant k ::: 2.09*10-2 
Coolant 'fempera t ure TWs ;:;: 34,.4 
The dynamic linear process model based on these parameters is 
. 
x ::: ["'0.220 W
O
•
171J x -+ [0.060 
5.143 2.247 ~0.029 
0.0 1 u -+ [0.160 
2.457J 0.0 
0.0 J 
0.071 d 
and the open-loop eigenvalues are 0.214, 1.813 Indic~ting a "stjff" system 
with both modes unstable. The instability is only local, however, and the 
reactor is glOballY stable and oscillatory under open-loop conditions 
eXhibiting large-scale limit cycle behaviour. As Aris and Amundson (1958) 
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have shown, the potential instabilIty is limited to the rate at Which 
reactant 1s supplied to the reaction vessel. 
Despite the reactor & 1me of L::: 10.0, the eigenvalues 
indicate fast dynamics and 1n preliminary experiments a discrete interVal of 
T = 1.0 did not allow adequate control in the face of random upsets. 
The state and control variable penalty matrices were chosen to 
penalise most heavily the variables which were regarded as most critical. 
Thus concentration deviations were penalised more heavily then tempera~ure 
deViations and the Variations In the reactant flow rate were more heavily 
penalised than fluctuations In the coolant tlow~ The penalty matrices were 
[10.0 0.0 1 Q :;; 
0.0 1.0 
and 
e
OOI 0.0] r, ~ 
OnO 0.1 
The discrete model was evaluated in 11 iterations to a precision of better 
than 10- 8 for a disc ete interval ot T = 0.2 and the steady-state dl cr te 
feedback rna rix was found after 15 iterations to be 
[
230318 
1 .4 B 7 
A further 15 iterations were required to provide precision of the order ~ 
1 O~(i il 
The size of the coefficients in the augmented matrix requircu the 
time interval for the KalmanaEnqlar technique to be reduced to 0.25 to 
ensure numerical stability, and the matrix eXPonential was evaluatect after 
14 iterations to a precision of The steady-state Riccati equation was 
then solved to a prec1sion of 10-6 after 14 iterations resulting in a 
continuous feedbaCk watrix. 
[
2fl.44!:l 
0.497 
-0.366] 
4.194 
••••• OOODUOOOOOO •••• ~ 
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7.4 PERFORMANCE OF CONTROLLERS WITH SUSTAIN~D DISTURBANCES. 
The controllers detailed above were compared, together with a 
muitivariable discrete controller with time interval T :;:; 0.5, under 
conditIons of quite rapid fluctuations in the teed concentration and 
temperature. The concentration fluctuations took the form of random step 
changes above and below the mean with a frequency of 1.0. The feed 
temperature was varied sinusoidally with period around 2.0, and the 
amplitudes of both the concentration and temperature fluctuations were 
steadily increased throughout the control period. 
The comparisons are given in table 7.3 and the process trajectories, 
showing also the disturbance variables which were identical for all runs, 
are Shown in Figures 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5. The expected degradation in 
performance for the discrete controller with T 
illustrated. 
0.5 is qraphically 
Comparison of controller performance for EXOREACTUR under conditions ot 
sustained dlsturhances In feed concentration and temperature. 
Controller Continuous Discrete lllscrete 
" 
:;:; 0.2 T 0.5 
Control 0.1045 0.1324 3.86 
Criterion 
State Variable I 
range: xU) -0.032 to 0.022 ~0.034 to 0.027 -0.089 to O.O4!'> 
x(2) 
-0.032 to 0.019 -0.053 to 0.050 -0.211 to 0.42 
Control Variable 
range; u (1) 
-0.621 to 0.724 mO.b14 to 0.760 DO.BOl to 1.0 
u(2) pO.092 to 0.150 -0.129 to 0.137 ' -1 .0 to 0.382 
PROCESS vr:lRIPBLES - X 
-1.707 
~~~~~ __ ~ __ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~ __ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~-d~~ __ ~~ __ ~~ 
a 2 3 4 5 6 7 e 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 ZO 
-0,22] 
TIM E 
FIGURE 7.3. PROCESS VARIABLE TRAJECTORIES FOR EXOREACTOR UNDER 
CONTINUOUS CONTROL SHOWING DISTURBANCE VARIABLES ALSO. 
PROCESS VffilffiLES - x 
ll1llt i III i lifT! I i I II Ii iIi i j II "TIn I i II j jill j r"" "IITn iii, i rln 111 rTTT 
o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
TIME 
FIGURE 7,Q, PROCESS VARIABLE TRAJECTORIES FOR EXOREACTOR vlITH A 
DISCRETE INTERVAL OF T 0.2. 
PROCESS VARIABLES - X 
o Z 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 J] 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
TIME 
FIGURE 7.5. PROCESS VARIABLE TRAJECTORIES FOR EXOREIICTOR ~IlTH A 
DISCRETE INTERVAL OF T = 0,5 SHOWING GREATER PROCESS 
VARIABLE DEVIATIONS. 
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PROCESS VARIABLES - X 
0.000 
-1.707 
~~ __ ~~ __ ~~ __ -b __ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~ __ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~ 
o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
TIM E 
FIGURE 7.6. EXOREACTOR UNDER MULTI-LOOP CONTINUOUS CONTROL, WITH 
1Y,\"TU~"ANLe. VARIABLES ALSO SHOWN. 
PROCESS VARIABLES - X 
o 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 J7 18 18 20 
2.118 
TIrE 
FIGURE 7.7. PROCESS VARIABLE TRAJECTORIES FOR EXOREACTOR UNDER 
MULTI-LOOP CONTROL WITH A DISCRETE INTERVAL OF T = 0.2. 
PROCESS VARIABLES - X 
o Z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
TIrE 
FIGURE 7.8. PROCESS VARIABLE TRAJECTORIES FOR EXOREACTOR UNDER 
MULTI-LOOP CONTROL WITH A DISCRETE INTERVAL OF T = 0.5. 
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7.5 COMPARISON or MULTIVA~IABLE AND MULTI-LOOP CONTROLLERS. 
Multi-Loop controllerl. conllnuous ~nd with a discrete interval of T 
0.5, based on the same control erl ia were determined bY iterative 
search techniques and comPared wlt~ the multivarlable controllers. The 
dominant k elements In bo~h contin~OUI an~ discrete feedback matrices, due 
to the heavier penalt~el on conc.ntr~t~Qn and flow-rate fluctuation , 
resulted In multi loop controlle'fi very slml~ar to the multlvarlable 
controllers. Comparl.pns using th. lInear reactor models showed the 
dIfferences in pertormance to be v~ 
and somewhat greater for the ~! 
shown In Table 7.4. 
small for the continuous controllers 
controllers. The comparisons are 
Process trajectorfes tor the reactor under multi-loop control are 
hown In Figures 7.~, 7.7 and 7.8 ~nd ~.Y compared with the equivalent 
multivariable cpntrolled reactor In F!qures 1.3. 1 4 and 7.5 As expected 
for suetl Imil~r f~edback mat[lce~ ~here was little difference between the 
continuous multivarlable and multi looP controllers although the process and 
control vari~~le excur 10n5 werp s11ghtly larger tor the multi-loop 
controller, re$ultinq In a greater prot 55 control criterion. 
The dlfference~ between the discrete multivarlable and mUlti loop 
controllers were somewhat obscur~d by the multi loop controlled processes 
for both T = 0.2 and T ; 0.5 look$~q to become unstable at about time 
t;;: 17.0. E:ven before 
Variable excur~ions for 
~his 
~)oth 
oC€4rred. however, t"e process and control 
th, discrete multi-loop controllers were 
considerably 9re~ter than those of ~he alternative wultlvariable controlled 
processes. 
lIB 
Comparison of Multivariable and Multi-loop controllers based 
on the linear continuous and discrete models of ~XOREACTOR. 
Continuous Mul ti var iable Mul ii-Loop 
Controllers 
\ 
Feedback l"'" -0.366] [2,.,3 0.0 ] r-1atr i x 0.497 4.194 0.0 4.756 
Control 4.916 4.962 
Cr iter ion 
Norm ot State 2.738*10-5 2.854*10-5 
at t :::: 10.0 
Discrete Control- Mul ti var iab Ie /<1u1 ti loop 
lers (T :; 0.5) 
feedback l' .24 -0.89'J [".bO. O'OJ 
~latr ix 1.646 1.294 0.0 1 .538 
Control 8.344 14.781 
Criterion 
Norm of State 1.95*10-9 4.54*10- 9 
at time t :: 20.0 
••••• OOOOOOOoooo •••• ~ 
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7.6 APPLICAT]ON Of A "BANG-BANG" CONTROLLER. 
The standard approach for the development of a "Bang-Bang" control 
algorithm nas been to reduce the penalty on the control variable to zero and 
impose control constraints instead. The Dynamic Programming approach will 
be demonstrated on a linear first-order process. The process may be 
described as 
)( :::: ax + bu 
with control criterion 
J 
The control variable bounds are 
-u ~ u ~ U 
aDd the optimal criterion is given by 
min 
Ll 
Th Hamilton-Jacobi equation become 
- aUat I'nin U [X2 + af/aX(dX -} bu) ] 
•••••• (717) 
•••••• (7 18) 
0 •••• (7.19) 
(7.20) 
A Simple inspection indicates that the hracketed terms may be minimised tor 
u ••• (7.22) 
and the optimal control can be seen to switch between the extremes ot -' lJ and 
~U according to the Sign of of/aX. which satisfies the partial 
eli ferentlal equation 
iH/8t )(2 of bul~1 •••• ( 7 23) ~ ::: aXa;( ~ . 
No simplifying assumptions as to the form of the optimal return 
function f(x,t) can be made tor systems ot thiS type and the analytical 
solution which pxists In this instance results in an open loop control law. 
for multivarlable processes the situ~tion 1s even more complicated, but a 
switching curve may be developed quite simply by the extremallsatlon of the 
Linear Quadratic approach The controller gain Is increased by increasing 
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the state penalty matrix and reducing the control penalty matrix, and the 
switching curve may be found by solving for 
ul ::: 0, i::: 1,2,. •• m as a function of 
j::: 1,2, ••• n. The value taken by the control 
variables on side of the swiching curve are determined by an 
In~pection of the original feedback galn matrix~ 
The technique was tested by driving EXOREACTUR to the origin from 
arbitrary initial conditions and this was accomPlIshed as expected for a 
second-order process with two switches of the control variables. At the 
origin, however, the familiar chattering occurred as the control Variables 
switched from one extreme to the other. The UBang-Bang" controller was also 
tested under conditions of sustained disturbances and the trajectory is 
shown in figure 7.9. The very fast 1luctuatlons of the process variables 
woUld indicate that some of the control variable switchinqs have been missed 
due to the lack of discrimination of the plotting routines. The state 
variable excursions and the control criterion of J :::: 2,243 may be 
compared to those of the multivariable controllers in Table 7.3 
A particUlar advantage of thiS method is its suitability tor discrete 
control processes. Most of the time-optimal control algorithms require 
definite switching times which would seldom COincide with a control instant 
With this technique, however, the control periods woUld have to be Quite 
short or the control Variable ranges suitably reduced to ensure th,at the 
process was not driven too far past ttle origin during a control interval • 
••••• ooooOOOoooo •••• ~ 
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FIGURE 7,9, PROCESS VARIABLE TRAJECTORIES FOR EXOREACTOR UNDER 
IIBANG-BANG /1 CONTROL SHOWING HIGH-FREQUENCY DISTURBANCES 
DUE TO THE RAPID CONTROL VARIABLE SWITCHING. 
0.019 
~ 
0.000 
-0.018 
PROCESS VFlRIRBLES x 
\ I 
\~I 
I""' I \ 
I 
I 
o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
TIM E 
FIGURE 7.10. TRAJECTORIES FOR EXOREACTOR WITH CONTINUOUS FEEDBACK 
CONTROL ONLY SHOWING DISTURBANCE VARIABLES. 
PROCESS VARIRBLES - X 
o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
TItE 
FIGURE 7.11. TRAJECTORIES FOR EXOREACTOR WITH CONTINUOUS FEEDFORWARD 
AND FEEDBACK CONTROL SHOWING STEADILY INCREASING OFFSET 
DUE TO THE FEEDFORWARD CONTROL BIAS. 
CCJN11:1OL VARIABLE U 
I I I I I 
1.000 1--
-1.000 r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I I I I I 
1.000 
-O.ClOS 
10400 
-1.434-
CCll'ff'ROL VARIPBLE - U 
PROCESS VARIFBLES - X 
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o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ]0 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
TIM E 
FIGURE 7.12. EXOREACTOR WITH NON-LINEAR FEEDFORWARD CONTROL SHOWING 
EXCELLENT LOAD VARIABLE COMPENSATION UNTIL THE CONTROL 
VARIABLE SATURATES. 
-0.030 
PROCESS VARIABLES - X 
o 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
TINE 
FIGURE 7.13. TRAJECTORIES FOR EXOREACTOR UNDER DISCRETE (T = 0.2), 
FEEDBACK CONTROL ONLY. 
PROCESS VARIABLES - X 
11 i II j Iii I j i 11111 " i i j i I Ii 11'1 fi Ii iii n111l11111l11n11r 111 !Till I 
o 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1B 19 ZO 
TIME 
FIGURE 7.14. TRAJECTORIES FOR EXOREACTOR WITH DISCRETE FEEDFORWARD 
AND FEEDBACK CONTROL. NOTE THE REDUCED PROCESS VARIABLE 
DEVIATIONS BUT INCREASING OFFSETS. 
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7.7 FEEDFORWARD CONTROL OF THE EXOTHERMlC REACTOR. 
feedtorward controllers, designed by the methods described In Chapter 
IV, were tested on EXOREACTOR using increasing random step changes of the 
teed concentration and sinusoidal variation of the teed temperature as 
dIsturbance variables. The linear teedtorward controller, based on a linear 
model at the desired steady-state conditions. demonstrates clearly one of 
the problems aSSOCiated with feedtorward control. For disturbances In one 
direction the controller is over-compensating and for the other direction 
under~compensating, and the end result Is a steadilY increasIng offset In 
the product concentration and temperature This effect Is demonstrated in 
figures 7.11 and 7.14 for the continuous and discrete control IS 
respectively. It Is just thIs situation which would require integral states 
to be added to the process In order to drive the system back to the origin. 
Despite the tendency for the teedforward controlled process to diverge, 
however. the overall results are encouraging. As indicated in Table 7.5 the 
addition of feedforward control reduces the control criterion and reduces 
al the deviations of the process Variables. The benefi fal effect of 
feedforward control is less 8Rparent with the continuous controlled process, 
but this is expected Since, for a single stage process the feedback 
controller 1s very effective in detectinq the effects of disturbances and 
taking prompt remedial action. The adVantages ot feedforward control are 
more apparent with tne discrete process and the advantages would be expected 
to increase with the discrete interval provided the frequency of the 
disturbances was lower than the sampling frequency. The most dramatic 
imprOVement in performance was achieved with the non-linear feedf~-ward 
controller. The situation was unrealistic, perhaps, in that an exact 
process model was used to design the feedforwatd controller, however the 
effect of virtually zero process variable deviations (until control variable 
saturation) indicates the considerable potential of the technique. 
Feedforward control would be of greater value In a multi-stage 
process, a distillation column for example, where the disturbances might 
have to work their way from the feed tray to the reflux drum before feedback 
control action could be taken: under these conditions < the addition of 
feedtorward control could be very beneficial. 
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TABLE 7.5 
A comparison ot the effects ot linear and non-linear feedforward 
controllers using EXOREACTUR. The data was obtained from the 
trajectories shown in Figures 7.10 to 7.14. 
Continuous feedback Linear Non-linear 
Controllers only f'eedforward r'e edforward 
Control 
Criterion 5.94*10- 2 5.43*10-2 7.02*10- 4 
State variable 
range; Xt -0.0149 0.0185 -0.0203 0.00 -0.0083 0.00 
)(2 -0.0183 0.0176 -0.0177 0.00043 -0.0039 0.00038 
Discrete 
Controllers 
Control 
Criterion 
Process variable 
feedback 
only 
0.0739 
-0.0151 0.0224 
-0.0339 0.0374 
••••• ooooOOOoooo •••• ~ 
Linear 
feedforward 
0.0544 
-0.0159 0.0037 
-0.0298 0.0131 
,(( 
CHAPTER VI I I 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The aims of the study are restated and a rationale 
development the investigation is presented. The more 
significant results from the application of multivariable 
and multi~loop control laws to unstable linear processes and 
chemical reactors are presented, and the advantages of 
multivariable control techniques are discussed 
detail. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
B.l THE AIMS Of THE INV~STIGATION. 
This inve&igation evolvedln a somewhat unstructured fashion. The 
author had set out to develop improved control algorithms for chemical 
engineering processes and the objective was a design method tor controllers 
Which woUld be more robust and effective in the face of parameter 
variations, process noise and load changes, dead-time, and control and state 
variable constraints. It was soon apparent, however, that not only was this 
a well-tilled piece of qround but that the slngledloop approach had very 
fundamental deticiencies when applied to the multlvariable systems Which 
comprise a modern integrated processing plant. Maintaining d distillation 
column reboiler temperature at a pre determined setepoint may he 
satisfactory under ideal conditions of no load changes, but it is quite 
unrealistic as a means ot maintaining top or bottoms product quality in the 
face ot changing feedstock flows or compOSitions. 
The investigation then progressed toward tile multivariable approach 
to control system synthesis; more particularly to the Variational techniques 
and dynamic programming because ot their ability to optimise a speCific 
functional of the process states. MUltivariable optimal control has 
important advantaqes in terms of the uniqueness and global optimality Of the 
control laws, the asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system and the 
elimination of the configuration problem. Dynamic programming Is of 
particular interest in View of the variety of techniques which may be 
employed. Discrete or continuous systems are treated with equal facility, 
non-linearities may be accomodated, and for the non-analytical approaches 
the existence of control variable bounds is a distinct advantage. The 
difficulties of the analytical approach, and the problems associated with 
the solution of the Hamilton - Jacobi equation are partly overcome by the 
use of digital computers for process control purposes. The terminal 
boundary conditions of the dynamic programminq approach appear more 
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tractable than the split boundary conditions Of the other variational 
techniques. 
The investigation thus turned to the evaluation and implementation of 
multivariable optimal controllers based on the quadratic criterion which is 
generally favoured for requlatory control purposes • 
••••• ooooOOOoooo •••• ~ 
8.2 tHE CONTliUL OF' SH4PIj~: LINI!:AR PROCESSES. 
Second-Order linear processes were used 
development ot the control algorithws, and the 
necessary to calculate the steady-state feedback 
to demonstrate the 
number Of jterations 
gain matrices were 
recorded Judicious choice at the inteqration 'intervals enabled the 
iterative techniques to converge rapidly and the algorithms were table OVer 
a ~lde range of parameters. The effects Of discrete interval were 
inYestlqated and found to be of critical importance to the Unstable process. 
ThiS effect i not previously reported In this context but it would b a 
vItal factor In the performance of systems where the discrete interval wa 
large In relation to the process time constants~ 
The performance of single loop controllers, developed to optimise the 
same criteria, were compared with the multivariable controllers an~ we e 
markedly inferior. A pertinent point, also unreported elsewhere. was that 
the Single-loop controllers required larger control variable excursions. but 
used them to much poorer eftect In that the single-loop controlled processes 
incurred higher penalties, were returned to their set-points at a more 
sluggish rate and were generally more oscillatory. When control variable 
bounds were introduced the improvement in performance of the multlvariable 
over the sinqle loop controllers was further demonstrated. 
For the unstable process a steady-state feedbaCk ~atrix was found 1n 
the vicinity of the optimal matrix which maintained control under tighter 
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control variable restrictions. 
maintain process stability under 
The mUltivariable controller was able to 
much tighter control bounds than was 
possible with the single-loop controller. 
The use of the natural control bounds to limit the control variable 
was compared wilhthe technique of Incr.asinq the control penalty in order 
to restrict the control action. The very small control penalty, with 
natural control bounds, resulted in a very fast return to the desired 
steady-state with a "bang-bang" style of control action. An additional 
feature of multivariable controllers, demonstrated at the same time, was 
their ability to accommodate very large feedback gain coefficients without 
the stability problems associated with large feedback gains on single-loop 
controllers. 
• •••• 0000000oooo •••• ~ 
B.3 NON-L INE:AR lSOTlIl:.:RivlAIJ REACTORS. 
The techniques of process modelling and linearisation were applied to 
two non-linear isothermal reactors and the parameters for the autocatalytic 
reaction were chosen to ensure instability. The effect of a relatively 
large discrete interval on the control quality was demonstrated and zones ot 
controllability for the discrete and continuous controllers also indicated 
the disadvantages of control with a large discrete interval. The 
performance increased dramatically when two control variables were employed, 
and the controllable region was Significantly enlarqed. 
The ability of the contrOller to respond to process variable 
constraints was demonstrated. and partiCUlarly the facility with whjch a 
digital control computer is able to handle additional cheCKS and 
manipulations. 
Mulitvarlable and single-loop controllers were compared using both 
the linear models and the non-linear process simulations, and again the 
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multlvarlable controllers showed significant advantages. The multlvariable 
controllers were able to tolerate much larger disturbances before control 
variable saturation occurred and even when the control variables were 
regularly saturating the multivariable controllers maintained stability in 
the face of mUCh more leVere disturbances The deterioration in the quality 
ot control as the .control interval was increased was also demonstrated under 
conditions of random noise disturbances. The reactor with two control 
variables showed a much improved load-rejection ability and an increase in 
stability over a wider range of disturbances 
The advantaqes of the mult!variable controllers were demonstrated 
again when the reactors were Bubjected to random disturbances in the 
presence of control variable dead-time. In general the increasing dead q tlme 
caused a steady deterioration In the control quality The rate of 
deterioration then increased dramatically untJI instability occurred. For 
the reactor with two control variables the continuous controller was found 
to be extremely sensitive to control variable dead-time, although ultimately 
it was able to maintain control at greater values Of dead-time than either 
the multlvariable d1sere e controller or the multI-loop continuous 
controller. This result was ~ littl 
exceptional load-rejection ability 
urprising for a controller with suCh 
•••• 00000000000. 
B.4 EXOTHERMIC NON-LINEAR REACTORS 
The well-used non-linear Arts and Amundson (1958) eXothermic reactor 
was used to compare the linear feedback control method with the iterative 
approaChes of Luus and Cormack (1972) and Luus (1974). The linear feedback 
approach, while Slightly SUb-optimal for the partiCUlar set of conditions, 
was shown to have considerable adVantages in terms of computational effort, 
generality of solution and general apPlicability of the control law. 
A less restrictive form of eXothermiC reactor was then developed to 
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allow higher order reaction kinetics, additional coolant dynamics and the 
introduction of disturbance varl~les. The reactor parameters were chosen 
to confer instability and "stiff" dynamics in order to adequately test the 
control algorithms. The state and control penalty matrices were chosen to 
penalise most heavily the deviations of product concentration and product 
floW rate, leading to a feedback matrix WhiCh was dominated by the k j l 
element. Increasing the discrete interval was again shown to have a very 
detrimental effect on the product quality and the reactor stability. 
Multi-Loop controllers were developed, as tor the isothermal 
reactors, but were very Similar to the optimal controllers because of the 
dominant feedback elements. It was not unexpected, therefore, to find the 
performances of the multi-loop control laws only marginally poorer tor ttle 
continuous controllers, and more noticeably so for the discrete controllers. 
Had the state and control penalty matrices been less heavily weighted 
against product concentration and flow-rate fluctuations the feedback 
matrices would not have had the single dominant element, and the difference 
in performance between the multivariable and multi-loop controllers would 
have been more dramatic 
A technique, previously unreported, tor developing a switching curve 
for a "Aang-8ang" controller trom an extremalised feedback control law was 
shown to control the eXothermic reactor very adequately in the face ot 
sustained and random process disturbances. 
I,inear feedforward controllers, both steady-state and dynamic, were 
developed tor the exothermic reactor and their implementation brought 
significant improvements to the stability ot the reactor subjected to random 
disturbances ot feed concentration and temperature. A non-linear continuous 
feedforward compensation was also developed and the improvement in 
performance over the linear controllers was impressive. 
The reallY significant advantages of feedfoTward control would not be 
expected from a singleastage process, however, and it would require a mUlti-
stage process such as a distillation column or train of 
the tull advantages of feedfoTward techniques woulrl 
evaporators before 
be realised. The 
feedforward control algorithms were nevertheless shown to be straightforward 
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to implement and the advantages over feedback only control were substantial 
enough to warrant further investigation 
., ••• OODOOOOOOOO •• ,.~ 
0.5 COMPARISONS BETWEEN MULTIVARIABLE AND MULTI-LOOP CONTROL SY5Tg~S. 
In general the multlvariable controllers offered significant 
advantages over the multi loop controllers, but more particularly where the 
multlvariable feedback matrices were not dominated by a Single element as 
occurred with EXDREACTOR. For both the linear models and the non-linear 
simulations the multivar Ie controllers resulted 1n smaller control 
criteria, reduced state variable deviations and greater stability. ~ven 
under condItions of bounded control variables and state or control variable 
dead-time, for which the multlvarlable controllers were not spciflcally 
designed, the multivariabl controllers demonstrated a considerable margin 
o stability over their sinqle- or multi loop counterparts. An important 
point. which has not previously been reported. Is that the multivariable 
controllers have achieved thi improved control with less control ~ctlon 
than wa used by the multi loop controllers. 
Another Significant feature was that slngle- and mUltI-loop discrete 
controllers coulo not always be found for the unstable systems. Very 
extensive searches failed to locate feedback gains which could stabilise the 
process in situations where a multivariable controller with very modest 
feedback gains was able to bring it under control The elimination of the 
configuration problem is a very major point 1n favour of the multlvariable 
approach to control systems design. Even where a multi-loop control syslem 
is envisaged the calculation of a multivariable optimal feedbaCK matrix is 
of considerable assistance In deciding which loops to close In order to 
apprOXimate most closely to the multlvariable control performance. 
ooooOOOoooo •••• ~ 
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8.6 5UGGE:S'flON5 r'OR ~'UTURE WORK. 
The most obvious and pressing need is for comparati~e studies of both 
conventional single*loop and multlvariable optimal controllers on a variety 
of processing plant. There are all too few papers reporting actual and 
practical applications of Modern Control Theories, but mention should be 
made of the work of Seborg, Fisher and co-authors of the University of 
Alberta, reported In a number of publications (1973, 1974a, 1974b, 1975). 
They have emphasised the practical application of fUndamental theory to 
semi~scale integrated plant and the evidence is encouraging. The 
comparative studies of Hruun (1975) on a semiuscale double-effect evaporator 
showed that mUltivariable optimal control had many adVantages over multi-
loop control strategies. 
The Universities are, however, restricted in the scale and type of 
the processing operations (hence the predominance of evaporator studies!) 
and are severely limited in the number and range of plant items Which can 
conveniently be linked to provide a complex processing "unit". For this 
reason much of the reported research is performed on stable "unit 
operations" type of plant of low order. Until SUch time as the Modern 
Control Techniques are reqularly 
Situations, and their performance 
applied In industrial processing 
freely reported In the technical 
literature, much of the practical development work must be continued in 
University laboratories and will continue to be criticised for the reasons 
already stated. 
Because of thIs the Simulation of processing operations by digital 
and analogue computers may assist by providing the opportunity to 
investigate plant models of higher order and containing any desired torms of 
instability and non-linearity. In the controlled environment of a computer 
simulation the comparisons between various control techniques may be 
examined more rigorously and over a far greater range of proceSSing 
conditions than could be tolerated on a real plant item. The ability to 
subject alternative controllers to identical sequences of plant 
disturbances, for example, results in a much more valid.comparIson of each 
controllers' abJlities. 
1 J:; 
The ultimate test for allY SUch nevi tecr,nology, however, is that it be 
dIlle to takp its place in the industrial environment and perform ~t least 
competitively against the conventional and est<lblislled teChnologil-:s. un 
this baSis alone It 15 Cleftf thdt there 15 a qreat deal ot work still to be 
done. 
• •••• 00000000000 •••• ,. 
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APPENDIX J. 
CONTINUUUS SYSTEMS MODELLING PROGRA 
8,1 DEVELOPMENT Of THE CON HUOUS SYSTEM MODELLING PROGRAM - COSMO. 
[arly experiments 1n this series lnvolv ng the digital s1 . -tion of 
chemical processes were made using an I.B.M. P~ckage program called U.S.L. 
(for Digital Simulation Languaqe) lmplemen ed on the I.H.M. 3bO/44 
omputer, Was a sophisticated sy tern, larqely on account ot the 
range of very skIlfully emp~oyed integration routines, but also for the very 
extenslvp ranye ot "tunctions" which could be employed. The system was so 
designe(1 that writing a program to simulat a process was not unlike "wiring 
up" dn analogue computer but very much easier In that no scaling of 
variables was necessary and all the flex bllity and system 1ntrinslcs of 
V[JHTHAN~IV ',<Jere available within ltv system. Every practical process 
operation was c tered for by function ubprograms, and the accuracy and 
stability of the integra 1ng routine were guaranteed by error testinq anrl 
5 t (' i 1 a 1 v i n g " T I, e 0 v rile a d [, W ere t't 1 g: 1" howe v l? rid n d ti, e 5 y s t e m 1\ a S 0 v e r -
nurden d by its own complexity to the ext nt that the chanqe from the I.8.M. 
3bO/44 to burrouahs Hb71B precipi ted its demise 
To ti:lke its place a new "pc1C~(age" was created by the auttlor involving 
a selection of sub proqrams which allowed process models to be simulated in 
reasonably streamlined fashion. The basic unit Is the integration 
tunction designed to solve the equation 
x(tHH) = 
usjnq the codinq 
x (1) = INTKGR(I,XINIT.FOFX,LASTX), where fOFX may he 
clny tUnction, explicit or Lrnpllclt. A secondborder Runge-Kutla intf'(Jration 
was employed because of its Simplicity, and no step-halVing or step-doubling 
tacl1ity was used. A ajor advantage of the Second-order Runge-Kutta 
integration, using a sma 1 tep-size, is that a discrete "event" was 
1 1 
unlikely to tall between integration intervals and it it did the tlme=lag 
involved In its implementation was minimal. A fourth-order Runge-Kutta 
routine would allow a much larger step-Size with comparable accuracy and 
stability but the problem of discrete events occurring in the middle of the 
integration interval involves considerable programming comPlexity. 
The integration was so arranged that the two Iterations necessary to 
establish the gradients at beginning and end of the i tlon interval 
resulted in all the process variables being updated twice per step 
Wltn the precision ot a 48 bit word there was no need for double 
precision and there was no significant round-otf error accumUlation even 
after 10 integrated steps. 
A delay· tunction was regrettably essential for the simulation of 
chemical plant and was simulated fdr better on a digital maChine than with 
any Pade approximation. 
x (t) 
X :;; 
The fUnction 
was coded 
DELAY(TAU,XINIT.Y) 
The derivative of a variable 
dy/dt was coded x 
X = OERIVT(XINIT.Y) and was calculated I1sIng a 
linear or quadratic function where applicable. 
A limiting fUnction, coded 
X = LIMIT(Y,HILIMIT,LOLIMIT), \'las useful 
variables as saturating valves and variables for which negative values 
cannot exist. 
FUnctions for process disturbances also included steps, ramps and 
random noise. 
The system is uncomPlicated, easy to assemble and run and many times 
more accurate than a conventional analogue computer although a great deal 
slower. Anyone involved in the simulation of large systems by digital 
computer can expect to use a great deal of computer time. A sample program 
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listing is included and the "COSMO" subroutines are also listed on the 
following pages. 
2 
2 
.3 
c 
c 
c 
c 
FUNCTION INTEGR( ~ J 
r t!~.!N 
COMMON Ol,N,I 
REAL Ie. I NTEGR 
DIMENSION 0'(6,2) 
IF(N.GT.O) GO TO 1 
INTEGR=lC 
GO TO 2 
DV(K,I)=)( 
INTEGR=V.Oe5*DT*(DY(K~1)+OY(KDI» 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION OELAY(DELY.IC.XIN) 
$ SET OWN 
COMMON DTgN,1 
REAL Ie 
DIMENSION X(500) 
IFOl.GT.O) GO TO 
J=DELV/OT 
DO 2 t1= 1 t J 
X(M)=IC 
MARK=J+1 
OElAY=IC 
GO TO 4 
IF(I.GT.I)GO TO 3 
K=MARK-J 
IF(K.LE.O)K=J+l+K 
DELAV=X(K) 
GO TO 4 
X (MARK) =)( HI 
DElAV=X(K) 
MARK=~1ARK+l 
IF(MARK.GT.(J+1»MARK=1 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION LIMIT(X.HILIMl,LOLIMl) 
FUNCTION LIMIT CONSTRAINS "X" TO 
BETWEEN LOLIMIT AND HILIMIT 
REAL LIMIT,LOlIMT 
IF(X.GToHILIMT)X=HILIMT 
IF(X.LT.LOLIMT)X=lOlIMT 
LIMIT=X 
, RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION DERIVT(ICeXIN) $ SET OWN 
Cot1MON Dr liNt I 
REAL Ie 
IF(N-2)i p 2,3 
K=i 
X,3=XIN 
DERIVT=IC 
GO 1'0 4 
2 K=2 
IF( EQ01)GO TO 5 
X2 
X3=XIN 
5 DERIVT=(XIN-X2)/DT 
GO TO 4 
.3 K=3 
IF(I.EQ.l)GO TO 6 
Xl=X2 
X2=X.3 
X3=XIN 
6 DERIVT=(3*XIN-4*X2+Xl)/(2~DT) 
4 RETUI~N 
END 
FUNCTION RAMP(XtTIMEeSTARTIiSLOPE~FINISH) 
C FUNCTION GENERATES A LINEARLY INCREASING SIGI~AL 
C FROM "START" To "FINISH" 
C 
IF(TIME GT START) GO TO I 
RAt1P=X 
GO TO 3 
I (TI 6T FINISH) GO TO 2 
Y=(TIME-START)*SLOPE 
RAMP=X+V 
GO TO .3 
2 RAMP=X+( INISH-START)*SLOPE 
.3 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION NOISE (X g AMPL ,I MEAN 9 NPERID) 
C "NOISE" GENERATES A RANDOMLY VARYING SIGNAl. 
C UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED ABOUT uMEAN" WITH AMPLITUDE 
C "AMPL". THE VALUE OF NoiSE IS CONSTANT OVER A 
C TIME-SPAN OF NPERIOD * DT 
REAL NOISE 9 MEAN COMl'lON DT aN91 
I (N.GE e l) GO TO 2 
1.0 
K::::O 
DO 1 J~1~100 
Y=RANDOM(Q) 
Y=AMPL*(Y+MEAN-O.S) 
NOI 
GO 
2 1 
IF K.LT.NPERIO) GO TO 3 
K=O 
Y~AMPL*(RANDOM(Q)+MEAN-0.5' 
3 NQISE=)(+Y 
4 CONTI NUE 
RETURN 
END 
1'14 
SUOROUTWE CmlTlIl(tI,II,PRJ ,FINT ,KFBC,COST ,EIJOR~I,INfn. Hm~) 
eOlH III 2U-lmV-7h . 
THE dliEAR PRnCES') IS SlnULATED GOllTIt,UOUSLY \-IITH AI, 
HITEGRATlOIl STEP SIZE OT, PRIIHOUT ItiTERVAL PRI. AtJO 
FIWIL TH1E FIIIT, 
DltlEtlSlflIl X(6),Y(6),XI(6),U(6),Z(6),ARG(6),r.(6),D(6) 
COIVtDll!ClltIP!A(6,6) ,11(6,6) ,e(6,6) ,PHI (6,6) ,OEL(6,6) ,PSI (6,6), 
lQ(6,6)lR(6.6),XPLOT(6,200),UPLOT(6,200),OPLOT(6,200), 
2ut1A)«6 ,UI1!11(6) ,XO(6) 
emiliO!. OT ,ml,l 
REt,L KFRG\6,6) 
\lRITE(6,302)II,ll,PRI,FltlT ,lt1D3,ltlDlt 
302 FOfWAT(44HI S!J8flDUTltIE CONTIII(II,lt,PRI,FlflT .1I103,11I[1ll)! 
110X,213,2FIO.4,213!) 
PL T I =F lilT 11 00,0 
IF(N.LT.3)GO To 50 
WRITE(6,300) 
300 FORIIAT(47HO SYSTEII Ton LARGE FOR RICATI TO COPf .NO KFF.,C. l) 
RETURti 
50 CONT I :IlJE 
IF( 1110" 1}GO TO )I, 
\1R lTE (6, ) 
203 FORIIAT(2;lHO corHINUOUS FEEDRACK I'ATQ.IX/l 
DO 15 ~:;;;1 ,II 
15 WRITE(h,202)(KF8C(K.J),J=1.11) 
202 FORMAT( lHO,IOX,6FI2.6) 
\iRlTE(6,20h) 
204 FOnt'.I,T(26H CONTROL VARIABLE LlI1!TSI) 
DO 16 K=ltl' 
16 \JRiTE(:';,:>lJ,)K,WillJ(K) ,1J!1AX(K) 
205 FORllAT(5HO U"II,")",5X.2Fl0.") 
14 CONTlllIIF 
XO( '1+ 1) 
DO 1 ;(=1, 
! X(K)=X0(K) 
liR ITE (6,200) 
20C FORtjAT(2IHO COIHIIIUCUS PROCESS!! 
I" TillE r,OST STATE VARIABLES"!) 
1I11E=0. 
1,05T=(1. 
QUID=(l.(l 
PRT=O, 
PL TT=O.D 
PL HIU!!= 1 
11Ii=0 
IIRIH(h.201 )TII'E,COST, (X(Kl ,K=I,~I) 
2 DO 3 K=I,II+1 
3 )(1(K)=X(K) 
DO 9 I:: 1,2 
CALL tIATIIEC(KFBC,X,U,r!,II) 
DO ~ K = 1 ,II 
IF (U (f:) 0 LT. UI<I N (K) ) LJ (K) =lJlIl!j( K) 
4 IF(U(K) .r.T .tJl\AX(~,) )U(K}=UI1AX(K) 
IF(IN03.LT.J)GO TO 13 
IF ( T! liE. G T • o. n GO T f) 1 3 
I1RlTE(6, ,03) (II(K) ,K=I,ll) 
30 FORtlllT( 70X ,6F 1 0.4) 
13 CCIHllltJE 
IF(I.LT.2)GO 19 
IFI1N04.LT.2) TO 19 
IF(TI/1E,LT,(PLTT·r;.OOOI»GO TO 1:; 
DO 20 K=I,1l 
20 XPLOT(K,PI.TlIlJr1)=X(K) 
DO 21 K=I,11 
21 UPLOT(K,PUIIUII)=U(K) 
PL TT=PL TT+PL T I 
PL TlIUtl=PL TtIlJI:+ I 
19 CONT lilUE 
CALL- 11ATVEC (II. X, Z, tl,ll) 
CALL I1ATVFC(8,U,Y.tI,'1) 
DO 5 K=l,11 
5 ARG(K)=Z(K)-Y(K) 
CALL ttATVEC(fl,X,Z,II.II) 
AR r. ( N+ 1 ) =0 , 
00 6 K=I,'I 
6 ARG(N.I)=ARr.(N.').X(K)~Z(K) 
CALL 11ATVEC(R.U,Y,ll,ll) 
DO 7 1<=1,11 
ARG(tI+, )=ARG(tI+' )+U(Kl"Y(K) 
DO B K~I ,11+1 
8 X(K)=IIITEr,R(K,XOIK) ,ARG(K) ,XI (1<» 
9 CONTi IIUE 
COST=X(tl+I) 
IF(NN.LE.O)GO TO 10 
DO 17 1<=1,11 
17 G(K)=X(I<) 
CALL QIIORTC(G,Q,S,II,DT) 
QUID=QUIn+S 
DO 18 K=I,tl 
18 O(K)=U(K) 
CAl.L QIJORTC(D,R,S,t-I,OT) 
QUIO=QUlll+S 
TIME=TltlE+OT 
IF(TII1E.LT.(PRT-l.0E-6»GO To 11 
10 \;RITE(6,201 )TlIIE ICOST, IX(K) ,1<=1,11) .(IJ(K) ,K=I,II) 
201 FORHAT( H ,F6.2, P'OE12.4) 
PRT=PRT+PRI 
11 flN=NN+1 
IF(TlttE.LE.FI~T)GO TO 2 
SOSQ=O. 
DO 12 K= I,ll 
12 SOSQ=X(K)~X(K) 
EIIORI1=SQRT( SOSfl) 
\lR lTE (6, 206)COST, QU I 0 
206 FORI1AT( WHO COST ,F20.IO," QUID "F20.101) 
RETlJR~ 
010 ' 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
SUBROUT WE COND I SOl, M, T • PR I, FlIH ,KFBO. COST ,l(EtlD, I ND3, 11J[)4 ) 
CONDIS ?9-DEC-1976 
A DISCRETr CONTROL ALGORITHM IS TESTED ON A 
COIHINllOUS SYSTEll. IN03 CONTROLS PRHITOUT AND 
Bm!, STORES THE STATE AliO COUTROL VARIABLES 
FOR SlIBSEr)lIENT PLOTT IIIG. 
DIMENSION X(6),1l(6),Xl(6),Y(6),VI6),ARG(6) 
REAL KFROI6,6) 
C0I1tl01l/CI1t1P/A(6.6) ,nl 6,6) ,C (6,61 ,PHl (6,6) ,OEL(6,61 IPS I (6 ,6). 
IQ(6.6I,R(6,6),l(PLOT(6,200 1,UPLOT(6.200).OPlOT(6.200I, 
2UI1AX(6) ,lJMIII( 6), XO( (,) 
CDiUlOl1 IlT ,lit!, I 
WR I TE (6.200 )tI,I1, T • PR I , F aIT • I N03. HID4 _ 
200 FORI1AT(I.(,111 SUBROUTInE COIWIS(N,11,T ,PRl ,FINT ,W03, !tID!dl 
15X,2IJ,JFIO.4,213/) 
C CALCULATE PLOTTING INTERVALS 
IF(lN04.LT.2) GO To 15 
PL T I "I' !tIT /I 00.0 
15 CONTIIIUE 
C CORRECT THE PRINTOUT lUTERVAL TO FIT THE 
C DISCRETf. TII1£ BITERVAL, 
C 
IF(PRI-T) 1,1,3 
PN=T/PRI 
tJP;:PN 
PRTI=T/NP 
GO TO 4 
PRTI=T 
NP=I 
GO TO 4 
Ptl=PR 1 IT 
NP=PN 
PRT I =T"'liP 
4 CoIHI/HIE 
DO 5 K= I. tI 
X(K)=XO(KI 
ZERO THE COIITROL VAR 1 ABLES 
DO 16 K= 1,11 
16 U(K)=O.fJ 
WRITE(h.2011 
201 FORllAT(4JflfJ CmITltIUOIl~ PRflCES5 lilTH DISCHETE COIITROLI 
ISX,"TIIIE COST PRICE STATE VAR IAOlES MID CO':TP,OLS"I) 
CtlT=O. 
T 111[=0. 
COST=O. 
NPLT=l 
PL TT=fJ,fJ 
PRT=O. 
PRICE=Oc 
i'ltl=G 
KOU!IT =0 
\iR J TE ( (, .20? ) TIllE. K Ollt IT, C[J S 1 , r p, I C f , ( x ( K ) ,K = I • " ) 
2 (] 2 F ORIIII T ( I H ,F".?, I 1 , :' X • I P BEl • 4 ) 
6 Dr. 7 K I,ll 
7 Xl(K)=X(K) 
C STORE PROCESS VARll\FlLfS FOR rl,DTTPIG 
IF(liI01,.LT.7l GO TO 17 
IFITltit.LT .(PLTT-n.fJOOI») r.n T:; 1'1 
PL n"PL TT+PLTI 
DO 1!l ,:= I ,II 
18 XPL(JTO:,'!PLTI=X(r:) 
IlPL T=I!PL h 1 
17 C[JIIT I III!E 
C 1 =CDST 
IF(TlllE.LT .(ellT-I.GE·I.) )GI' Til ~ 
':IIT=Ct/T+ T 
KOUtlT=KOlJliT+ 1 
CALL IIATVEC(KFBIl,X,U,ll,lj) 
DO 10 1<=I,f1 
IFlu(KI.LT .tIllI1I1K) )1J(KI~lIltlll(K) 
10 Ir(lJ(K) .CiT .IJ)IAX(KI )U(<)=UtIIlX(I<) 
C STORE Cr,,,TR[)l VAR I ABL E S FOR r L 'ITT PIG 
IF ( l' w!, • LT • 2) G:J T [) 19 
no 20 ,,=1,11 
20 UPLOT(K,KOUIIT)=U(Kj 
19 CONT IIIIJF 
CALL QIH1f1TC(X,Q,S.~I, T) 
CAll r,llllRTC(ll,R,Z,t1,T) 
PRICE=PI11CEtStZ 
CALL II,\TV E C (B ,lJ • V • II, 'Il 
IFllliD3.LT.2)G(] To '3 
IF(KOlHIT.GT.(2"ljP»Gn Hl 9 
liRIH(6 , 202)T1tlE ,V-OUIIT ,COST ,PRICE,(X(K) ,K=I,'I) ,tUCK) ,K=1 ,11) 
9 C(1IITlI1'l[ 
011 8 I 1.2 
CALL IIATVEC(A,X, Y ,II,!I) 
11 ~:: I,ll (K)=Y(K)-V(K) 
II X(K)=IIITEfiR(K,XO(I() .ARr.(~), XI 0;» 
CALL QVflRTC(X,Q,S,I/,I.O) 
CAI.L QIJf1RTC 1U,R , l,Il,I.n) 
ARGlIE=S+Z 
COST= I !ITEr.R«(' ,0 ,r) ,ARGUE. C I) 
8 CONTIIIUE 
Ir(I[I~.LF.O)(jO TO 12 
TH1E=Tllll+DT 
IF(T1I1E.LT .(PRT-I.O[-4)IGO 'TO 13 
1 2' "IR lTE «(, , 202 ) TillE I K nUIIT ,CO S T ,PR I CE • ( x ( K ) • K= 1 ,II) , (U (~,) ,K" I • J\) 
PRT=PRT+PRTl 
I 3 11'I=NtI~ I 
[r(TWE.Lf .FII:T)Gil TO " 
SOSQ::O. 
DO II! K=l,11 
14 SIlSO=snSU+X(K)aX(K) 
XE 11O=sn,G T (SOSr) 
RE TlJl{l1 
145 
146 
SUBROUTINE DISCRT(N,M,T.PRI,FINT,KFBD.COST,XEND.INO,IN04) 
C OlseRT 29~NOV-76 " 
C THE PROCESS IS SIMULATED IN DISCRETE TIME WITH 
C PRINTOUT AT EACH INTERVAL T, OR SOME MULTIPLE OF 
C THAT PRI, UP TO THE FINAL TIME FINT. INO IS 
C USED TO CONTROL THE PRINTOUT. THE CONTROL 
C CRITERION. COSTs AND THE EUCLIDEAN NORM OF 
C THE FINAL STATE, KENO, ARE CALCULATED. 
C 
DIMENSION U(6).X(6),Y(6),V(6) 
COHMON/COMP/A(6,6).B(6,6).C(6,6),PHI(6,6),DEL(6,6).PSI(6,6), 
lQ(6.6)t R(6.6).XPLOTl6,200),UPLOT(6.200).DPLOT(6,200), 
2UMAX(6J.UMIN(6).XO(6) 
REAL KFBO(6 6) WRITE(6.203~NeM.T.PRI.FINT.IND.IND4 . 
203 FORMAT(46Hl SUBROUTINE DISCRT(N.M.T.PRI,FINT.IND1.IND4)/ 
110X,213,3F10.4.213/) 
IF(IND.LT~l)GO T07 
WRITE (6.204) 
204 FORHAT(27HO DISCRETE FEEDBACK MATRIX/) 
DO 8 1=1 9M 
8 WRfTE(6.20S)(KFBO(I.J).J=l,N) 
205 FORHAT(lHO.l0X,6F12.6) 
7 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6.200) 
200 FQRMAT(19HO DISCRETE PROCESS// 
1" TIME COST STATE VARIABLES"/) 
C05T=0. 
PRT=O. 
TlME=O. 
K=O 
00 1 l=l.tl 
U( 1)=0.0 
X( O=XO{ I) 
IF(PRI.LTeT)GO TO 9 
PN=PRI/T 
NP=PN 
PRTI=NP"'T 
GO TO '0 
9 PRTI =T 
10 CONTINUE 
WRlTE(6.20')Tlt1E.COST.(X(I).1=leN).(IJ(I)~I l,ti) 
201 FORMAT(IH ,F6 2,lPl0E12.4) 
PRT=PRT+PRTI 
2 CONTINUE 
l::10+(N+l )~q5 
CALL MATVEC(KFBD.X,U,H,N) 
DO 3 1=1.11 
IF(U(I).GT.UMAX(I»U(I)=UMAX(I) 
I F ( U ( I ) • LT. LIM I N ( I ) ) U ( I ) = UtH N ( I ) 
IF(IND.LT.2)GO TO 3 
IF(TIME.GT.(10.0*T»GO TO 3 
IF(TIME.uT.(2.0*PRI»GO TO 3 
WRITE(6.201)TIME.COST,(X(I).I=1.N).(U(X).1=1.M) 
3 CONTINUE 
CALL aUDRTC(x.a.s.NaT) 
CALL HATVEC(PHI.X.Y.N.N) 
CALL HATVEC(DEL.U.V.NtM) 
CALL QUDRTC(U~R~W.N.TJ 
4 ~~I1=~(lj~V(I) 
TIME=TH1E+T CQST=C05T+S+W 
IF(TIME.LT.PRT)GO TO 2 
IF(IND.LT.l)GO TO 5 
WRITE(6~201)TIME.COSTD(X(I),1=1.N),(U(I).I=lpM) 
5 CONTINUE 
PRT=PRT+PRTI 
IF(TIME.LT.FINT)GO TO 2 
WRITE(6t201)TIMEDCOST,(X(I)oI=leN)~(U(I).I=I,M) 
50SQ::::0. 
006I=1,N 
6 SOSQ=SOSQ+X(I)*X(I) 
XEND=SQRT(SOSQ) 
R~.TlJRN 
END 
147 
APPENDIX II 
SYSTEM SUBROUTINES FOR MULTIVARIABLE OPTIMAL CONTROL. 
A sample main-line program (EXOREACTOR) Is presented together with 
the system subroutines which would be required to calculate the continuous 
and discrete linear process models and the continuous and dIscrete feedback 
andlor feedforward control matrices. 
SUBROUTINE PHIDEL(N.M,K.T.iND) 
C PHI DEL (WARD & STRUM) CALCULATES THE PHI,DEL & PSI MATRICES 
C USING A SINGLE MATRIX SERIES EVALUATION 
C 
c 
COMMON/COMP/A(6.6).H(6.6).C(6.6),PHl(6,6),DEL(6.6).PSI(6,6). 
lQ(6,6).R(6.6>.XPLOT(6.200).UPLOT(6,200J.DPLOT(6.200). 
2UMAX(6) .Ut1ItJ(6) .XO(6) _ 
DIMENSION PHITRH(6.6).DELTRM(6.6).PSITRMC6,6'.G(6.6).AT(6.6) 
C CALCULATE MATRIX NORM TO ENSURE CONVERGENCE 
C; 
18 505Q:::Oo 
c 
DO 16 f N 
DO 16 gN 
16 SOSQ:::SOSQ+A(I.J)*A(I.J) 
ANORM=SQRT(SOSQ) 
IF(ANDRH*T.LT.20.0)GD TO 17 
1=TI2.0 
GO 1'0 i8 
17 CONTINUE 
C INITIALISE MATRIX SERIES 
C 
c 
DO 1 I :;;:l.N 
DO 1 ,J::: I • t! 
IF(leEQ.J)GO TO 2 
PHI (1 • .):::0. 
PHnrU-1( I "J):::O. 
TO i 
2 (I.J):::i.O 
PHITRM(I.J):::100 
CONTINUE 
DO 3 !::: I .11 
DO .3 J:::i~11 
DELCI .J)=BO 
3 DELTRM(I J) (I J) [ Fe K • LE • a ) GO H) 
DO 20 l=l,N 
DO 20 J::::l.K 
PSI(X.J)=C(X J)*T 
20 PSITRM(I.J) l(i.J) 
24 CONTINUE 
DO 4 I u tl 
00 4 .N 
4 AT(I.J):::A(I.J)*T 
L=I -
C SUM THE SERIES UNTIL CRITERIO~ IS MET 
C 
10 CONTiNUE 
XL=!. 
RPL=1.0/XL 
RPLP1=1&O/(XL+i.O) 
CALL HULTIP(PHITRMeAT.G.NgNgN) 
PAaS:O. 
DO 5 I =1 iN 
DO 5 J • tl 
PHITRH( aJ)=G(l.J)*RPL 
GO .J)=PHl( I ~J) 
5 IF(ABS(PHITRM(I,J».GT.PABS)PABS:ABS(PHITRM(I.J» 
CALL ADDMAT(G.PHITRM.PHI,N.N) 
CALL HULTIP(AT.DELTRM.G.N.N.M) 
BABS=O .. 
0061=1,N 
DO 6 J=1,M 
OELTRM(I.J) (I e J)*RPLPl 
IF(ABS(DELTRM(ljJ» .. GT.BABS)BABS=ABS(DEL (I,J» 
6 G(l,J) L(I,J) 
CALL ADDHAT(G,DELTRM,DEL,N.M) 
IF(K~LE00)GO TO 25 
CALL MlJLTIP(AT,PSITRM,G,N,N,K) 
CABS=O" 
DO 21 1=1 \li N 
DO 21 J=l,K 
PSITRM(I,J)=G(I,J)*RPLPl 
IF(ABS(PSITRM(I,J»eGT.CABS)CABS=ABS(PSITRM(I.J» 
C 
21 G(I,J)=PSl(I,J) 
CALL AOOMAT{G,PSITRM,PSI.N,K) 
CONTINUE 
C WRI OUT CURRENT PHI,DEL & PSI MATRICES 
C 
IF(IND@lT.2)GO TO 15 
C WRITE(6,200)l,PABS,BABS.CABS 
C 200 FORMAT(8HO AFTER,I3," ITERATIONS 
C 13F20,,10) 
C DO 7 1=1 8 U 
C 7 WR Hj7; (6 ~ 201 ) (PH I ( I 9 J J= 1 ~ N) 
C 1 (6HO PHI ,,10) 
C =l,N 
C WRITE(6~202) 
C FORMAT(bHO 
C DO 22 l=l.N 
C 22 WRX (6.207)(PSl(l,J), '~K) 
C FORMAT(6HO PSI, .. 10) 
C 
C 
L +1 
IF(PABSm .. 1&OE-10)60 TO 9 
IF(PABS& ml"OE )60 TO 9 
IF(BABSeGT"1,,OE-l0)GO TO 9 
IF(BABS"GT G 1$ -S)GO TO 9 
GO TO 12 
9 IF(L lT 0 1(0)aO TO 10 
WR ITE (6 8 203) 
203 FORMAT(17HO NO CONVERGENCE/) 
12 CONTINUE 
MAXIMUM TERMS AREiI& 
C 12 WRI (6,204)l,T . 
C 204 FORMAT(35HO FINAL PHI AND DEL MATRICES AFTER,15, 
C 1" ITERATlONS"/20X,1i TRANSITION MATRIX - PHI(",F7,,4@1i)"1) 
C DO 13 I=l,N 
C 13 WRI (6,205)(PHI(I,J).J=t,N) 
C 205 FDRMAT(1HO,20X,6F20.10) 
C WRITE(6 206)T 
C 206 FORMATdHO,20X," DRIVING MATRIX,., DELe", .. 4,1i)"1) 
C DO 14 I:: 1 N 
C 14 WRITE(6,26S)(DEL(I,J),J::1 0 M) 
C WRITE(6,208)T 
C 208 fORMAT(1HO,20X,1i DISTURBANCE MATRIX - PS1(u,F7,,4,it)"/) 
C DO 23 I=l,N 
C 23 WRITE(6,20S)(PSI(I,J), 1,K) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ·CDNTRI(N~MIPHIsDELfD9E~FBM.DT,IND) 
C SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE FEEDBACK CiAIN MATRIX BY 
C ITERATIVE SOLUTION OF THE DISCRETE RICATTI EQUATION 
C AND APPLIES IT TO THE LINEAR SYSTEM UNDER STUDY 
DOUBLE PRECISION DET 
DIMENSION PHI(696)@OEL(6~6)oQ(6f6)fR(6.6)tS(6~6),T(6t6),FBM(6g6) 
U(696)~V(6e6)tG(6r6)9A(6f6).H(6~6).X(6)tY(6jpC(6e6),B(6,6). (6.6),P(6,6',U1C61,D(6,6J,E[6,6J 
WRUE(6. 200) 
200 FORMAT(44Hl EVALUATION OF FEEDBACK COEFFICIENT MATRIX/I) 
I-JRlTE(6,201 )D'r 
201 FORMAT(27HO TRANSITION MATRIX .. PHI{,F6.4.")1I1) 
1 e~Iht61i~2}(PHIO.J)t i,N) 
202 FORMAT(/l0X r6F20.S/) ~JR HE (6 e 203 JOT 
203 FORMAT(24HO DRIVING MATRIX DEL(,F6.4.")"/) 
DO 2 1=1 §N 
2 WRITE(b,202)(DEl(I.J),J=1.M) 
IfIRHE(6 204) 
204 (27HO PENALTY MATRICES G.A.H/) 
71=1,N 
DO 27 J=l,N 
G{I~J)=O(IfJ) 
27 A(I.J)=D(IgJ) 
DO :3 I 1.N 
3 WRITE(6~205) leJ).J=1.N) 
205 FORMAT(/10X. 10 0 4) 
DO i+ I=1,N 
4 WRIH(6,20S)(A(I,Jl ,J::1 9 N) 
DC! I =1 ~t1 
00 j::: 1 ~M 
28 H(I.J)=E I J) 
5 WRiTE(. JeH(1 J I I M) 
I 1 ~t'1 
6 J=1. 
(I eJ) 
6 CONTINUE 
SUM=O 
DO 1 1=1 9 t1 
19 WRI (6 206) ( I.J),J l~N) 
DO 20 1 1 N 
20 WRITE(6 267)(G(I.J).J=1.N) 
1 
21 CONTINUE 
CALL MULTIP(G,DEL@b.N,N,M) 
CALL TRANSP(DEL.U.N,MI 
CALL MULTIP(U.O.R.M.N,M) 
CALL ADDMAT(H~R .M,M} 
INVERT(6.M@ ,T,OET) 
MULTIP(QfT.C.N.M.M) 
CALL TRANSP(C 9 V.N.M) CALL MULTIP(V.PHI.B.M.N.N) 
o 
DO 7 I::: 1 0 ~1 
DO 8 1,N 
Dl (FBM(I.J)aB(I.J» 
FBM(I.J)::B(IgJ) 
8 SUM=SUM+[)lFF 
lFelNDeLT 1) GO TO 7 
WRITE(6. )K.SUM.(FBM(I.J).J=I,N) 
2 FORMAT(tOX.13,3X.f12 8.5X,6F12@6) 
7 COWrINUE 
IF(5UM.LT.l -6)GO TO 9 
CALL MULTIP I .Q,M.H.H) 
MULTIP(C9QIS~N.MtN) 
SUBMAT(G.S.P.N.NJ 
TRANSP(PHI.S.N.N) 
MULTIP(S.P.T,N.N.N) 
CALL MULTIP( PHI.n.NtH,N) 
CALL ADDMAT( .AIGaN.N} 
~fND&LTG2) GO TO 25 
10 I=I,N 
ItJRITE(6,20])(G(I.J) !J:::1 .N) 
7 FORMATC/60X.1P6El0.J) 
.;> CONTI NUE K::::K+1 
IF(KoGT.IOO)IND=O 
IF(K.LT 500) GO TO 21 
WR IrE (6 e 213) 
213 FORMAT(24HO NO DAMN CONVERGENCE]]) 
DO 26 1=1 ~M 
26 WRITE(6,206)K.SUM&(FBMCI,J),J=I.N) 
5) CONTINUE 
C 
C WRITE OUT FEEOBACK GAIN NATRIX 
C 
II/RITE(6.400) 
400 FORMAT(27H DISCRETE FEEDBACK MATRIX!) 
DO 24 I=l.M 
24 WRITE(6.214)K.(FBM(I,J).J=l,N) 
214 FORHAT(1HO.IS.5X.6FtB.l0) 
C 
C CALCULATE CLOSED LOOP EIGENVALUES 
C 
215 
23 
216 
C 
CALL MULTIP(DEL~FBM.B.NfM.N) 
CALL SUBMAT(PHI.B.A.N.N) 
CALL EIGVEC(6.N.A.X.V.B) 
WRITf(6.2IS) , 
f.ORMAT(26HO CLOSED LOOP EIGENVALUES" 
1 ' REAL IMAGINARY 
¥~S¥~sA~~t~(I)*X(I)+Y(I)*Y(I» 
WR IT E (6 i 2 16) X (I ) .t Y (I ) G TE S T 
FORMAT( H ,3F15.tl) 
IF(XND.LT e 2)GO TO 22 
STABILITY II/) 
C CALCULATE OPEN LOOP AND CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE 
'c 
WR ITE (6 11 208) 
208 FORMA T(24HO UNCyNTROLLED RESPONSE/I) 
TIME=O. 
K=O 
D011I=1.t! 
11 XO)=1.0 
12 WRITE(6,209)TIME,K@(X(!),I;,.l,N) 
209 FORMAT(lHO.F10&4,I5.5X@lP6E1S.S) 
CALL MATVEC(PHI,X.Y,N,N) 
DO 13 1=1 Q N 
XO)=Y(l) 
13 IF(X{I).GT.l.0E4)GO TO 14 
K=K+l 
TIME=TIME+DT 
IF(K.LT.41)GO TO 12 
14 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6.210) 
210 FORMAT(22HO CONTROLLED RESPONSE!!) 
TIME=O" 
K=O 
CALL MULTIP(DEL@FBM,R,N,M,N) 
00 15 1=1 eN 
15 )(1)=1.0 
16 WRITE(6,212)TIME@K,(X(I,@1=1.N) 
212 FORMAT(l~ ,F10.4,I5.3X,IP6EIS.S) 
CALL MATVEC(R p X,UliN.N) 
WRITE(6,211)(Ul(I),1=1,M) . 
211 FORMAT(lH ,70X,lP3E1S$S) 
CALL MATVEC(PHI.X,Y,N,N) 
DO 17 l=l.N 
X(I)=Y(I)-uHI) 
17 IF(X(I).GT.t.OE4)GO TO 18 
K=K+l 
TIME="TIME+OT 
IF(K.LT.41) GO TO 16 
lEI CONTINUE 
22 CONTI HUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE RICATI(NoM.HAX.DT.EPS,FB.IND) 
C KALMANwENGLAR 28~OCT=76 
C 
C THE CONTINUOUS DYNAMIC RICAn I EQUATION IS SOL.VED BY THE 
C ALGORITM OF KALHAN-ENGLAR(K & S. PAGE 24" 
C 
CD/1MON!CmIP/A(6.6) .6(6.6) .CC6.6) .PHI(6.6) .DEl(6,6) ,PSI (6,6), 
lQ{6.6)!R(6.6)~XPLOTt6.200).UPLOT(6.200).DPLOT(6.200). 
2UMAX(6,.UHIN(b).XO(6) 
DIMENSION V(6.6),D(6.6).E(6.6),F(6.6).O(6.6).FB(6,6),P(6,6).S(6.6) 
1 ,t1R(6) ,WI (6) .le6,6), THETA(6.6) ,H(6,6) 
DOUDLE PRECISION OET 
WR ITE (6.2 i 9) 
219 FQRMAT( LIOHI SUBROUn NE R I CAT I( N. H.HAX. OT. EPS. I NO) I) 
WRITE(6.220)N,M,MAX,DT.EPS.IND 
220 FORI1AT" HO. 313.F 10.4. E 15. 5. Of) 
IF(N.LT.3)GO TO 50 
WRITE(6.31 1) 
311 FORMAT(42HO SYSTEM IS TOO LARGE FOR THE SUBROUTINES/) 
RETURN 
50 CONT I tlUE 
001 • N 
001 ,N 
H(I.J)::O. 
P(I,J)=O. 
IF(I.NE.J)GO TO 
IHI.,j) 1.0 
PO ,J)=1.0 
CONTINUE 
IF(IND.LT.I)GO TO 5 
WRITE(6,200) 
200 FORMAT(20HO SYSTEM MATRIX AI) 
0032 l::l.N 
32 WRITE(6.201)(A(1,J),J=1.N) 
201 FORMAT(lHO.6F12.6) 
~~R IrE (6.202 ) 
202 FQRMAT(21HO ORIVING MATRIX B/) 
0033 1:::I,tl 
33 WRITE(6.201)(B(I.J),J=I.M) 
WRlTE(6.203) 
203 FORt1AT(25HO tlEASUREMENT MATRIX 0 HI) 
003l~ 1=1 
34 WRTH(6. )(H(i, ,I) J:ol.N) 
204 ~B~~Hh*~g) STiHE PENAllY MATRIX a QI) 
0035 I:;: 1 tl 
35 ~JRln~(6"~Ol) (Q( I ,J) ,c!=!.N) 
HR!1'E(6,205) 
205 FORMAT(29HO CONTROL PENALTY MATRIX R/) 
0036 1::::1,1'1 
36 WRITE{6,201}(R(i.J ,J:;I~M) 
5 CONTI NUE 
IF(INO,LT.2)GO TO 2 
c 
c 
c 
15 
218 
IS 
2 
C 
C 
C 
CALCULATE OPEN LOOP EIGENVALUES 
DO 15 1:::: 1 ,N 
00 15 ,1=1,1'1 
V(l.J):::A(I.J) 
CALL E!GVI:C(6.N.V.\JR.\~I.S) 
WRHE(6.218) . 
FORHAT(3IHO OPEN LOOP SYSTEM EIGtNVALUES/ 
110)(," REt\L".IOX." Ir1AGINARY"1) 
00 19 1 • N 
WRITE(6, 17)t1R(I).WI(I) 
CONTINUE 
CONSTRUCT "z" rlATRIX 
151 
I 
! 
IF(IND.LT.3)GO TO 3 
WRiT~(6 ,20n 
207 FORMAT(27HO THE MAGNIFICENT Z MATRIX/) 
DO 7 1::1,2"1'N 
7 \JRI TE(6.206) (Z( I ,J) .J=l,2"'N) 
206 FORMAT(IHO.12Fl0.6) 
3 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULATE THE TRANSITION MATRIX THETA 
C BY MATRIX EXPONENTIATION 
C 
CALL EXPONT(2*N.Z,THETA.OT,EPS.INO) 
c 
C PARTITION THE TRANSITION MATRIX INTO V.D,£ 8, F 
C 
DO 9 1=I,N 
DO 9 J=I,tl 
V(I,J)=THETA(I.J) 
D(J,J)=THETA(I,J+N) 
E(I,J)=THETA(I+N,J) 
F(ItJ)::THETA(I+N,J+N) 
9 CON INUE 
IF(IND.LT.3)GO TO 4 
\~RlTE(6.300)DT 
300 FORMAT(20HO TIME INTERVAL IS ,F12.6/) 
\JRlTE (6 ,20B) 
208 FORMAT(29HO INITIAL RICATTI MATRIX m PI) 
DO 10 1=1. N 
10 WRlTE(6,Z(11) (P( I.J) ,J=I.N) 
4 CONTINUE 
C 
C START THE ITERATIVE SEQUENCE 
C 
L::O 
14 SUM=O. 
CALL MULTIP(F.P,H.N,N.N) 
CALL AOPMAT(E,H,S,N,N) 
CALL MULTIP(D.P.H,N.N.N) 
CALL ADOMAT(V.H,G,N,N) 
CALL INVERT(G.N,G.H,DET) 
CALL MULTIP(S.H.G,N.tl.N) 
L=L+I 
DO 11 1=I.N 
DO 12 J=l.N 
DIFF=ABS(P(I,J)~G(I.J» 
SUM=SLJt1+0IFF 
12 P(I,J) I.J) 
IF(IND .3)GO TO 11 
~JRlTE(6.209) (P( I JJ) ,J:::l ,N) 
209 FORMAT(30X,6FI2.b) 
11 CONTI NUE 
IF(IND.LT.2)GO TO 37 
t4RITE(6,210) SUM 
210 FORMAT(7H DIFF=,FI6.IO) 
37 CONTHIUE 
IF(SUM.LT.EPS) GO TO 13 
IF(L.LE.HAX) GO TO 14 
WRlTE(6,211) L 
211 FORMAT(24HO NO CONVERGENCE AFTER ,13." ITERATIONS"/) 
GO TO 21 
C 
C 
C 
21 
13 \JRITE(6,212) L 
212 FORMAT(21HO CONVERGENCE AFTER ,13," ITERATIONS"I jl0X," STEAQYeSTATE RICATTI MATRIX "g Pll/) 
DO 16 I:: 1 • N 
16 \JRITE (6,213) (P( I,J) .J::::l.N) 
213;FORMAT(IHO,IOX.6F1S.8) 
CALCULATE STEADY eSTATE FEEDBACK MATRIX 
CALL MULTIP(FB.P,D,M.N,N) 
WRITE(6.214) 
214 FORMAT(31HO OPTIMAL FEEDBACK 
DO 17 l:::l.M 
DQ 22 J=I.N 
GAIN MATRIX/) 
22 17 ~~itEtl~gf~'tfB(I.J).J=I.N) 
C 
C 
C 
6 
215 FQRMAT(IHO A'OX.6FI5.8) IF(INO.LT")GO TO 6 
CALCULATE CLOSED L.OOP MATRIX AND EIGENVALUES 
CALL MULTIP(B,D.E.N.MtN) 
CALL SUBt1AT(A.E.G.N,tN) 
CALL EIGVEC(6.N,G.WR.WI,S) 
\4R I TE (6. Z 16 ) 
216 FORMAT(33HO CLOSED L.OOP SYSTEM EIGENVALUESI 
110K » REAL",IOX." IMAGINARY"/) 
DO fa 1=I.N 
18 WRITE(6,217n.JRO) ,tW!( 1) 
217 FORMAT( HO.SX.2F'~.8) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
c 
c 
13 
C 
C 
C 
c 
SUBROUTINE EXPONT(N~A9B.T~EPS,lND) 
MATRIX EXPONENTIAL 28-0CT-76 
DIMENSION A(6.6),B(6,6),G(6,6),E(6,6).F(6,6) 
IF(INO. 2)GO TO 13 
DO 12 I ,N 
12 WRITE(6,20S) (A( I ,J) ,J::l,N) 
CONTINUE 
CALCULATE MATRIX NORM 
ANORM::O 
DO 1 J::l,N 
AN=O. 
D02I::lot! 
2 AN=AN+ABS(A(I.J') 
1 IF(ANQGTQANORM) ANORM=AN 
C TEST THAT T IS SMALL ENOUGH TO CONVERGE 
C 
C 
3 IF(ANO~M*T LT.20.) GO TO 4 
T=T /2.0 
GO TO 3 
4 WRITE(6.200)ANORM,T 
200 FORMAT(16HO NORM OF' A IS .F12.6. il AND TIME INTERVAL IS It • 
lFlO.41) 
C SET uP INITIAL MATRICES B & G 
C 
c 
DO 5 I =1 eN 
DO 5 J=1,tI 
B(IaJ)::O 
G(I~J)::::O. 
IF(I.NE.J) GO TO 5 
SO.J):: .0 
G( i;,J) ,,0 
5 CONTI tJUE 
C CALCULATE TERMS IN MATRIX SERIES WITH COUNTER 
C 
c 
P=OoO 
10 P:;:P'H.O 
DO 6 1:;;1 "II 
DO 6 J;"q @N 
6 E(I 9 J)=A(I CALL MULTI N N N) 
GABS=Oo 
DO 7 1=1 N 
DO J::::leN 
GO~ )=F(I,J) 
IF(ABS(GCloJ}).GTo GABS) GABS=ABS(G(I@J» 
7 B(19J)=B(I g J)+G(l,J) 
C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE 
C 
M:;;:P 
IFOND.LT ®2)GO 
WR lTE (6 0 201 )M. 
14 
201 FORMAT(32HO MAXIMUM TERM IN SERIES AFTER ,13, 
111 ITERATIONS IS Ii,F12"Sr "lATRIX EXPONENTIAL IS "f) 
DO 8 1:::1 ~tl 
8 WRlTE(6 0 202)OHl,J),J:::l,N) 
202 FORMAT(lH Gl0X@8F12 G 6) 
14 CONTINUE 
IF(GABS.LT.EPS) GO TO 9 
IFCM.LE.IOO) GO TO 10 
WRITE(6 0 203) 
203 FORMAT(23HO CONVERGENCE TOO SLOW) 
RETURN 
9 WRITE(6,204) M 
204 FORMAT(21HO CONVER.GENCE AFTER ,14," ITERATlONS"11 
110X,II TRANSITION MATRIX"/) 
DO 1;;;1 N 
11 WRI (60265)(B(IoJ)fJ;;;1~N) 
FORMAT(SX.8Fi2.6) 
RETURN 
END 
1 <II 
SUBROUTINE NEWEl2(N e M,K,PHI.DEl.PSI.n.R.KFB.KFF.OT.INO) 
C STEADY STATE fEEDBACK AND FEEDfORWARD GAIN MATRICES SOLVED 
C ~Y DYNAMiC PROGRAMMING (NEWELL.l~71). ROUTINE READ PENALTY 
C i"1,~TRICES m STATE S+Q! AND CONTROL -R. CLOSED.LOOP EIGEN VALUES 
CARE. Ci\LCULATED. INO::::u- ONLY FINAL FIB + FIF f1ATRICES ARE 
C WRlTn:;·i IND:;:l e F/B+ FIF MATRICES WRITTEN AT EACH 
C ITERATI IND=2- FIB. FIF + P MATRICES PRINTED 
C AT EACH ITE~~TION. DEL(N.M) IS THE DRIVING MATRIX 
C AND PSI OJ,K);'H£ DISTURBANCE MATRIX. 
C 
DIMENSION PHI(6. )~D~L(6.6).PSI(696)lS(6f6),Q(6.6)tR(6.6)&P(6e6).T 
1(6.6).A(6.6).B(6.DI ~(6.6).D(606).E(b.6)&F(b.6).G(b.6).H(6.6) 
2 , WR (6 ) .IJI (6) 
REAL KFB(6.6).KFF(6.6) 
DOU8LE PRECISION DETERM 
C INITIALISE S MATRIX 
DO 32 LJ=ljN 
00 32 JI::l g tl 
32 S(IJ.JI)=Q(IJ~J[) 
IF(IND.LE.l)QO TO 31 
c 
C WRITE OUT ALL THE SYSTEM MATRICES 
C 
WRITE(6.200)OT 
200 FQRt1AT(37Hl EVALUATION OF FEEDBACK GAIN MATRIX/! 
15X. uTRAtJSITION MATRIX - PHI(II.F6.4.")"1) 
DO 1 1:: t • N 
1 WR IrE (6)> 20 1 ) (PH I( I • J) • J= 1 • N) \.JRITE(6,202)OT 
202 FOR~lAT(24HO DRIVING MATRIX DELC.F6.4")II/) 
DO 2 l=l.tl 
2 WRITE(6.201)(DEL(I,J).J=I.M) 
WR IT E (6 • 203 ) 
203 FORMAT(29HO PENALTY MARICES - s,n & R/) 
DO 3 I:::: 1 • N 
3 WRITE(6~201)(S(I.J).J=1.N) 
DO 4 I::q ,N 
4 ~/R I (6! 201) (Q (l • J) • J:;; I 9 to 
DO I I, M 
5 WRITE(6.201)(R(I.J).J=I.M) 
201 FORMAT(lHO.5X.6F12Q6) 
.31 CONTIllUE 
1<.1<=0 
CALL ADOMAT(Q.S.PoN.N) 
DO 7 I = 1 .IJ 
DO 7 J=l,K 
7 T(I.J)=O. 
CALC T~ANSP(DEL.A.N.M) 
IF(IND.LT.2)GO TO 8 
DO 9 I 1. II 
9 WRITE(6 0 204)(P(I.J).J=1.N) 
204 FQRMAT(1H .70X."P".6F9.4) 
D010I=1.N 
10 WRITE(6,20S)(T(I.J)jJ=1,K) 
205 FORNAT(Hl glOX."T".bF9.Lf) 
8 KK=l 
C 
C START ITERATIVE ROUTINE 
C 
11 CONTI NUE 
IKON=O 
CALL MULTIP(A.P.B.M,N.N) 
CALL MULTIP(B.DEL.D,M,N,M) 
CALL ADOHAT(D.R,E,M.M) 
IF(M.GT 3 1)GO TO 12 
0(1.1 )=1.0/E(I,1) 
GO TO 13 
12 CALL INVERT(6.M.E,D.DETERM) 
13 CALL HULTIP(B,PHI,E.M.N,N) 
CALL MULTIP(D.E.F.M,M.N) 
SUM=O. 
DO 14 1=1,1'1 
DO 15 J= 1 II N 
OIFF=ABS(KFB(I,J)+F(I.J» 
KFB(I.J):::~F(I6J) 
15 SUM=SUH+DIFF 
IF(IND.LT.l)GO TO 14 
WRITE(6,206)KK.(KFB(I,J),J=1.N) 
206 FORNAT(IH ,13." KFB".3X.6FI2.6) 
c 
14 CotHItWE 
IF(SUM.LT.I.OE-9)IKON~i 
CALL MULTIP(B.PSI.E,M.NtK) 
CALL MULTIP(A.T.F.M.N.K) 
CALL ADDHAT(E.F.R.H.K) 
CALL HULTIP(D,B.E.M,M.K) 
SUM=O 
DO 16 1=I,M 
DO 17 J:::l.K 
DIFF=ABS(KFF(I.J)+E(I.J)' 
KFF(I.J)=-E(I.J) 
17 SUM=SUM+OIFF 
IF(IND,LT.l)GO TO 16 
WRITE(6.207)KK,(KFF(I.J).J=1.K) 
207 FOR~1AT( tH .13," KFF" .3X.6F12.6) 
i (, CONTi NUl: 
iF(SUM.LT.l.0E-9)!KON=IKON+l 
C CALCULATE NEW CLO~ED LOOP MATRIX ~C 
C 
MULTIP(DEL.KFB.O.N,M.N) 
ADDMAT(PHI B.C.N,N) 
CALL TRANSP(C,O,N.N) 
IF(IKON.GT I)BO TO 20 
C CALCULATE NEW P+T MATRICES 
C 
c 
18 
22 
21 
N) 
o2)GO TO 
,N 
2(5)(r(l,J),J:::I,K) 
Ttl 11 
C CONVERGENCE NOT ACHIEVED 
C 
\~RnE(60208)KK 
208 FORMAT(24HO NO CONVERGENCE AFTER .13&" ITERATIONS"I 
15)(," CURREN"!" FEEDBACK MATRIX "II) 
00 23 I~I.M 
23 WRITE(6.209)(KFB(I,J)tJ=I.N) 
209 FORMAT(IHO.l0X,6F12 o BJ 
GO TO 24 
C 
C CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED] 
C 
20 I:JRITE(6.210)l\f< 
210 FORMAT(2IHO CONVERGENCE AFTER ,13," ITERATIONS"1 
15X." ULTH1ATE f~EEDBACK MATRIX =") 
DO 25 1=I,M 
25 WRITE(6.209)(KFB(K,J),J=I.N) 
WRlTE(6$211) . 
211 FORtIAYO/fIlO UlTH1ATE FEED fORWARD MATRIX 5) 
DO 27 1:'1 ,M 
27 \-IRITE«(,,209)(KFF(I.J).J=1 ,K) 
c 
C CALCULATE EIGEN VALUES OF CLOSED LOOP MATRIX 
C 
2Lf CALL EIGVEC(6.N.C,WR,W[.A) 
WRITE(6.212) . 
212 FORMAT(36HO GENVALUES OF CLOSED LOOP SYSTEI1/ 
110X."REAL",1 ."H1AGINARV".IOX,"STABILITV CRITERION") 
00 26 ! I N 
CRIT:::SQRThJR( I )'~t.JR( I )+\41 (I )"'WI (I» 
26 WRITE(6,2I3)1.JR( t) ,\011 (!) ,eRIT 
213 FORMAT(IHD.5X,FI2.6 IOX.FI2.6,10X,FI2.6) 
RETURN 
END 
155 
C EXOREACTOR-2-2-2 20-FEB-77 
C 
C A SECOND ORDER NON-LINEAR REACTOR IS SIMULATED AND TESTED 
C WITH A LINEAR FEEDBACK CONTROL ALGORITHM. 
C 
C INDI_CONTROLS DIAGNOSTIC PRINTOUT. 
C IND2 CONTROLS THE CALCULATION OF EIGENVALUES. 
C INQ)::l .. CONTIIIUOUS SIMULATION; IND3=2,BOTH; 
C IND,3=4,DISCRETE SIMULATION ONLY. 
C IND4 STORES TRAJECTORY FOR PLOTTING: '3,CONTINUOUS, 
C 4. DISCRETE. 
C 
COMMON/COMP/A(6 8 6).B(6.6).C(6.6).PHI(6.6).DEL(6.6).PSI(6,6), 
lQ(6.6),R(6.6).XPLOT(6,200),UPLOT(6,200),DPLOT(6,200). 
2UMAX(6,.UMIN(6).XO(6) 
DIMEN~ION X(6),XI(6)ZV(6).U(6).D(6) 
DIMENSION WR(6,.WI(6J 
REAL KFBC(6,6).KFBD(6.6).LIMIT.NOISE,INTEGR 
COt1MON OT. NN. I 
C READ PROCESS PARAM~TERS 
C 
C 
READ(5.IOO)N~M.K,IND1,IND2.IND3.IND4.DT.PRI.FINT.NPT 
100 FORMAT (7I2.3F6.4.13) 
READ(S.101)CIS.CS,TIS,TS,FS 
READ(S.101)HA,DELH.ROW,CP,VOL 
READ(5.101)E,RG 
10\ FORMAT(6FIO.5) 
C CALCULATE REACTION RATE CONSTANT AND STEADY STATE 
C COOLANT TEMPERATURE 
C 
C 
TAU=VOL./FS 
AND:::FS/VOL 
ERT S:::E I (RG,"TS) 
EERTS=EXP(-ERTS) 
RATE=ANO*(CIS-CS)/(CS*CS*EERTS) 
FI=ROW*CP*(TIS-TS) 
F2=DELH*(CIS-CS) 
TWS=TS-FS*(Fl+F2)/UA 
ERG=E/RG 
C CONSTRUCT LIN~AR MDDEL BASED ON STEADY-STATE VALUES. 
C 
A{1.1)=-AND*(2.0*CIS-CS)/CS 
A(l,2)=-AND*ERTS*(CIS-CS)/CS 
A(2.1)=AND*2.0*DELH*(CIS-CS)/(ROW*CP*TS) 
A (2,2) =-AND-UA! (ROW"'VOL.~'Cp) +ANO"(DELWERTS~( (C I S-CS) I (ROW'CP>"TS) 
B( 1, I )=ANO-:'(CIS-CS)/CS 
B ( 1 .2) =0.0 
B(2,l)=AND*(TIS-TS)/TS 
B (2,2) =UA';'TlJSI (ROW'VOL "CP';'TS) 
C(I,I)=ANO*CIS/CS 
C(I,2)=0.O 
C(2,1)=0.0 
C(2,2)=ANO*TIS/TS 
WRITE(6.200)NiM.K.DT.FINT 
200 FORMAT(42Hl OPTIMAL CONTROL OF SECOND-ORDER REACTORII 
I" NUMBER OF MEASURED STATES IS ",121/ 
2" NUMBER OF CONTROL VARIABLES IS ",121/ 
3" NUMBER OF DISTURBANCE VARIABLES IS ".121/ 
4" INTEGRATLON STEPSIZE IS "lF6.3 t " WITH PROCESS OURATION ",F6.2/) WRlTEJ6. 201 )Cl S .es, Tl S. TS, TW::;. FS. AU, RATE. UA, OELH 
201 FORMAT(34HO STEADY-STATE REACTOR PARAMETERSII 
I" INLET CONCN. PRODUCT CONCN. INLET TEMP. PRODUCT TEMP. 
2 COOLANT TEMP."/l2X.IPSE1S.S/l" FLO\J RATE SPACE TIME 
3 RATE CONSTANT HT TRANSF TERM OELH"lliX.1PSE15.S/) 
WRITE(6.220)ERG.ERTS,EERTS 
220 FORMAT(33HO RATIO ERTS EXP(~ERTS)II'X.IP3EI5.5/) 
\.JRITE(6,218) . 
218 FORMAT(19HO LINEARISED MODELII) 
DO 36 J=1.2 
36 WRITE(6.202)A(J.l).A(J.2).B(J.l),B(J.2),C(J.l).C(J.2) 
202 FORMAT(IHO.2Fl0.5.5X,2FIO.S.5X,2FI0.S) 
IF(IN02.LT.2)GO TO 2 
DO 38 IJ=I.N 
DO 38 JI=l.N 
38 PSI(IJ,JI)=A(IJ.JI) . 
CALL EIGVEC(6 gN.PSI,WR.WI,DEL) 
WRITE(6.216) 
216 FORMAT(35HO CONTINUOUS OPEN~LOap EIGENVALUES/) 
00 37 IJ=l,N 
37 WRITE(6.21 ])WR( 1.:1) ,HI (iJ) 
217 FORMAT(I~O.?F15 5) 
c 
I·m ! T r: ( 6 .40 I ) 
401 FORr1AT(39HO COtIPARJsotl flF' LINEAR AND REAL flOOELS/l 
XCl )=0.01 
X(2)=O.Ol 
CALL MATVEC(A~X.V.2~2) 
\~RITE(6.1fOO)IJ( 1). V(2) 
400 FORt1AT( 1 HO. 2F2(), j (\ I) 
D( 1 )::::OJJ 
0(2)1:0.0 
U(1)=O.O 
U(2)=O,O 
X(l)=O.Ol 
X(2)=O.()1 
'=CrS*(1.0+D(1 »)/CS-(I O+X(l» 
=E':'X(2)/(RG"TSi'( 1 ,0+X~2») 
F3~EXP(F2) 
F 2:: (C I S-C S I"~ ( 1 • 0+ X ( 1 ) ) ':: ( 1 .0+ X (1 ) ) ! C S 
IIP.G I =1\1/0" « 1 ,'.'hll( 1» "Fl-F2;'F3) 
Fl=TIS*(1.0+D(2»/TS·(1.0+X(2» 
F7 = ( 1 .0+ X ('2) ) - Tl-IS": ( 1 • O+U (2) ) ITS 
F4::DFLH*(CIS-CS)*(1.0+X(I»*(1.0+X(I»/(RQW*CP*TS) 
ARG2=AIW'( (! .O+U( 1) )';:FH'F3';'FLf}-UA';'F2/(R()\,t"VOL':'CP) 
WRITE(6,400)ARGl j ARG2 
V(1 )=0,0 
V(2}::f;,O 
C ENTER PROCESS CONTROL DATA 
C 
c 
2 READ ( 5,102 )T 
102 FORMAT (F6.4) 
REAfl (S,!)«Q(I, • .Jl,J=l ,2),1=1,2) 
3 READ (S./)R(l ,I ).R{! ,?),R(7.,l),R(2.2) 
DO II I 1.2 
If READ(S_!)UtmHI).Ut1AX(I) 
5 READ(S./)XO(1),XO(2) 
WRITE (6.203)T,Q{1 ,1),0(1 ,Z),Q(2,1),Q(2,2)9R(1,1),R{I.2). 
1 R (2 • 1 ) »R (? • ? ) • UM I N \ 1 ) • UMA X ( 1 ) • UM IN (2 ) , UtlAX I 2 ) 
203 FOfU1AT(37HO CONTROL PARA~1ETERS MID COtlSTRAItHSI 
III DISCRETE THiE INTERVAL IS ",F6.41 
2" STATE PENALTY t11\TRIX ~ 0"1 IOX,2F20.L!1 IOX,2F20 e 41 
3" CONTROL PENALTY t1ATRIX ~ R"I 10X.2F20. lt/IOX.2F20.h/ 
h" CmITROL CONSTRilItITS"!(10X,"UlllN;:: "F10,4," UMAX;::" Fl0.4!) 
C C.I\LClILATF DISCRETE L ltl[/IR flODEL 
GO 'fO 8 
c 
c 
IF(IND3.IT 2) GO Tn 6 
CAll. PHiOEL(tl,tt,K, T .ltlDl) 
C CALCUL"H THE DISCRETE. FEEDBACK liATRJX 
C 
c 
U,U. CmITR1(H,I~,PHI DEL,Q,R,KFElD,T,lND1) 
6 r:cHlT lilt I F 
1~(IND3.GT.2) GO TO 7 
C CALCULATE FEEDBACK MATRIX FOR CONTINUOUS SYSTEM. 
C 
c 
c 
C 1\ L I. RIC A TI (tj • tl • 200 , 1 • 0 • 1 ,(') E ill 6 • K F Be, I N D 1 ) 
7 CONTI NUE 
GO TO 5 
C RUN THE tHltI~llNEAR PROCESS WITH FEEDBACK CrJtITROL. 
C Itlfn CHOOSES CQtJT! ,lUDUS, DJ SCRETE OR BOT4. 
C IND4 SET TO 3 OR 4 ~TORES THE CONTINUOUS OR 
C DISCRETE TRAJfCTORIES RESPECTIVELY FOR PLOTTING. 
C 
IF(IND3.GT.2) GO TO 8 
nlPT =NPT 
PLTJ=FI fH ITNPT 
WRITE U;, ~04)KFBC(1.1) ,KFRC( 1,2) ,KFI3C(2, 1) ,KFBC(2 ,2) I XG( 1) ,XO(2). 
1tI r 11 N ( 1 ) , U tiA X ( 1 ) » UM I N ( 2 ) • lmA X ( 2 ) 
201. FrJRMAT {l!3Hl PROCESS RUtltJl tlG UtlDER CONTI NUOUS CaNTRaLl! 
1" \~!TH FEEDBACK W\TRIX KFBC ::; ",~F20.6130X9?F20.6/1 
(II H1ITTI\I. CmlDlTION XO:::(",2F8.LI,")"11 
111 At!fl CfH1TROl CmISTR!\!tlTS",(1I IJI'lPI::::",F8. 1f," UllnX="JH,I,!\) 
X(I)-::,:<(1(') 
X(I)=Y.I1(?) 
CnST=C1.0 
T I tIE =0, () 
PR.T::f1 .0 
PI.1T=0,0 
PI.,1'fIUr1=1 () 
157 
tlN=O 
HRITE(6 g 205) 
205 FORtlAT(h?HO TinE COST STATE VARIABLES/I) 
\1R T TE (f, • '06) TI ME s en ST • X ( I ) t X (2) eO ( 1 ) j D ( 2 ) t IJ (1 ) , U ( 2 ) 
206 FnO I1AT(F(l 2,IP7EI5.S) 
9 C(1NT f tmE 
X1(1)=X(l) 
Xl(2)=X(2) 
C 1 ::: COST 
no 10 I:: 1 .2 
D~"'-:NOISE(O.091.().O~().200) 
DLW:I c::RAt1P (0.25. Tl ME. 1 .0,0.025.20.0) 
DUti2:::RA! (0,25. TIriE ,1.0,0.025,20.0) 
IF(DUM.G~.n.O)Gn To R5 
O(1)=Dut11 
GO TO 86 
85 D(I)=~OUM2 
86 CONTINUE 
o (?):::S I II (3. O-,"T rilE) ,"om1L - I 
CALL MATVEC(KFBC.X.Vj2.2) 
DO 31f J:::l,2 
34 lI(J)=-L ItHT(V(J) .U~1AX(J) .Ut1IN~.);) 
IF(INDI.LT.2) GO TO ~1 
IF (Tl ME. G T • 1 .0) GO TO 11 
WRITE(6.207)U(1).U(2) 
207 FORMAT(83X.1P2E 1 5.S) 
11 CONTINUE 
IF(I.LT.2) GO TO 12 
IF(IND4.Nf.3) GO TO 12 
IF(TIHE.lT.(PLTT-O.0001» GO TO 12 
XPLOT (1. PL TNUM) =X (I ) 
XPLOT(2.PlTNUM)=X(2) 
UPLOT(I.PlTNUM):::U(l) 
UPLrJT(2.PLTtIUH)=lJ(2 ) 
PL TT:::PL TT+PL Tl 
12 CONTINUE 
F 1 =c IS", ( 1 • 0+ 0 ( 1 ) ) Ie S = ( 1 • a + x ( 1 » 
F2=E',"X(2)/(RG"TS";( 1.0+X(2») 
F3=EXP(F2) 
~~~f~1~5S~l~~&;3t~~J11¥!I~gt~ll»/CS 
FI=TlS"'( I.O+D(2»/TS~( 1 o(\+X(?) 
F2=(1.O+X(2)-TWS*(I.O+U(2»/TS 
F4=DELH*(~IS-CS)*(1.0+X(1»*(I.O+X(1»/(ROH*CP*TS) 
ARG2:::ANn*({1 (\+U(1»*FI+F3*F4)-UA*F2/(ROW*VOl*CP) 
CALL QUDRTC(X.Q.SQ;2.1.0) 
CALL QUDRTC(U~R.SR.2,1.0) 
ARG3=SQ+SR 
X(' )=INTEGR( 1 bXO( I) .ARG1.Xl (I» 
X(2)=INTEGR(2.XO(2).ARG2.Xl(2» 
COST:::INTEGR(3,O.O.ARG3.Cl) 
1 () CONTI NUE 
PRICE:::PRICE+ARG3*DT 
IF(ABS(X(2».GT.I0.0) GO TO 15 
IF(NN.lE.O) GO TO 13 
TI ME=T It1E +OT 
IF(TIME.LT.(PRT o Oo0001» GO TO 14 
13 WRITE(6.206)TIME.COST.X(1).X(2).D(1).O(2).U(I).U(2) 
PRT=PRT+PRI ' 
14 NN=NN+l 
IF(TIME.LT.(FINT m O.001» GO TO 9 
XPLoT(1.PLTllUM)=X(l ) 
XPLOT(2 s PLTNUM)=X{2) 
DPLOT(l.PLTNUM)=O(I) 
DPLOT(2.PLTNUM)=D(2) 
UPLOT(1.PLTNUM)=U(1) 
UPLOT(2.PLTNUM)=U(2) 
SOSQ=X(I)*X(1)+Xi2)*X(2) 
XENO=SQR T( SOSQ) 
WRITE(6.208)TIME.COST.PRICE.XEND 
208 FORMAT(31HO PROCESS COMPLETED AT TIME:: .F8.2// 
1" C[tST=".IPE15~5.IPRICE=I.IPE15.5."XEND:::II.1PE15.5) 
GO TO 16 
15 WRITE(6.209)TIME.COST.PRICE'XENO 
209 FORMAT(38HO EMERGENCV PLANt SHUTDOWN AT TIME::: .F8.2/1 
1" COST:::".IPE15.5s"PRICE=",lPE15.5,"XENO=".IPEIS.5/) 
GO TO 19 
16 CONTINUE 
IF(IN04.NE.3) GO TO 19 
CALL PLOTTR(N.M.T.FINT.2.5.3.5.8.0.IN04) 
19 CONTINUE 
8 CONTINUE 
c 
C RUN DISCRETE PROCESS. 
C 
c 
EF(lND3~LT02) GO TO 20 WRITE(6~210}KFBO(lg1).KFBD(le2),KFBD(2,1),KFBD(2,2)~XO(1),)(0(2), 
llJM ltH i ) , Ut1AX ( t ) fliM IN ( 2 ) , UMAX (2) , 
210 FORI1AT03Hl REACTOR UNDER DISCRETE CONTROLI / 
11i WITH FEEDBACK MATRIX KFBD:::: ".2F15.6/31X~2F15e6// 
211 INITIAL CONDITIONS XO:::("92FS .. 4,")II// 
3 11 AND entHROl CONSTRAINTS "(" UMIN:: II .F8.4." UMAX;;;;II,F8,,4f) 
TNPT=NPT 
PLTl::FltJT/TNPT 
C CORRECT THE PRINTOUT INTERVAL TO FIT CONTROL INTERVAL 
C 
c 
IF(PRI~T)21~22923 
21 PN=T/PRI 
NP:::PN 
PRY :::T/NP 
GO 24 
22 PRTI 
NP=l 
GO TO 
PN::Pl1 t IT 
NP~,:PN 
PRTI=PNP 
24 CONTINUE 
\~R 1 TE (6 ,; 2 1 5 ) 
215 FORMAT(1HO,i! TIME KOUNT COST STATE VARIABLES AND CONTROlS") 
D (1 ) ::0.0 
D(2)=0.0 
U(l)=Q"O 
U(2)=O~O 
X(1 )=)(0(1) 
X(2)=XO(2) 
o 
o 
i<OUNT=O 
WRITE(6 211)TJME KOUNT~COSTyX(I)fX(2)~D(1)BO(2) 
211 FORMAT( 2.15 1 15.5) 
25 CONTINUE 
)(l(1)=X(1) 
Xl(2)=X(2) 
Cl=cosr 
C STORE VARIABLES FOR PLOTTING 
C 
IF(IND4 NE.4) GO TO 26 
IF(TIME oLT.(PLTT-O.0001» GO TO 26 
PL TT=PL TT+Pl TI 
XPLOT(I,NPLT)=X(l) 
XPLOT(2.NPLT)=X(2) 
DPLOT(I~PLTNUM)=D(I) 
DPLOT (2 g PL nJU~1)=D (2 ) 
NPLT=NPLT+l 
26 CONTINUE 
IF(TIME 0 lT Q (CNT-O@OOOl» GO TO 27 
CNT=CNT+T 
KOUNT=KOUNT+] 
CALt ~1ATVEC (KFBD. X ~ V B 2" 2) 
00 35 J=1,l2 
U(J)=-LIMIT(V(J).UMAX(J).UMIN(J» 
35 CONTINUE ' 
IF(TIMEoGT.(PRT+PRI)} GO TO 28 
IF(TIME@GT.(PRT+T» GO TO 28 
WRITE(6.212)U(1).U(2) 
212 FORMAT(89X~lP2E15e5) 
r. 
."- "'" C STORE CONTROL VARIABLE FOR PLOTTING 
C 
28 IF(IND4 NE e4) GO TO 29 
gr U :~gH~H~~~g ~ 
29 CONTI Nut. . 
CALL QUDRTC(X J. j2~T) 
CALL QUORTC(U~Rv 2,T) 
PRICE=PRICE+SQ+SR 
IF(INDI~LT®2) GO TO 27 
IF(KOUNT.GT (2*NP»GO TO 
WR I (6 j 213) TI ME ~ KOUrH II COST ~)( ( 1 ) .)( (2) J 0 ( 1 ) pO (2) J U ( 1 ) ~ U (2 ) 
213 FORMAT(F8 2,115jlP7El~ 5) 
27 CONTI NUE 
DO 30 l=le2 
DUM=NOISE(O~0~lf'O~Oa09200) DUM1=RAMP(O.2,'I IME,1$0,lOe025 20 0 0) 
DUM2=RAMP(O.25JTIME,I1.0~0 02592000) 
IF(nUM. gO OlGO TO 95 
D U ) =DUtl1 
GO TO 96 
D(1 )=~Oe65"(DU~12 
CONTI NUE 
D(2)=SI~(3.0*TIME)*DUM2*2.S 
Fl=CIS*(1~0+D(1»/CS-(1.0+X(I» 
2=E*X(2)/(RG*TS*(1.0+X(2») 
XP(F2) 
F2=(CIS-CS)*(1 0+X(1»*(1.0+X(1»/C5 
ARG1=AND*«1.0+U(1»*Fl F2*F3) 
Fl IS*{l.0+D(2»/TS-(1.0+X(2» 
1 0 (2»-TWS*(1.0+U(2»/TS 
LH*(CI 5)*(1. (1»*{1.0+X(I)/(ROW*CP*TS) 
=AND*«1.0+U(1» 1+F3*F4)-UA*F2/(ROW*VOL*CP) 
L QUDRTC(X~QD ~2wlDO) 
L QUDRTC(U,R. .2.1 0) 
= I E GR (1 XO ( 1) ARG 1 Xl ( 1 ) ) 
=INTEGR(2, ARG2,Xl(2) 
INTEGR(3~0 tel) 
S(X(2» GT.l0 O}GO TO 40 
30 I NUE 
IF(NN LE.O) GO TO 31 
TIME IME+DT 
IF(TIME@lT.(PRT-O@0001» GO TO 32 
31 WRI (6,211)TIME~KOUNT~COST,X(1),X(2)9D(I)fD(2) 
PRT=PRT+PRTI 
32 NN=NN+l 
IF(TIME@LTe(FINT Q OQ 001» GO TO 25 
XPLOT(l wNPLT)=X(l) 
XPLOT(2.NPLT) (2) 
DPLOT(l.NPLT)=D(l) 
DPLOT(2.NPLT)=D(2) 
SQSQ=X(1)*X(1)+X{2)*X(2) 
XENO=SQRT(SOSQ) 
WRITE(6,214)TIME s COST,PRICE,XEND 
214 FORMAT(31HO PROCESS COMPLETFO /'IT TOW = Fl0.2// 
1" COST=",F20 .. 6." PRICE:",F20.6", XENO l P E1S.S) 
GO TO 39 
40 WRITE{6,209)TIt1E,COST,PRI ,XHID 
GO TO 33 
39 IF(INDI+~tIC4) GO TO 33 
CALL PLOTTROJ,M.T.FINT,2,,5 j 3 o,Ron" T!!n4) 
33 CONTINUE 
20 CONTI NUE 
GO TO 5 
END 
